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FADE IN:FADE IN:

EXT. MOTEL - EARLY MORNINGEXT. MOTEL - EARLY MORNING

The sun rises outside of an old motel.The sun rises outside of an old motel.

INT. MOTEL ROOM - EARLY MORNINGINT. MOTEL ROOM - EARLY MORNING

INSERT - Muhammad Ali posterINSERT - Muhammad Ali poster

Four pushpins secure a poster to the wall of a young MuhammadFour pushpins secure a poster to the wall of a young Muhammad
Ali throwing a right punch with the words, "FLOAT LIKE AAli throwing a right punch with the words, "FLOAT LIKE A
BUTTERFLY STING LIKE A BEE."BUTTERFLY STING LIKE A BEE."

BACK TO SCENEBACK TO SCENE

RAYMOND 'RAY RAY' DEMPS, 31, six-feet, 184 pounds, charming,RAYMOND 'RAY RAY' DEMPS, 31, six-feet, 184 pounds, charming,
rock hard body with handsome features, lies in bed staring atrock hard body with handsome features, lies in bed staring at
the poster.the poster.

A Texas State Penitentiary prison ID with his name and faceA Texas State Penitentiary prison ID with his name and face
on it, lays on the nightstand next to a clock showing 6:29on it, lays on the nightstand next to a clock showing 6:29
a.m. The time changes to 6:30 a.m. and the ALARM GOES OFF.a.m. The time changes to 6:30 a.m. and the ALARM GOES OFF.

Raymond reaches over and turns off the alarm. He rises up,Raymond reaches over and turns off the alarm. He rises up,
sitting on the edge of the bed. Raymond walks into thesitting on the edge of the bed. Raymond walks into the
bathroom, turning on the light.bathroom, turning on the light.

INT. BOXING GYM - MORNINGINT. BOXING GYM - MORNING

Inside an old gym that has seen better days, a speed bag isInside an old gym that has seen better days, a speed bag is
HIT with speed and accuracy.HIT with speed and accuracy.

Sweat drips from Raymond, as he uses different techniquesSweat drips from Raymond, as he uses different techniques
hitting the bag.hitting the bag.

INT. MOTEL ROOM - DAYINT. MOTEL ROOM - DAY

As Raymond finishes packing his duffle bag, he picks up hisAs Raymond finishes packing his duffle bag, he picks up his
Penitentiary ID off the nightstand. Raymond FLICKS A LIGHTERPenitentiary ID off the nightstand. Raymond FLICKS A LIGHTER
as he stares at his ID. He holds the ID over an empty trashas he stares at his ID. He holds the ID over an empty trash
can and places it over the lighter fire.can and places it over the lighter fire.

The Texas State Penitentiary ID melts away. Raymond drops theThe Texas State Penitentiary ID melts away. Raymond drops the
rest of the ID in the garbage can. He throws the bag over hisrest of the ID in the garbage can. He throws the bag over his
shoulder, takes a last look at the room, and exits.shoulder, takes a last look at the room, and exits.

EXT. FREEWAY - NIGHTEXT. FREEWAY - NIGHT

A Greyhound bus drives past a highway sign 'WELCOME toA Greyhound bus drives past a highway sign 'WELCOME to
ATLANTA'.ATLANTA'.

EXT. INNER CITY, NEIGHBORHOOD - NIGHTEXT. INNER CITY, NEIGHBORHOOD - NIGHT

A faint AMBULANCE SIREN is heard. Abandoned homes and oldA faint AMBULANCE SIREN is heard. Abandoned homes and old
cars are scattered throughout a rough neighborhood. LOUDcars are scattered throughout a rough neighborhood. LOUD
MUSIC and a CAR PEELING RUBBER are heard.MUSIC and a CAR PEELING RUBBER are heard.

Two men, hastily approach the front door of an old house.Two men, hastily approach the front door of an old house.

INT. OLD HOUSE - NIGHTINT. OLD HOUSE - NIGHT

Old furniture is scattered throughout the house with a TVOld furniture is scattered throughout the house with a TV
showing a basketball game. A nine millimeter hand gun sits onshowing a basketball game. A nine millimeter hand gun sits on
the coffee table.the coffee table.



2.2.

A grungy man, thick beard and mustache, pot belly, wearing aA grungy man, thick beard and mustache, pot belly, wearing a
white t-shirt sits at the dining table separating pills intowhite t-shirt sits at the dining table separating pills into
tiny ziploc bags. Two large ziploc bags of pills and a halftiny ziploc bags. Two large ziploc bags of pills and a half
kilo of cocaine wrapped in plastic sit on the table in frontkilo of cocaine wrapped in plastic sit on the table in front
of him. A black duffle bag of money, lies on the floor nextof him. A black duffle bag of money, lies on the floor next
to the table.to the table.

The door is kicked in. HOT ROD, tall, small diamond stud noseThe door is kicked in. HOT ROD, tall, small diamond stud nose
ring, and YOUNG BLACK, dreadlocks, rush in.ring, and YOUNG BLACK, dreadlocks, rush in.

The grungy man jumps up from the table and goes for theThe grungy man jumps up from the table and goes for the
handgun sitting on the coffee table. Before he can reach thehandgun sitting on the coffee table. Before he can reach the
gun, Hot Rod FIRES TWO SHOTS into his chest, killing him.gun, Hot Rod FIRES TWO SHOTS into his chest, killing him.

Young Black pointing his gun, quickly runs to the back rooms,Young Black pointing his gun, quickly runs to the back rooms,
checking to see if anyone else is in the home.checking to see if anyone else is in the home.

Hot Rod quickly runs over to the table and picks up the blackHot Rod quickly runs over to the table and picks up the black
duffle bag, placing it on the table.duffle bag, placing it on the table.

Another man enters, MESSIAH, real shady Original Gangster,Another man enters, MESSIAH, real shady Original Gangster,
mid-thirties, face showing the sign of a few street wars,mid-thirties, face showing the sign of a few street wars,
wearing a black leather jacket and a beanie hat.wearing a black leather jacket and a beanie hat.

Young Black runs from the back room.Young Black runs from the back room.

HOT RODHOT ROD
Jackpot.Jackpot.

Messiah stands smiling as Hot Rod throws the ziploc bags ofMessiah stands smiling as Hot Rod throws the ziploc bags of
pills and half kilo of cocaine in the duffle bag with thepills and half kilo of cocaine in the duffle bag with the
money.money.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
I told you this city is wide open.I told you this city is wide open.
Easy money.Easy money.

Messiah turns and exits the house, followed by his twoMessiah turns and exits the house, followed by his two
cronies.cronies.

EXT. ATLANTA STREETS - NIGHTEXT. ATLANTA STREETS - NIGHT

A Greyhound bus drives into downtown Atlanta on a clear andA Greyhound bus drives into downtown Atlanta on a clear and
cool late spring night. It pulls into the bus station.cool late spring night. It pulls into the bus station.

EXT. BUS STATION - NIGHTEXT. BUS STATION - NIGHT

Raymond exits the bus with the other passengers.Raymond exits the bus with the other passengers.

EXT. BUS STATION - NIGHTEXT. BUS STATION - NIGHT

Carrying his bag over his shoulder, Raymond walks over to aCarrying his bag over his shoulder, Raymond walks over to a
bench outside the bus station where he sees a drunken andbench outside the bus station where he sees a drunken and
homeless old man, lying on the bench.homeless old man, lying on the bench.

A black Chevrolet Tahoe pulls up in front of the benchA black Chevrolet Tahoe pulls up in front of the bench
outside the bus station. The driver, BOW, mid-thirties, sternoutside the bus station. The driver, BOW, mid-thirties, stern
individual, Vince's right hand man, rolls down the window andindividual, Vince's right hand man, rolls down the window and
calls out to Raymond.calls out to Raymond.

BOWBOW
Are you Raymond?Are you Raymond?



3.3.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Yeah, that's me.Yeah, that's me.

BOWBOW
I'm Bow. Vince sent me to pick youI'm Bow. Vince sent me to pick you
up. Hop in.up. Hop in.

Raymond walks over to the Tahoe. He puts his bag in the backRaymond walks over to the Tahoe. He puts his bag in the back
seat and gets in. Bow drives off.seat and gets in. Bow drives off.

EXT. CITY STREETS - NIGHTEXT. CITY STREETS - NIGHT

Not far from downtown, a two story nightclub sits right onNot far from downtown, a two story nightclub sits right on
the edge of Atlanta's party district.the edge of Atlanta's party district.

Bow parks on the street right outside the nightclub.Bow parks on the street right outside the nightclub.

Raymond looks up at a glowing red sign over the frontRaymond looks up at a glowing red sign over the front
entrance that reads CLUB CORRAL.entrance that reads CLUB CORRAL.

BOWBOW
Come on.Come on.

As the two men exit the SUV, Raymond catches a glimpse of aAs the two men exit the SUV, Raymond catches a glimpse of a
gun stuffed in a holster under Bow's jacket.gun stuffed in a holster under Bow's jacket.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

Bow and Raymond enter the club.Bow and Raymond enter the club.

Raymond looks around the elegant club and see two bars, twoRaymond looks around the elegant club and see two bars, two
pool tables, a dance floor, and an upstairs V.I.P. section.pool tables, a dance floor, and an upstairs V.I.P. section.
He sees four men, two playing pool and a huge man watchingHe sees four men, two playing pool and a huge man watching
them. Raymond recognizes VINCE, 34, 6'2, charismatic with anthem. Raymond recognizes VINCE, 34, 6'2, charismatic with an
ego to match, neatly trimmed haircut, and five o'clock shadow.ego to match, neatly trimmed haircut, and five o'clock shadow.

Vince stands wearing a black shirt and slacks with a diamondVince stands wearing a black shirt and slacks with a diamond
necklace and watch, talking on his cell phone at the bar.necklace and watch, talking on his cell phone at the bar.

Vince sees Raymond.Vince sees Raymond.

VINCEVINCE
I'm gonna call you back.I'm gonna call you back.

Vince hangs up his phone.Vince hangs up his phone.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Oh shit! There he is! My favoriteOh shit! There he is! My favorite
cousin, in from Dallas!cousin, in from Dallas!

Vince walks over and hugs Raymond.Vince walks over and hugs Raymond.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Damn man, look at you! Your ass isDamn man, look at you! Your ass is
gettin' big!gettin' big!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I see you flossin' with your watchI see you flossin' with your watch
and chain. Life must be good.and chain. Life must be good.

VINCEVINCE
You know I like to live it up.You know I like to live it up.
Only the best. Let me introduceOnly the best. Let me introduce
you to the homies.you to the homies.
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Vince signals over the three men from the pool table. MAILVince signals over the three men from the pool table. MAIL
MAN MALONE, runner and hitman, SLICK RICK, cunning andMAN MALONE, runner and hitman, SLICK RICK, cunning and
ambitious, and GRIMIS, 6'5, a solid 315 pounds, the muscle.ambitious, and GRIMIS, 6'5, a solid 315 pounds, the muscle.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
This is my cousin Raymond, aka RayThis is my cousin Raymond, aka Ray
Ray, in from Dallas... You alreadyRay, in from Dallas... You already
met my man, Bow. That's Mail Manmet my man, Bow. That's Mail Man
Malone, up from Savannah, GA,Malone, up from Savannah, GA,
that's Slick Rick, and big Grimis.that's Slick Rick, and big Grimis.

As the men all walk over and greet Raymond, Vince turns toAs the men all walk over and greet Raymond, Vince turns to
Bow.Bow.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
I'll get up with y'all later.I'll get up with y'all later.

All the men exit the club, leaving Vince and Raymond alone.All the men exit the club, leaving Vince and Raymond alone.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
You're lookin' good. Have a seat.You're lookin' good. Have a seat.

Raymond sits at the bar with Vince standing next to him.Raymond sits at the bar with Vince standing next to him.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What's goin' on with all this,What's goin' on with all this,
Club Corral?Club Corral?

VINCEVINCE
Your big cousin has come up. I ownYour big cousin has come up. I own
this spot.this spot.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Bullshit.Bullshit.

VINCEVINCE
Straight up... Hey, you know I oweStraight up... Hey, you know I owe
you, right?you, right?

Vince reaches over and puts his hand on the back of Raymond'sVince reaches over and puts his hand on the back of Raymond's
neck.neck.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
I told you I was gonna take careI told you I was gonna take care
of you when you got out. You readyof you when you got out. You ready
to go to work and get this money?to go to work and get this money?

Vince lets go of Raymond.Vince lets go of Raymond.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Look, I ain't tryin' to go back toLook, I ain't tryin' to go back to
the joint.the joint.

VINCEVINCE
All I need you to do is help meAll I need you to do is help me
run this place, drive from time torun this place, drive from time to
time, and watch my back.time, and watch my back.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
That's it?That's it?
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VINCEVINCE
You won't need to get involved inYou won't need to get involved in
any other activities. Your handsany other activities. Your hands
will stay clean. Besides, ain'twill stay clean. Besides, ain't
nobody hiring ex-cons out here.nobody hiring ex-cons out here.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
To be honest with you, I gotTo be honest with you, I got
something in the works.something in the works.

VINCEVINCE
Talk to me.Talk to me.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
When I was locked up, I startedWhen I was locked up, I started
boxing again. It was a programboxing again. It was a program
they started for inmates whothey started for inmates who
earned points for good behavior.earned points for good behavior.
I have a fight lined up right hereI have a fight lined up right here
in Atlanta.in Atlanta.

VINCEVINCE
You're back in the fight game.You're back in the fight game.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I've already applied to the boxingI've already applied to the boxing
commission to reinstate mycommission to reinstate my
license. I feel like I might getlicense. I feel like I might get
a second chance.a second chance.

VINCEVINCE
That's cool. But in the mean time,That's cool. But in the mean time,
we gotta get some money back inwe gotta get some money back in
your pockets.your pockets.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
As long as I keep my hands clean,As long as I keep my hands clean,
I'm in.I'm in.

VINCEVINCE
There's plenty of money in ATL...There's plenty of money in ATL...
Let's get outta here.Let's get outta here.

INT. CADILLAC ESCALADE - NIGHTINT. CADILLAC ESCALADE - NIGHT

Vince drives Raymond in his new ruby red Cadillac Escalade.Vince drives Raymond in his new ruby red Cadillac Escalade.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
This is nice.This is nice.

Vince reaches into his pocket and pulls out a roll of money,Vince reaches into his pocket and pulls out a roll of money,
handing it to Raymond.handing it to Raymond.

VINCEVINCE
Somethin' for your pockets.Somethin' for your pockets.

Raymond takes the money and puts it in his jacket pocket.Raymond takes the money and puts it in his jacket pocket.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Hey, I bet you saw some way outHey, I bet you saw some way out
shit in there, huh?shit in there, huh?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
"Did I"?!"Did I"?!
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Vince and Raymond laugh.Vince and Raymond laugh.

VINCEVINCE
I know. I been there.I know. I been there.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I got time served for goodI got time served for good
behavior. No parole and nobehavior. No parole and no
probation. I paid the debt and I'mprobation. I paid the debt and I'm
clean.clean.

VINCEVINCE
You went in there and handled yourYou went in there and handled your
business.business.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
So, what's Atlanta all about?So, what's Atlanta all about?

VINCEVINCE
I've been here almost five years.I've been here almost five years.
This city is on fire.This city is on fire.

EXT. MILLION DOLLAR NEIGHBORHOOD - NIGHTEXT. MILLION DOLLAR NEIGHBORHOOD - NIGHT

The Cadillac Escalade drives through a neighborhood filledThe Cadillac Escalade drives through a neighborhood filled
with multi-million dollar homes, big green trees and thickwith multi-million dollar homes, big green trees and thick
grassy lawns.grassy lawns.

INT. CADILLAC ESCALADE - NIGHTINT. CADILLAC ESCALADE - NIGHT

Raymond looks visibly surprised at the neighborhood Vince hasRaymond looks visibly surprised at the neighborhood Vince has
driven him into.driven him into.

Vince pulls into the driveway of a two-story mansion andVince pulls into the driveway of a two-story mansion and
turns off the engine.turns off the engine.

VINCEVINCE
Beats the old neighborhood, don'tBeats the old neighborhood, don't
it?it?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
We are far from the hood. WhoWe are far from the hood. Who
lives here?lives here?

VINCEVINCE
This is my bachelor pad.This is my bachelor pad.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Come on man, serious, who livesCome on man, serious, who lives
here?here?

VINCEVINCE
Those doin' bad days behind us.Those doin' bad days behind us.

Vince exits the SUV.Vince exits the SUV.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Okay.Okay.

Raymond exits the SUV.Raymond exits the SUV.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Vince and Raymond stand in the foyer of the mansion.Vince and Raymond stand in the foyer of the mansion.
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Raymond looks around the home in awe. He sees a windingRaymond looks around the home in awe. He sees a winding
staircase, marble floors, and high-end furniture.staircase, marble floors, and high-end furniture.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You live here all by yourself?You live here all by yourself?

VINCEVINCE
We live here. Come on, let me showWe live here. Come on, let me show
you around.you around.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/GARAGE - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/GARAGE - NIGHT

Raymond and Vince enter the three-car garage.Raymond and Vince enter the three-car garage.

Raymond sees a new silver Bentley Flying Spur, a new blackRaymond sees a new silver Bentley Flying Spur, a new black
Audi R8, and a new black Porsche Panamera.Audi R8, and a new black Porsche Panamera.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I see you're doin' it in true bigI see you're doin' it in true big
boy fashion.boy fashion.

VINCEVINCE
The American dream at itsThe American dream at its
finest... You like the Porsche?finest... You like the Porsche?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Hell yeah.Hell yeah.

VINCEVINCE
It's all yours.It's all yours.

Vince hands Raymond the key.Vince hands Raymond the key.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Didn't I tell you I was gonna takeDidn't I tell you I was gonna take
care of you?care of you?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
That's what you said.That's what you said.

VINCEVINCE
You remember the code? "If you'reYou remember the code? "If you're
gonna be down with me."gonna be down with me."

RAYMONDRAYMOND
"Be all the way down with me.""Be all the way down with me."

Vince hugs Raymond.Vince hugs Raymond.

VINCEVINCE
Just like old times. I love you,Just like old times. I love you,
man.man.

EXT. OLD HOUSE - NIGHTEXT. OLD HOUSE - NIGHT

Four police cars, an ambulance, and a coroner's vehicle areFour police cars, an ambulance, and a coroner's vehicle are
parked out front.parked out front.

INT. OLD HOUSE - NIGHTINT. OLD HOUSE - NIGHT

DETECTIVE DANNY PEARLINSKI, 54, Caucasian, brown hair withDETECTIVE DANNY PEARLINSKI, 54, Caucasian, brown hair with
streaks of gray and DETECTIVE CALVIN HUGHES, 43, Africanstreaks of gray and DETECTIVE CALVIN HUGHES, 43, African
American, clean cut, ex-linebacker build, case the murderAmerican, clean cut, ex-linebacker build, case the murder
scene.scene.
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DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
The victim is an, Abdullah Fahtem.The victim is an, Abdullah Fahtem.

Detective Pearlinski raises the sheet covering the body.Detective Pearlinski raises the sheet covering the body.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
One gun shot wound to the upperOne gun shot wound to the upper
torso, and another to the uppertorso, and another to the upper
abdomen.abdomen.

Detective Pearlinski covers the body and stands lookingDetective Pearlinski covers the body and stands looking
around.around.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
Home invasion, more than likelyHome invasion, more than likely
drug related... His rap sheetdrug related... His rap sheet
shows a history of drug relatedshows a history of drug related
crimes. Known associate is a Briancrimes. Known associate is a Brian
Orlando Williams, street name, Bow.Orlando Williams, street name, Bow.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
This is gonna be a long night.This is gonna be a long night.

EXT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTEXT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

A line mostly filled with gorgeous women wearing shortA line mostly filled with gorgeous women wearing short
skirts, tight pants, strapless tops, and heels wait to get in.skirts, tight pants, strapless tops, and heels wait to get in.

Raymond drives up in front of Club Corral in his new Porsche.Raymond drives up in front of Club Corral in his new Porsche.

He parks on the side of the club in a designated area forHe parks on the side of the club in a designated area for
V.I.P. Raymond gets out of the car wearing a black designerV.I.P. Raymond gets out of the car wearing a black designer
suit. He walks over to Vince, standing outside the V.I.P.suit. He walks over to Vince, standing outside the V.I.P.
entrance, wearing a dark blue suit.entrance, wearing a dark blue suit.

VINCEVINCE
I see you got your swagger back.I see you got your swagger back.

Raymond adjusts his tie.Raymond adjusts his tie.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I never lost it.I never lost it.

Vince escorts Raymond into the club through a side doorVince escorts Raymond into the club through a side door
designated for V.I.P.designated for V.I.P.

Grimis moves aside, allowing Vince and Raymond to enter.Grimis moves aside, allowing Vince and Raymond to enter.

INT. NIGHTCLUB - NIGHTINT. NIGHTCLUB - NIGHT

MUSIC PLAYS in the club filled with beautiful women.MUSIC PLAYS in the club filled with beautiful women.

Vince throws his left arm around Raymond's neck and SPEAKSVince throws his left arm around Raymond's neck and SPEAKS
OVER THE MUSIC.OVER THE MUSIC.

VINCEVINCE
This is one of the hottest spotsThis is one of the hottest spots
in town.in town.

A woman stares at Raymond as she passes him.A woman stares at Raymond as she passes him.
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VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Some of Atlanta's finest. All forSome of Atlanta's finest. All for
us... Check out the club. Anythingus... Check out the club. Anything
you want is on the house.you want is on the house.

Raymond looks around the club impressed as Vince walks away.Raymond looks around the club impressed as Vince walks away.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

People dance and party.People dance and party.

Raymond stands by the bar, chatting with a group of threeRaymond stands by the bar, chatting with a group of three
women. He sees Vince standing with two women, EBONY DOUGLAS,women. He sees Vince standing with two women, EBONY DOUGLAS,
25, 5'5, naive, very pretty, extremely curvaceous, wearing a25, 5'5, naive, very pretty, extremely curvaceous, wearing a
long ponytail.long ponytail.

The very beautiful HEAVEN TATUM, 29, 5'8, intelligent,The very beautiful HEAVEN TATUM, 29, 5'8, intelligent,
sophisticated, and guarded with long flowing hair andsophisticated, and guarded with long flowing hair and
flawless skin, model type. Both women wear form fittingflawless skin, model type. Both women wear form fitting
dresses that show off their figures.dresses that show off their figures.

Heaven's beauty is so captivating that Raymond can't take hisHeaven's beauty is so captivating that Raymond can't take his
eyes off her.eyes off her.

Vince puts his arm around Ebony and escorts Both womenVince puts his arm around Ebony and escorts Both women
upstairs to the V.I.P.upstairs to the V.I.P.

INT. CLUB CORRAL/V.I.P. - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL/V.I.P. - NIGHT

Enjoying a nice view of the club, Vince, Ebony sitting inEnjoying a nice view of the club, Vince, Ebony sitting in
Vince's lap, and Heaven, all lounge in a booth in the V.I.P.Vince's lap, and Heaven, all lounge in a booth in the V.I.P.
laughing and drinking.laughing and drinking.

Raymond approaches the booth.Raymond approaches the booth.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
How's everybody doin'?How's everybody doin'?

VINCEVINCE
Livin' it up. You havin' a goodLivin' it up. You havin' a good
time?time?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
The club is all that... You'reThe club is all that... You're
over here with two beautiful youngover here with two beautiful young
ladies and I'm feelin' like leftladies and I'm feelin' like left
out, Lamont.out, Lamont.

VINCEVINCE
I wanna introduce you to a closeI wanna introduce you to a close
friend of mine. This is Ebony andfriend of mine. This is Ebony and
her roommate, Heaven. Ladies, thisher roommate, Heaven. Ladies, this
is my cousin, Raymond aka Ray Ray.is my cousin, Raymond aka Ray Ray.

Ebony, reaches up with a drink in one hand and shakesEbony, reaches up with a drink in one hand and shakes
Raymond's hand.Raymond's hand.

EBONYEBONY
Ray Ray, I've heard about you.Ray Ray, I've heard about you.
It's good to finally meet you.It's good to finally meet you.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
The pleasure's all mine.The pleasure's all mine.
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Raymond turns his attention to Heaven.Raymond turns his attention to Heaven.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
Ms. Heaven, and how are youMs. Heaven, and how are you
tonight?tonight?

Raymond extends his hand out to Heaven. Heaven, visiblyRaymond extends his hand out to Heaven. Heaven, visibly
bothered by Raymond's presence, hesitantly shakes his hand.bothered by Raymond's presence, hesitantly shakes his hand.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I'm good.I'm good.

Vince signals for Ebony to stand.Vince signals for Ebony to stand.

VINCEVINCE
Come on. I need to speak to you inCome on. I need to speak to you in
private.private.

EBONYEBONY
It was nice meeting you Ray Ray.It was nice meeting you Ray Ray.

Vince and Ebony exit the V.I.P.Vince and Ebony exit the V.I.P.

Raymond signaling over a waitress, sits beside Heaven.Raymond signaling over a waitress, sits beside Heaven.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I hope you don't mind me joiningI hope you don't mind me joining
you.you.

The waitress walks over.The waitress walks over.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
Get Ms. Heaven anything she wants.Get Ms. Heaven anything she wants.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I'm fine, thank you.I'm fine, thank you.

The waitress walks away.The waitress walks away.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You're lookin' good tonight. IYou're lookin' good tonight. I
truly mean that.truly mean that.

Heaven continues to ignore Raymond.Heaven continues to ignore Raymond.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
Is this your spot?Is this your spot?

HEAVENHEAVEN
I don't mean to be rude, but II don't mean to be rude, but I
didn't come here to meet anyone.didn't come here to meet anyone.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Yeah, but I'm not just anyone.Yeah, but I'm not just anyone.

HEAVENHEAVEN
No, you're a grown man who goesNo, you're a grown man who goes
by, Ray Ray.by, Ray Ray.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Here I am thinking we'd have aHere I am thinking we'd have a
couple of drinks and become bettercouple of drinks and become better
acquainted with each other.acquainted with each other.
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HEAVENHEAVEN
You thought you'd step to me allYou thought you'd step to me all
charming, with your designer suit,charming, with your designer suit,
flashing that smile, and we'd comeflashing that smile, and we'd come
better acquainted?better acquainted?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Yeah.Yeah.

HEAVENHEAVEN
You thought wrong.You thought wrong.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Okay, Ms. Heaven.Okay, Ms. Heaven.

Raymond stands.Raymond stands.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
It was nice meeting you.It was nice meeting you.

Raymond walks away.Raymond walks away.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

Heaven makes her way through the club.Heaven makes her way through the club.

Raymond, standing by the bar, watches Heaven as she exits theRaymond, standing by the bar, watches Heaven as she exits the
club.club.

EXT. VINCE'S HOUSE/POOL - DAYEXT. VINCE'S HOUSE/POOL - DAY

Ebony lounges out by the pool in a two piece bikini, sippingEbony lounges out by the pool in a two piece bikini, sipping
a fruity alcoholic beverage.a fruity alcoholic beverage.

Raymond walks over to Ebony.Raymond walks over to Ebony.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I see you're enjoyin' this weather.I see you're enjoyin' this weather.

Ebony removes her shades.Ebony removes her shades.

EBONYEBONY
Hi, Ray Ray... Congrats on yourHi, Ray Ray... Congrats on your
new job at the club.new job at the club.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Thanks.Thanks.

Raymond takes a seat in the pool lounge chair next to Ebony.Raymond takes a seat in the pool lounge chair next to Ebony.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
So, what's up with your girl,So, what's up with your girl,
Heaven?Heaven?

Ebony, shaking her head no.Ebony, shaking her head no.

EBONYEBONY
No offense, Ray Ray, but she'sNo offense, Ray Ray, but she's
like a sister and I'm verylike a sister and I'm very
protective of her.protective of her.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Is she seein' anybody?Is she seein' anybody?
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EBONYEBONY
Not Ms. my career comes first. INot Ms. my career comes first. I
had to drag her with me the otherhad to drag her with me the other
night. I'm just happy that she'snight. I'm just happy that she's
starting to enjoy life again.starting to enjoy life again.

Ebony sips her drink.Ebony sips her drink.

EBONY (CONT'D)EBONY (CONT'D)
These last couple of years haveThese last couple of years have
been really tough with her losingbeen really tough with her losing
one of her brothers.one of her brothers.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Sorry to hear that... What doesSorry to hear that... What does
she do?she do?

Ebony stares at Raymond, unsure of his intentions.Ebony stares at Raymond, unsure of his intentions.

Raymond sees Vince standing on the balcony, pointing at hisRaymond sees Vince standing on the balcony, pointing at his
watch.watch.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
We'll talk later.We'll talk later.

Raymond gets up from the lounge chair and walks away.Raymond gets up from the lounge chair and walks away.

INT. COMMUNITY BASKETBALL GYM - DAYINT. COMMUNITY BASKETBALL GYM - DAY

People seated and standing CLAP and CHEER.People seated and standing CLAP and CHEER.

INSERT - Posters readingINSERT - Posters reading

"Vote Attorney Walter Griffin for District 12 City Council""Vote Attorney Walter Griffin for District 12 City Council"
are spread throughout the gym.are spread throughout the gym.

BACK TO SCENEBACK TO SCENE

150 people are seated and about 25 people stand in the back.150 people are seated and about 25 people stand in the back.
Everyone listens as attorney WALTER GRIFFIN, 45, blue suit,Everyone listens as attorney WALTER GRIFFIN, 45, blue suit,
passionate and very well spoken, speaks to the crowd.passionate and very well spoken, speaks to the crowd.

Vince, Raymond, and Bow enter the gym and stand in the back.Vince, Raymond, and Bow enter the gym and stand in the back.

WALTER GRIFFINWALTER GRIFFIN
I recognize the problems in ourI recognize the problems in our
community! The government can'tcommunity! The government can't
help! It starts right here withhelp! It starts right here with
us!us!

Raymond looks around at the people CHEERING.Raymond looks around at the people CHEERING.

FEMALE AUDIENCE MEMBERFEMALE AUDIENCE MEMBER
It's time for change!It's time for change!

Walter Griffin points at the woman.Walter Griffin points at the woman.

WALTER GRIFFINWALTER GRIFFIN
And change is what I'm about, myAnd change is what I'm about, my
sister! A change for thesister! A change for the
better!... If you elect me, I notbetter!... If you elect me, I not
only promise to rid the districtonly promise to rid the district
of drugs and gangs, I guarantee it!of drugs and gangs, I guarantee it!
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People CLAP and CHEER.People CLAP and CHEER.

WALTER GRIFFIN (CONT'D)WALTER GRIFFIN (CONT'D)
I won't stop until they're allI won't stop until they're all
gone!... Go away! Your time is up!gone!... Go away! Your time is up!
Get 'em outta here! We don't wantGet 'em outta here! We don't want
'em!'em!

Vince stares at Walter Griffin with a purpose as the peopleVince stares at Walter Griffin with a purpose as the people
cheer.cheer.

Raymond looks around, trying to figure out what he has walkedRaymond looks around, trying to figure out what he has walked
into.into.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - DAYINT. CLUB CORRAL - DAY

Vince sits in a booth in the empty nightclub with cityVince sits in a booth in the empty nightclub with city
councilman RONALD SHAW, 55, goatee, gray suit, with a bit ofcouncilman RONALD SHAW, 55, goatee, gray suit, with a bit of
a gut.a gut.

Bow sits over by the bar, watching the two men.Bow sits over by the bar, watching the two men.

The councilman smokes a cigar and drinks cognac.The councilman smokes a cigar and drinks cognac.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
It's not looking good. I'm behindIt's not looking good. I'm behind
in the polls by twenty-fivein the polls by twenty-five
percent... That's a problem.percent... That's a problem.

VINCEVINCE
That's a big problem.That's a big problem.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
In just a year's time I know thatIn just a year's time I know that
you've made what, well over threeyou've made what, well over three
million dollars in my district?million dollars in my district?

VINCEVINCE
Times are good.Times are good.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
Times are real good. We're eatingTimes are real good. We're eating
high off the hog right now... Ifhigh off the hog right now... If
I lose this election, we both lose.I lose this election, we both lose.

The councilman puffs on his cigar.The councilman puffs on his cigar.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW (CONT'D)COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW (CONT'D)
We need him out of the picture.We need him out of the picture.

VINCEVINCE
Consider it done.Consider it done.

The councilman nods and finishes his drink. He puts on hisThe councilman nods and finishes his drink. He puts on his
black brim hat and gets up from the booth.black brim hat and gets up from the booth.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
The money you've made is only aThe money you've made is only a
taste of what's out there.taste of what's out there.

The councilman walks away from the booth.The councilman walks away from the booth.
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INT. BOXING GYM - DAYINT. BOXING GYM - DAY

A boxing ring is placed in the center of the gym. Three heavyA boxing ring is placed in the center of the gym. Three heavy
bags and three speed bags hang from hooks. Two men spar inbags and three speed bags hang from hooks. Two men spar in
the ring while a man directs them. A man does push-ups on thethe ring while a man directs them. A man does push-ups on the
floor and another man stands, shadow boxing.floor and another man stands, shadow boxing.

JOE HENRY, 56, salt and pepper hair, former prize fighter,JOE HENRY, 56, salt and pepper hair, former prize fighter,
still fit for his age, stands outside of the ring, watchingstill fit for his age, stands outside of the ring, watching
the two men spar.the two men spar.

With a gym bag thrown over his shoulder, Raymond walks overWith a gym bag thrown over his shoulder, Raymond walks over
to Joe.to Joe.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Joe 'Hands of Stone' Henry.Joe 'Hands of Stone' Henry.

JOEJOE
The one and only. And you must beThe one and only. And you must be
Raymond?Raymond?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
That would be me.That would be me.

The two men shake hands.The two men shake hands.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
You come highly recommended. IYou come highly recommended. I
caught a couple of your fightscaught a couple of your fights
when I was a kid. I'm honored thatwhen I was a kid. I'm honored that
you agreed to train me.you agreed to train me.

JOEJOE
I've known old Warden P.J. BrooksI've known old Warden P.J. Brooks
down in Texas since he was a C.O.down in Texas since he was a C.O.
You must have really got on hisYou must have really got on his
good side for him to call me, andgood side for him to call me, and
put in a word to help get you thisput in a word to help get you this
fight.fight.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I kept my hands clean.I kept my hands clean.

JOEJOE
We got eight weeks to get youWe got eight weeks to get you
ready.ready.

Raymond looks around the gym as Joe looks him over.Raymond looks around the gym as Joe looks him over.

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
Looks like you're in good shape...Looks like you're in good shape...
You're fightin' Atlanta's hometownYou're fightin' Atlanta's hometown
boy and you're a big underdog.boy and you're a big underdog.
You're supposed to be nothin' moreYou're supposed to be nothin' more
than a stepping stone as he climbsthan a stepping stone as he climbs
the ranks to become thethe ranks to become the
cruiserweight champ... Justcruiserweight champ... Just
another body for him to beat up on.another body for him to beat up on.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm ready to shock the world.I'm ready to shock the world.
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JOEJOE
That's what I like to hear... YouThat's what I like to hear... You
were 10 and 1 before they strippedwere 10 and 1 before they stripped
you of your license. What happenedyou of your license. What happened
with that one loss?with that one loss?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Two of the judges said that he wasTwo of the judges said that he was
the busier fighter. I knocked himthe busier fighter. I knocked him
down twice and still lost. Whatdown twice and still lost. What
can you do?can you do?

JOEJOE
Sounds like a payoff. ItSounds like a payoff. It
happens... Let's get to work.happens... Let's get to work.

Raymond and Joe walk toward the locker room.Raymond and Joe walk toward the locker room.

INT. BOXING GYM - DAYINT. BOXING GYM - DAY

Joe holds boxing mitts while Raymond fires lefts and rightsJoe holds boxing mitts while Raymond fires lefts and rights
at them.at them.

JOEJOE
There you go. Show that handThere you go. Show that hand
speed. Shock the world.speed. Shock the world.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

Bartender, TEDDY, thin goatee, serves drinks to patrons whileBartender, TEDDY, thin goatee, serves drinks to patrons while
Raymond stocks the bar.Raymond stocks the bar.

Raymond looks over and sees Vince exiting the club throughRaymond looks over and sees Vince exiting the club through
the V.I.P. entrance with police officer JACK McCALL, latethe V.I.P. entrance with police officer JACK McCALL, late
thirties, strong build, and clean shaven.thirties, strong build, and clean shaven.

INT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Vince snorts a line of cocaine off his desk.Vince snorts a line of cocaine off his desk.

There's a knock at his office door.There's a knock at his office door.

Vince finishes snorting the line of cocaine. He wipes hisVince finishes snorting the line of cocaine. He wipes his
nose and brushes the residue off his desk. Getting himselfnose and brushes the residue off his desk. Getting himself
together, Vince walks over, unlocks the door, and opens it.together, Vince walks over, unlocks the door, and opens it.

Raymond walks into Vince's office with a money box with cashRaymond walks into Vince's office with a money box with cash
and receipts.and receipts.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
We did good tonight.We did good tonight.

VINCEVINCE
I told you this place is a goldI told you this place is a gold
mine.mine.

Sensing Vince is antsy, Raymond sits the money box on hisSensing Vince is antsy, Raymond sits the money box on his
desk.desk.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Everything cool?Everything cool?
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VINCEVINCE
Yeah. Why don't you head on homeYeah. Why don't you head on home
and I'll catch up with you later.and I'll catch up with you later.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
All right.All right.

Raymond watches Vince throw back a shot of liquor as heRaymond watches Vince throw back a shot of liquor as he
leaves the office.leaves the office.

EXT. CLUB CORRAL/V.I.P. PARKING - NIGHTEXT. CLUB CORRAL/V.I.P. PARKING - NIGHT

Raymond walks over to his Porsche. He pats his pants andRaymond walks over to his Porsche. He pats his pants and
jacket pockets and frowns as he looks back at the club.jacket pockets and frowns as he looks back at the club.
Raymond walks over and scans himself into the club v.i.p.Raymond walks over and scans himself into the club v.i.p.
entrance.entrance.

INT. CLUB CORRAL/BASEMENT - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL/BASEMENT - NIGHT

Vince walks down the stairs into the basement of the club. HeVince walks down the stairs into the basement of the club. He
sees attorney Walter Griffin sitting in a chair, with asees attorney Walter Griffin sitting in a chair, with a
bruised face and busted lip.bruised face and busted lip.

Officer McCall and Bow stand over him.Officer McCall and Bow stand over him.

VINCEVINCE
Mr. Walter Griffin.Mr. Walter Griffin.

WALTER GRIFFINWALTER GRIFFIN
What's this all about?... If it'sWhat's this all about?... If it's
money, you can forget about it.money, you can forget about it.

VINCEVINCE
It is about money, but not yours.It is about money, but not yours.
It's about the money you're gonnaIt's about the money you're gonna
cost me.cost me.

WALTER GRIFFINWALTER GRIFFIN
What the hell are you talkingWhat the hell are you talking
about?about?

VINCEVINCE
You're runnin' for city council inYou're runnin' for city council in
District twelve. That seat'sDistrict twelve. That seat's
already occupied.already occupied.

WALTER GRIFFINWALTER GRIFFIN
It's time for changes in DistrictIt's time for changes in District
twelve. I plan to rid it of alltwelve. I plan to rid it of all
the drugs and hoodlums.the drugs and hoodlums.

VINCEVINCE
Now that, we can't have.Now that, we can't have.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

With his keys in hand, Raymond walks down the hallway, pastWith his keys in hand, Raymond walks down the hallway, past
Vince's office door. He walks by the door leading down to theVince's office door. He walks by the door leading down to the
basement. Hearing voices, Raymond stops at the door.basement. Hearing voices, Raymond stops at the door.

INT. CLUB CORRAL/BASEMENT - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL/BASEMENT - NIGHT

Vince stands in front of Attorney Walter Griffin looking downVince stands in front of Attorney Walter Griffin looking down
at him.at him.
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VINCEVINCE
We all know it's the gateway ofWe all know it's the gateway of
the drug trade... There's a lot ofthe drug trade... There's a lot of
money being made right now... Ifmoney being made right now... If
you try and stop that, you'd pissyou try and stop that, you'd piss
off a lot of well-connected people.off a lot of well-connected people.

WALTER GRIFFINWALTER GRIFFIN
Your type of business is exactlyYour type of business is exactly
what's wrong with the district.what's wrong with the district.
You flood those communities withYou flood those communities with
drugs and violence... People likedrugs and violence... People like
you make me sick.you make me sick.

VINCEVINCE
People like me stimulate thePeople like me stimulate the
economy in the district.economy in the district.

WALTER GRIFFINWALTER GRIFFIN
You call bringing in poisonYou call bringing in poison
stimulating an economy? You reallystimulating an economy? You really
are confused, my brother.are confused, my brother.

VINCEVINCE
I feed the district! Without me,I feed the district! Without me,
half of them wouldn't see anyhalf of them wouldn't see any
money!money!

WALTER GRIFFINWALTER GRIFFIN
That district is war-zone! TheThat district is war-zone! The
only future most of them have isonly future most of them have is
death or prison! You're nothingdeath or prison! You're nothing
more than a neighborhood leach andmore than a neighborhood leach and
your time is up!your time is up!

Vince laughs.Vince laughs.

VINCEVINCE
Defiant to the end. I respectDefiant to the end. I respect
that... Attorney Walter Griffin,that... Attorney Walter Griffin,
you are officially out of theyou are officially out of the
running for district twelve...running for district twelve...
Shoot him.Shoot him.

Officer McCall pulls out a 9-millimeter handgun from behindOfficer McCall pulls out a 9-millimeter handgun from behind
his back and SHOOTS Walter Griffin in the head. He falls fromhis back and SHOOTS Walter Griffin in the head. He falls from
the chair, dead.the chair, dead.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What the hell is goin' on?!What the hell is goin' on?!

Officer McCall turns the gun on Raymond, standing by theOfficer McCall turns the gun on Raymond, standing by the
steps leading upstairs.steps leading upstairs.

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
Who the fuck is that?!Who the fuck is that?!

VINCEVINCE
That's my cousin! He works for me!That's my cousin! He works for me!
Don't point that fuckin' gun atDon't point that fuckin' gun at
him!him!

Officer McCall watches Raymond with suspicion.Officer McCall watches Raymond with suspicion.
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OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
To hell with that!To hell with that!

VINCEVINCE
I said he's cool!I said he's cool!

Officer McCall watches Raymond with uncertainty as he lowersOfficer McCall watches Raymond with uncertainty as he lowers
his gun.his gun.

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
He better be cool.He better be cool.

VINCEVINCE
Y'all get the hell outta here. IY'all get the hell outta here. I
need to talk to my cousin.need to talk to my cousin.

Officer McCall stuffs his gun in the back of his pants. HeOfficer McCall stuffs his gun in the back of his pants. He
and Bow walk up the stairs, out of the basement.and Bow walk up the stairs, out of the basement.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
You all right?You all right?

Raymond stands looking down at Walter Griffin's body.Raymond stands looking down at Walter Griffin's body.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Hell no. This is fuckin' murder!Hell no. This is fuckin' murder!

VINCEVINCE
Yeah, but it was a necessary moneyYeah, but it was a necessary money
move. We're in deep, cousin.move. We're in deep, cousin.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I can't get caught up in this!I can't get caught up in this!

Raymond tries to gather himself.Raymond tries to gather himself.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
I'm gettin' the hell out of thisI'm gettin' the hell out of this
city. I'm gone.city. I'm gone.

VINCEVINCE
Do you think that cop is the onlyDo you think that cop is the only
one out here involved in allone out here involved in all
this?! He has friends in highthis?! He has friends in high
places!... You got a fight linedplaces!... You got a fight lined
up. The last thing you need isup. The last thing you need is
that boxing commission finding outthat boxing commission finding out
that you've gotten mixed up inthat you've gotten mixed up in
this.this.

Raymond looks down at Walter Griffin lying dead.Raymond looks down at Walter Griffin lying dead.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Ain't no turnin' back from this.Ain't no turnin' back from this.

VINCEVINCE
How long is it gonna take you toHow long is it gonna take you to
see some real dollars in the fightsee some real dollars in the fight
game?.. I know how much you likegame?.. I know how much you like
gettin' money. We've been gettin'gettin' money. We've been gettin'
it since we were teens, butit since we were teens, but
nothin' like this.nothin' like this.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
This is fucked up.This is fucked up.

Raymond puts his hands on his head.Raymond puts his hands on his head.

VINCEVINCE
We're major players now. We'reWe're major players now. We're
livin' the life we use to dreamlivin' the life we use to dream
about.about.

Vince puts his hand on Raymond's shoulder.Vince puts his hand on Raymond's shoulder.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
I need someone watchin' my backI need someone watchin' my back
that I trust. We're family and Ithat I trust. We're family and I
trust you.trust you.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
So what now?So what now?

VINCEVINCE
We put this behind us and do whatWe put this behind us and do what
we do best. But I can only protectwe do best. But I can only protect
you if you're here with me. If youyou if you're here with me. If you
try and walk away, I can't promisetry and walk away, I can't promise
you one these cocksuckas won'tyou one these cocksuckas won't
come after you... If you remain income after you... If you remain in
the inner-circle, you'rethe inner-circle, you're
untouchable.untouchable.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
So, this is the way it is?So, this is the way it is?

VINCEVINCE
We play the hand we're dealt...We play the hand we're dealt...
I'll take care of this. Go aheadI'll take care of this. Go ahead
and get outta here.and get outta here.

Raymond stares at Vince and walks up the stairs.Raymond stares at Vince and walks up the stairs.

EXT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTEXT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

Raymond gets in his Porsche. Trying to figure out his nextRaymond gets in his Porsche. Trying to figure out his next
move, Raymond HITS the steering wheel.move, Raymond HITS the steering wheel.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Dammit!Dammit!

Raymond calms himself and looks across the parking lot andRaymond calms himself and looks across the parking lot and
sees officer McCall sitting in his unmarked squad car,sees officer McCall sitting in his unmarked squad car,
watching him. The two men stare at each other.watching him. The two men stare at each other.

Raymond watches as Officer McCall drives away. Raymond startsRaymond watches as Officer McCall drives away. Raymond starts
up his car and drives away.up his car and drives away.

EXT. CITY STREET - DAYEXT. CITY STREET - DAY

A 1995, blue-Chevrolet Impala cruises by Club Corral.A 1995, blue-Chevrolet Impala cruises by Club Corral.

INT. IMPALA - DAYINT. IMPALA - DAY

Hot Rod drives with Messiah in the front passenger seat.Hot Rod drives with Messiah in the front passenger seat.
SMOOTH, 22, and Young Black sit in the back seat. The men allSMOOTH, 22, and Young Black sit in the back seat. The men all
look at the club.look at the club.
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MESSIAHMESSIAH
So that's his spot?So that's his spot?

SMOOTHSMOOTH
He's a high roller. That's whereHe's a high roller. That's where
he gets his money.he gets his money.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
Hot Rod, you ready to put in thatHot Rod, you ready to put in that
work?work?

HOT RODHOT ROD
Oh yeah, for sure.Oh yeah, for sure.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
It's time to hit him where itIt's time to hit him where it
hurts. Let's shut this fucka down.hurts. Let's shut this fucka down.

The Impala drives away from Club Corral.The Impala drives away from Club Corral.

INT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/TRAUMA AND REHAB - DAYINT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/TRAUMA AND REHAB - DAY

Heaven stands in front of a nurses' station wearing a whiteHeaven stands in front of a nurses' station wearing a white
doctor's jacket with a stethoscope around her neck, doingdoctor's jacket with a stethoscope around her neck, doing
paperwork. Raymond walks up behind her, carrying a dozen redpaperwork. Raymond walks up behind her, carrying a dozen red
roses.roses.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Miss. Could you help me?Miss. Could you help me?

Heaven turns and sees Raymond.Heaven turns and sees Raymond.

HEAVENHEAVEN
What are you doing here?What are you doing here?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I was in the neighborhood andI was in the neighborhood and
decided to stop by. These are fordecided to stop by. These are for
you.you.

Raymond hands Heaven the roses and she hesitantly accepts.Raymond hands Heaven the roses and she hesitantly accepts.
Heaven sits the roses on the nurses station.Heaven sits the roses on the nurses station.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
You're a doctor. I'm impressed...You're a doctor. I'm impressed...
I haven't seen you around. ThoughtI haven't seen you around. Thought
I'd come by and check up on you.I'd come by and check up on you.

HEAVENHEAVEN
This isn't a good time.This isn't a good time.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
We seem to have gotten off on theWe seem to have gotten off on the
wrong foot. When do you takewrong foot. When do you take
lunch? I was thinkin' we couldlunch? I was thinkin' we could
grab a bite to eat and catch up.grab a bite to eat and catch up.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I'm swamped right now. And, it'sI'm swamped right now. And, it's
kind of awkward of you to show upkind of awkward of you to show up
here. I have to get back to work.here. I have to get back to work.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
You know, you're not makin' thisYou know, you're not makin' this
easy.easy.

HEAVENHEAVEN
No offense Raymond, but I don'tNo offense Raymond, but I don't
deal with characters like you anddeal with characters like you and
your cousin. Thank you for theyour cousin. Thank you for the
flowers, but you can take themflowers, but you can take them
with you.with you.

Raymond picks up the flowers off the desk.Raymond picks up the flowers off the desk.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Sorry for showing up at your job.Sorry for showing up at your job.
Maybe I'll see you around.Maybe I'll see you around.

As he walks away, Raymond sees a male orderly, pushing anAs he walks away, Raymond sees a male orderly, pushing an
elderly woman in a wheelchair. He gives her the flowers andelderly woman in a wheelchair. He gives her the flowers and
she thanks him.she thanks him.

Heaven watches Raymond from a distance.Heaven watches Raymond from a distance.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

MUSIC PLAYS as Raymond stands, watching the entire scene fromMUSIC PLAYS as Raymond stands, watching the entire scene from
a nice vantage point. He sees a gorgeous woman, dancing in aa nice vantage point. He sees a gorgeous woman, dancing in a
seductive manner, looking at him.seductive manner, looking at him.

Vince walks up and stands next to Raymond.Vince walks up and stands next to Raymond.

VINCEVINCE
You're standin' over here lookin'You're standin' over here lookin'
all uptight. You need to loosen up.all uptight. You need to loosen up.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Me, uptight? Nah, I'm as cool asMe, uptight? Nah, I'm as cool as
can be seein' what we're mixed upcan be seein' what we're mixed up
in.in.

VINCEVINCE
I told you, you don't have nothin'I told you, you don't have nothin'
to worry about.to worry about.

Raymond sees Bow walking through the crowd. He watches as BowRaymond sees Bow walking through the crowd. He watches as Bow
gives Vince a signal.gives Vince a signal.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
So just let it go.So just let it go.

Vince walks through the crowd and over to Bow.Vince walks through the crowd and over to Bow.

Raymond watches the two men walk through the crowd.Raymond watches the two men walk through the crowd.

EXT. CLUB CORRAL/V.I.P. PARKING LOT - NIGHTEXT. CLUB CORRAL/V.I.P. PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Vince, Bow and Mail Man stand by Bow's Tahoe.Vince, Bow and Mail Man stand by Bow's Tahoe.

VINCEVINCE
And you say it's two of them?And you say it's two of them?

MAIL MANMAIL MAN
That's what I heard. Here lookin'That's what I heard. Here lookin'
to make major moves.to make major moves.
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VINCEVINCE
Who the fuck are these niggas?Who the fuck are these niggas?

MAIL MANMAIL MAN
I don't know.I don't know.

Vince turns to Bow.Vince turns to Bow.

VINCEVINCE
Find out who these clowns are.Find out who these clowns are.

BOWBOW
I'm on it.I'm on it.

Vince walks back into the club.Vince walks back into the club.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/DEN - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/DEN - NIGHT

Raymond sits on the sofa in the dark den, staring at theRaymond sits on the sofa in the dark den, staring at the
ceiling. He hears Vince open the front door. Vince walks intoceiling. He hears Vince open the front door. Vince walks into
the den where Raymond is and turns on the lights.the den where Raymond is and turns on the lights.

VINCEVINCE
Good, you're still up.Good, you're still up.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Yeah, just sittin' here thinkin'.Yeah, just sittin' here thinkin'.

VINCEVINCE
You've been doin' too much damnYou've been doin' too much damn
thinkin'. It's time to have somethinkin'. It's time to have some
fun.fun.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
It's been a long time since I'veIt's been a long time since I've
had some of that.had some of that.

VINCEVINCE
That's about to change. I gotThat's about to change. I got
somethin' for you. Come on.somethin' for you. Come on.

Raymond gets up and follows Vince into the living room area.Raymond gets up and follows Vince into the living room area.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/LIVING ROOM - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Raymond walks into the living room with Vince and sees twoRaymond walks into the living room with Vince and sees two
gorgeous women sitting on the sofa. MONIQUE, mixed Africangorgeous women sitting on the sofa. MONIQUE, mixed African
American and Latino, groupie, hourglass figure, veryAmerican and Latino, groupie, hourglass figure, very
attractive, and the woman eyeing him at the club, CANDISS,attractive, and the woman eyeing him at the club, CANDISS,
groupie, attractive.groupie, attractive.

VINCEVINCE
Ray, this is Monique and Candiss.Ray, this is Monique and Candiss.

Candiss stands and walks over to Vince. Vince puts his armCandiss stands and walks over to Vince. Vince puts his arm
around her and turns to Raymond.around her and turns to Raymond.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
This is from me to you.This is from me to you.

Vince signals for Monique. Monique gets up off the sofa andVince signals for Monique. Monique gets up off the sofa and
follows Vince up the stairs.follows Vince up the stairs.
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CANDISSCANDISS
You like what you see?You like what you see?

Raymond looks her over from head to toe.Raymond looks her over from head to toe.

Candiss clutches Raymond's hand and guides him into the den.Candiss clutches Raymond's hand and guides him into the den.

EXT. VINCE'S HOUSE/POOL - DAYEXT. VINCE'S HOUSE/POOL - DAY

Vince mixes drinks while talking on his phone at his poolVince mixes drinks while talking on his phone at his pool
bar. Bow walks up and takes a seat at the bar. Vince hangs upbar. Bow walks up and takes a seat at the bar. Vince hangs up
his phone.his phone.

BOWBOW
It's gettin' ugly out here.It's gettin' ugly out here.

Vince passes Bow a drink.Vince passes Bow a drink.

VINCEVINCE
Talk to me.Talk to me.

Bow takes a drink.Bow takes a drink.

BOWBOW
I got the word that these boys areI got the word that these boys are
in from Cali. They're the ones whoin from Cali. They're the ones who
put the hit on Abdullah and robbedput the hit on Abdullah and robbed
you.you.

Vince continues to mix his drink.Vince continues to mix his drink.

BOW (CONT'D)BOW (CONT'D)
It's four of them. Their boss goesIt's four of them. Their boss goes
by Messiah.by Messiah.

VINCEVINCE
Messiah. I tell you, if it ain'tMessiah. I tell you, if it ain't
rats I gotta deal with, it'srats I gotta deal with, it's
fuckin' roaches... They're a longfuckin' roaches... They're a long
way from home.way from home.

BOWBOW
I hear things got too hot for themI hear things got too hot for them
out in LA. They came here thinkin'out in LA. They came here thinkin'
it would be easy pickings.it would be easy pickings.

VINCEVINCE
Some lightweight ass bustas inSome lightweight ass bustas in
from L.A. tryin' to make a namefrom L.A. tryin' to make a name
for themselves, murders one of myfor themselves, murders one of my
boys and steals from me. It's timeboys and steals from me. It's time
to show these bitches a littleto show these bitches a little
Southern hospitality.Southern hospitality.

Vince and Bow laugh.Vince and Bow laugh.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
I need you to pay Cee Cee a visitI need you to pay Cee Cee a visit
and let her know her services areand let her know her services are
required.required.

BOWBOW
Cool.Cool.
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Vince's cell phone rings. He looks down at it, turning it off.Vince's cell phone rings. He looks down at it, turning it off.

VINCEVINCE
By the way, I'm throwin' a littleBy the way, I'm throwin' a little
welcome home gathering for mywelcome home gathering for my
cousin tomorrow night. To show mycousin tomorrow night. To show my
appreciation.appreciation.

EXT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - NIGHTEXT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Heaven sits on her back patio deck, drinking a glass of wineHeaven sits on her back patio deck, drinking a glass of wine
and reading a book.and reading a book.

Ebony walks out of the back door and sits next to Heaven.Ebony walks out of the back door and sits next to Heaven.

EBONYEBONY
Vince is throwing a party for RayVince is throwing a party for Ray
Ray tonight.Ray tonight.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I am not going to a Ray Ray party.I am not going to a Ray Ray party.

EBONYEBONY
Be that way.Be that way.

HEAVENHEAVEN
And speaking of Ray Ray, he justAnd speaking of Ray Ray, he just
happened to show up at my job thehappened to show up at my job the
other day.other day.

EBONYEBONY
Are you serious?Are you serious?

Heaven stares at Ebony.Heaven stares at Ebony.

EBONY (CONT'D)EBONY (CONT'D)
I would have never told him if II would have never told him if I
didn't think he was cool.didn't think he was cool.

Ebony hugs Heaven.Ebony hugs Heaven.

EBONY (CONT'D)EBONY (CONT'D)
I gotta go. Talk to you later.I gotta go. Talk to you later.

Ebony walks away.Ebony walks away.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHT

MUSIC PLAYS as people dance and party at Vince's house.MUSIC PLAYS as people dance and party at Vince's house.

Raymond stands downstairs by the winding staircase watchingRaymond stands downstairs by the winding staircase watching
the party.the party.

Vince and Ebony walk over to Raymond.Vince and Ebony walk over to Raymond.

VINCEVINCE
Welcome to the good life. I knowWelcome to the good life. I know
your fight is comin' up and you'veyour fight is comin' up and you've
been trainin' hard. But I want youbeen trainin' hard. But I want you
to put all that aside and letto put all that aside and let
loose tonight.loose tonight.

Raymond nods.Raymond nods.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
I think I will... Where's yourI think I will... Where's your
girl?girl?

EBONYEBONY
All work and no play. She has anAll work and no play. She has an
early morning.early morning.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
That's too bad. I was lookin'That's too bad. I was lookin'
forward to seein' her tonight.forward to seein' her tonight.

Vince sees Bow and Mail Man enter his home. Bow carries aVince sees Bow and Mail Man enter his home. Bow carries a
black duffle bag.black duffle bag.

VINCEVINCE
I'm gonna get with you later.I'm gonna get with you later.

Vince grabs Ebony's hand and escorts her through the party.Vince grabs Ebony's hand and escorts her through the party.

EXT. VINCE'S HOUSE/POOL - NIGHTEXT. VINCE'S HOUSE/POOL - NIGHT

The pool is filled with gorgeous women.The pool is filled with gorgeous women.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/HOME OFFICE - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/HOME OFFICE - NIGHT

Vince, Bow, and Mail Man stand in his home office.Vince, Bow, and Mail Man stand in his home office.

Bow drops the black duffle bag on Vince's desk and opens it.Bow drops the black duffle bag on Vince's desk and opens it.
Vince sees rubberband stacks of money.Vince sees rubberband stacks of money.

BOWBOW
It was a good week.It was a good week.

MAIL MANMAIL MAN
A real good week.A real good week.

VINCEVINCE
That's what I like to hear. AndThat's what I like to hear. And
how did it go with Cee Cee?how did it go with Cee Cee?

BOWBOW
I laid it all out and she's in.I laid it all out and she's in.
Gave her half up front.Gave her half up front.

VINCEVINCE
My girl.My girl.

Vince reaches into the bag and throws two rubberband stacksVince reaches into the bag and throws two rubberband stacks
of money to Bow and two to Mail Man.of money to Bow and two to Mail Man.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
We're doin' big things! It's myWe're doin' big things! It's my
cousin's party! Let's go celebrate!cousin's party! Let's go celebrate!

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/BEDROOM - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ebony undresses in Vince's extravagantly-decorated bedroom.Ebony undresses in Vince's extravagantly-decorated bedroom.

Vince, carrying a champagne bottle, enters and sees Ebony inVince, carrying a champagne bottle, enters and sees Ebony in
panties and a bra waiting on him.panties and a bra waiting on him.

EBONYEBONY
You like?You like?
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Ebony does a dance move showing her dangerous curves and ass.Ebony does a dance move showing her dangerous curves and ass.

VINCEVINCE
Oh yeah.Oh yeah.

Vince sits the champagne bottle on his nightstand and kissesVince sits the champagne bottle on his nightstand and kisses
Ebony.Ebony.

Monique walks into the bedroom with a drink in hand andMonique walks into the bedroom with a drink in hand and
smoking a Black & Mild cigar. She sits in the chaise loungesmoking a Black & Mild cigar. She sits in the chaise lounge
chair, watching Vince and Ebony.chair, watching Vince and Ebony.

Ebony sees Monique.Ebony sees Monique.

EBONYEBONY
What's she doing?What's she doing?

VINCEVINCE
You're down with me, right?You're down with me, right?

EBONYEBONY
Yes.Yes.

Vince kisses Ebony.Vince kisses Ebony.

VINCEVINCE
I want you to do somethin' for me.I want you to do somethin' for me.

EBONYEBONY
Do what?Do what?

VINCEVINCE
I wanna do both of you at the sameI wanna do both of you at the same
time.time.

Monique gets up and walks over to Vince and Ebony. She gentlyMonique gets up and walks over to Vince and Ebony. She gently
rubs Ebony's arm.rubs Ebony's arm.

Vince takes a drink from the champagne bottle sitting on theVince takes a drink from the champagne bottle sitting on the
nightstand beside the bed.nightstand beside the bed.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
You said you're down with me.You said you're down with me.

EBONYEBONY
I am down with you, but not likeI am down with you, but not like
this.this.

MONIQUEMONIQUE
I promise you'll enjoy it.I promise you'll enjoy it.

Monique attempts to kiss Ebony.Monique attempts to kiss Ebony.

Ebony backs away and turns to Vince.Ebony backs away and turns to Vince.

EBONYEBONY
So now you're trying to turn meSo now you're trying to turn me
out?... I can't believe you.out?... I can't believe you.

Ebony gets dressed.Ebony gets dressed.

EBONY (CONT'D)EBONY (CONT'D)
Can you have someone take me home?Can you have someone take me home?
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VINCEVINCE
Hell no! Get the fuck outta here.Hell no! Get the fuck outta here.

Ebony, visibly upset, turns and walks out of the bedroom,Ebony, visibly upset, turns and walks out of the bedroom,
carrying her shoes.carrying her shoes.

MONIQUEMONIQUE
She's no fun.She's no fun.

Monique kisses Vince.Monique kisses Vince.

EXT. VINCE'S HOUSE/DRIVEWAY - NIGHTEXT. VINCE'S HOUSE/DRIVEWAY - NIGHT

Raymond stands at the end of the driveway beside Vince'sRaymond stands at the end of the driveway beside Vince's
Escalade. He looks back at Vince's home.Escalade. He looks back at Vince's home.

Bow approaches Raymond from behind.Bow approaches Raymond from behind.

BOWBOW
You enjoyin' yourself?You enjoyin' yourself?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Having the time of my life.Having the time of my life.

Bow pulls out his nickel plated snub-nosed .357 revolver fromBow pulls out his nickel plated snub-nosed .357 revolver from
the holster under his jacket and clicks out the barrel,the holster under his jacket and clicks out the barrel,
making sure it's fully loaded.making sure it's fully loaded.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
You keep that on you at all times?You keep that on you at all times?

Bow FLIPS the barrel shut.Bow FLIPS the barrel shut.

BOWBOW
My daddy always told me, "It'sMy daddy always told me, "It's
better to carry six, than bebetter to carry six, than be
carried by six."carried by six."

Bow stuffs the gun back in the holster inside his jacket andBow stuffs the gun back in the holster inside his jacket and
walks up to the front door of the house.walks up to the front door of the house.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - DAYINT. CLUB CORRAL - DAY

Raymond and Teddy go over paperwork at the bar. Raymond looksRaymond and Teddy go over paperwork at the bar. Raymond looks
over at the TV by the bar. He sees councilman Ronald Shawover at the TV by the bar. He sees councilman Ronald Shaw
being interviewed by a news reporter.being interviewed by a news reporter.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW (TV)COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW (TV)
I'm saddened and upset about whatI'm saddened and upset about what
has transpired. Walter Griffin washas transpired. Walter Griffin was
a good man who truly loved and wasa good man who truly loved and was
loved by the people in thisloved by the people in this
community. A full investigation iscommunity. A full investigation is
underway and the perpetrator ofunderway and the perpetrator of
this crime will be brought tothis crime will be brought to
justice.justice.

Raymond stares at the TV.Raymond stares at the TV.

TEDDYTEDDY
You all right, man?You all right, man?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Yeah, why do you ask?Yeah, why do you ask?
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TEDDYTEDDY
This is the second week in a rowThis is the second week in a row
you've gotten the liquor orderyou've gotten the liquor order
wrong.wrong.

Raymond looks at the paperwork.Raymond looks at the paperwork.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
That's my fault. My head's allThat's my fault. My head's all
over the place.over the place.

TEDDYTEDDY
I know what you're goin' through.I know what you're goin' through.
I see a lot going on around here.I see a lot going on around here.
But I learned two things early inBut I learned two things early in
life.life.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What's that?What's that?

TEDDYTEDDY
Keep your mouth closed and do yourKeep your mouth closed and do your
job.job.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Words to live by.Words to live by.

EXT. LIQUOR STORE - NIGHTEXT. LIQUOR STORE - NIGHT

Two members from the L.A. crew, Smooth and Young Black, getTwo members from the L.A. crew, Smooth and Young Black, get
into the Impala. Smooth drives out of the parking lot.into the Impala. Smooth drives out of the parking lot.

A dark blue, unmarked police car starts up and follows themA dark blue, unmarked police car starts up and follows them
out of the parking lot.out of the parking lot.

EXT. CITY STREETS - NIGHTEXT. CITY STREETS - NIGHT

Smooth turns onto a dimly-lit empty street.Smooth turns onto a dimly-lit empty street.

The police car also turns, continuing to follow the car. TheThe police car also turns, continuing to follow the car. The
police car TURNS on its lights, SIGNALING Smooth to pull over.police car TURNS on its lights, SIGNALING Smooth to pull over.

Smooth pulls the car over to the side of the road.Smooth pulls the car over to the side of the road.

Officer McCall exits the unmarked police car and walks up toOfficer McCall exits the unmarked police car and walks up to
the driver's side of the car.the driver's side of the car.

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
How are you boys doing tonight?How are you boys doing tonight?

SMOOTHSMOOTH
What's the problem, officer?What's the problem, officer?

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
You have a tail light out... I'mYou have a tail light out... I'm
gonna need Both of you to stepgonna need Both of you to step
outta the car.outta the car.

Smooth and Young Black look at each other. Both men openSmooth and Young Black look at each other. Both men open
their doors and exit the car.their doors and exit the car.

Officer McCall signals the men to the side of the road.Officer McCall signals the men to the side of the road.
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OFFICER McCALL (CONT'D)OFFICER McCALL (CONT'D)
Step over here. I need Both of youStep over here. I need Both of you
on your knees. I'm gonna have toon your knees. I'm gonna have to
search the car.search the car.

YOUNG BLACKYOUNG BLACK
For what? This is some bullshit.For what? This is some bullshit.

Smooth and Young Black walk over to the side of the road andSmooth and Young Black walk over to the side of the road and
get on their knees.get on their knees.

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
Put your hands behind your heads.Put your hands behind your heads.

The men put their hands behind their heads.The men put their hands behind their heads.

Officer McCall, standing in the front of the car, looks backOfficer McCall, standing in the front of the car, looks back
at the unmarked police car.at the unmarked police car.

Vince sits in the front passenger seat.Vince sits in the front passenger seat.

Bow exits the rear driver side of the unmarked car, wearingBow exits the rear driver side of the unmarked car, wearing
a police uniform. He approaches Smooth and Young Black,a police uniform. He approaches Smooth and Young Black,
carrying something behind his back.carrying something behind his back.

Officer McCall looks around to make sure no one is watchingOfficer McCall looks around to make sure no one is watching
as Bow stands in front of Smooth and Young Black.as Bow stands in front of Smooth and Young Black.

YOUNG BLACKYOUNG BLACK
You see somethin' you like?You see somethin' you like?

Bow pulls an Uzi with a silencer from behind his back.Bow pulls an Uzi with a silencer from behind his back.

SMOOTHSMOOTH
What the fuck?!What the fuck?!

Vince looks on from inside the car as Bow RIDDLES the two menVince looks on from inside the car as Bow RIDDLES the two men
with bullets.with bullets.

Bow stops FIRING and walks back over to the unmarked policeBow stops FIRING and walks back over to the unmarked police
car and gets in.car and gets in.

Officer McCall looks down at Smooth and Young Black lyingOfficer McCall looks down at Smooth and Young Black lying
dead on the side of the road.dead on the side of the road.

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
You gentlemen have a good night.You gentlemen have a good night.

Officer McCall walks back to the unmarked police car, getsOfficer McCall walks back to the unmarked police car, gets
in, and drives away.in, and drives away.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

MUSIC PLAYS as patrons drink and party.MUSIC PLAYS as patrons drink and party.

Vince stands by the DJ booth, looking down on the patrons andVince stands by the DJ booth, looking down on the patrons and
chatting with Bow and Slick Rick.chatting with Bow and Slick Rick.

Bow sees Messiah, Hot Rod, and a woman enter the club. HeBow sees Messiah, Hot Rod, and a woman enter the club. He
leans over and speaks to Vince.leans over and speaks to Vince.

Vince watches the three individuals, not taking his eyes offVince watches the three individuals, not taking his eyes off
them.them.
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INT. CLUB CORRAL/BOOTH - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL/BOOTH - NIGHT

Messiah, Hot Rod, and the woman sit at a booth in the club,Messiah, Hot Rod, and the woman sit at a booth in the club,
having drinks.having drinks.

Vince, Bow, Slick Rick and Grimis all walk over to the booth.Vince, Bow, Slick Rick and Grimis all walk over to the booth.

VINCEVINCE
Is everyone havin' a good time?Is everyone havin' a good time?

Hot Rod looks over at Messiah and nods his head.Hot Rod looks over at Messiah and nods his head.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
You must be the head man in charge?You must be the head man in charge?

VINCEVINCE
That would be me.That would be me.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
Then you're the man I'm lookin'Then you're the man I'm lookin'
for. This is a nice spot you gotfor. This is a nice spot you got
here.here.

Messiah looks around the club.Messiah looks around the club.

MESSIAH (CONT'D)MESSIAH (CONT'D)
Earlier tonight, a couple ofEarlier tonight, a couple of
friends of mine were murdered.friends of mine were murdered.

VINCEVINCE
That's too bad.That's too bad.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
That's real fucked up. I hearThat's real fucked up. I hear
you're the big dog in ATL. Maybeyou're the big dog in ATL. Maybe
you can tell me who killed myyou can tell me who killed my
homies.homies.

VINCEVINCE
Nah, you're barkin' up the wrongNah, you're barkin' up the wrong
tree over here.tree over here.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
I think I'm at the right tree.I think I'm at the right tree.

Vince sees Raymond and signals him over. Raymond walks overVince sees Raymond and signals him over. Raymond walks over
to the group of men.to the group of men.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What's goin' on?What's goin' on?

VINCEVINCE
Can you believe this sum bitchCan you believe this sum bitch
would have the nerve to come up inwould have the nerve to come up in
our club and accuse me of knowin'our club and accuse me of knowin'
somethin' about his boys gettin'somethin' about his boys gettin'
murdered?murdered?

Raymond looks over at Messiah and Hot Rod.Raymond looks over at Messiah and Hot Rod.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
You know anything about his boysYou know anything about his boys
gettin' murdered?gettin' murdered?
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
Nah, I don't know nothin' aboutNah, I don't know nothin' about
nobody gettin' murdered.nobody gettin' murdered.

Messiah and Raymond stare at each other.Messiah and Raymond stare at each other.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
A bunch of down south boysA bunch of down south boys
pretendin' to be bosses. Y'allpretendin' to be bosses. Y'all
sure you're up to take this ride?sure you're up to take this ride?

VINCEVINCE
It's about time you gentlemen callIt's about time you gentlemen call
it a night.it a night.

Messiah nods.Messiah nods.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
I wanna give one last toast to myI wanna give one last toast to my
dead homies.dead homies.

Messiah, Hot Rod, and the woman toast and finish their drinks.Messiah, Hot Rod, and the woman toast and finish their drinks.

They all stand and make their way out of the booth.They all stand and make their way out of the booth.

MESSIAH (CONT'D)MESSIAH (CONT'D)
You know, my little homie BlackYou know, my little homie Black
that was killed. He and my manthat was killed. He and my man
right here were just likeright here were just like
brothers. They've been runningbrothers. They've been running
together since.together since.

Messiah demonstrates their height with his hand.Messiah demonstrates their height with his hand.

Hot Rod looks around at all of Vince's crew.Hot Rod looks around at all of Vince's crew.

HOT RODHOT ROD
I'm this close to asking aI'm this close to asking a
muthafucka to step outside... Andmuthafucka to step outside... And
if you step out there, you betterif you step out there, you better
be willin' to get down and dirty.be willin' to get down and dirty.

Messiah signals Hot Rod to leave.Messiah signals Hot Rod to leave.

Messiah turns to Vince.Messiah turns to Vince.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
We cross paths again, it's nutsWe cross paths again, it's nuts
hang to the floor time.hang to the floor time.

VINCEVINCE
If I were you, I'd pack up andIf I were you, I'd pack up and
head back west, before you gethead back west, before you get
your nuts handed to you.your nuts handed to you.

Messiah looks at Vince's crew, unimpressed.Messiah looks at Vince's crew, unimpressed.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
See you around, big man.See you around, big man.

Messiah, Hot Rod, and the woman walk toward the exit.Messiah, Hot Rod, and the woman walk toward the exit.

Vince and his crew of goons, leave the booth area, laughing.Vince and his crew of goons, leave the booth area, laughing.
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Raymond watches Messiah, Hot Rod, and the woman exiting theRaymond watches Messiah, Hot Rod, and the woman exiting the
club.club.

Vince and his crew stand on a stage with Vince out front,Vince and his crew stand on a stage with Vince out front,
looking over the crowd of people dancing and partying thelooking over the crowd of people dancing and partying the
night away. He catches eye contact with Raymond across thenight away. He catches eye contact with Raymond across the
room. The two men stare at each other.room. The two men stare at each other.

EXT - BARBERSHOP - DAYEXT - BARBERSHOP - DAY

Atlanta's beloved hometown boy, MARIO 'THE MONSTER' OLIVER,Atlanta's beloved hometown boy, MARIO 'THE MONSTER' OLIVER,
27, 6'1, 190 pounds, and arrogant, exits a high end27, 6'1, 190 pounds, and arrogant, exits a high end
barbershop and salon with two attractive women and twobarbershop and salon with two attractive women and two
members of his entourage. They approach his limo parkedmembers of his entourage. They approach his limo parked
outside as the limo driver opens the door.outside as the limo driver opens the door.

Raymond approaches Mario and his entourage.Raymond approaches Mario and his entourage.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Mario.Mario.

Mario and his entourage turn and face Raymond. EntourageMario and his entourage turn and face Raymond. Entourage
member 1 stands next to Mario, keeping an eye on Raymond.member 1 stands next to Mario, keeping an eye on Raymond.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
I'm Raymond. You're opponent forI'm Raymond. You're opponent for
your upcoming fight.your upcoming fight.

MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVERMARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER
So you're Ray Ray.So you're Ray Ray.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Yeah. I appreciate you givin' meYeah. I appreciate you givin' me
this opportunity.this opportunity.

Raymond sticks out his hand for Mario to shake.Raymond sticks out his hand for Mario to shake.

Mario looks at Raymond's hand.Mario looks at Raymond's hand.

MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVERMARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER
What? You wanna hold my dick withWhat? You wanna hold my dick with
that?that?

Raymond lowers his hand.Raymond lowers his hand.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
It's like that, huh?It's like that, huh?

MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVERMARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER
You damn right.You damn right.

Raymond gives a quick chuckle.Raymond gives a quick chuckle.

MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER (CONT'D)MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER (CONT'D)
Is somethin' funny? You better getIs somethin' funny? You better get
the fuck outta my face before Ithe fuck outta my face before I
bomb on your ass right now.bomb on your ass right now.

Raymond and Mario stare at each other.Raymond and Mario stare at each other.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
They say you're supposed to beThey say you're supposed to be
nice with the hands, but monstersnice with the hands, but monsters
don't scare me.don't scare me.
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ENTOURAGE MEMBER 2ENTOURAGE MEMBER 2
Come on Monster. Let it go.Come on Monster. Let it go.

Entourage member 2 escorts Mario and the women into the limoEntourage member 2 escorts Mario and the women into the limo
as Entourage member 1 stands staring at Raymond.as Entourage member 1 stands staring at Raymond.

ENTOURAGE MEMBER 1ENTOURAGE MEMBER 1
Get your suck ass outta here.Get your suck ass outta here.

Entourage member 1 gets into the limo. The limo driver closesEntourage member 1 gets into the limo. The limo driver closes
the door and gets in the limo. The limo drives away.the door and gets in the limo. The limo drives away.

EXT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - DAYEXT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - DAY

The doorbell rings.The doorbell rings.

Ebony opens the door and sees Raymond.Ebony opens the door and sees Raymond.

EBONYEBONY
Ray Ray.Ray Ray.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Hi, I just stopped by to see ifHi, I just stopped by to see if
you were all right.you were all right.

EBONYEBONY
I guess I'm doing okay.I guess I'm doing okay.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You mind if I come in for a minute?You mind if I come in for a minute?

Ebony steps aside out of the door frame and Raymond enters.Ebony steps aside out of the door frame and Raymond enters.
She closes the door.She closes the door.

Heaven walks into the living area and sees Raymond.Heaven walks into the living area and sees Raymond.

HEAVENHEAVEN
You again. Why are you here?You again. Why are you here?

EBONYEBONY
He stopped by to check on us.He stopped by to check on us.

Raymond turns to Ebony.Raymond turns to Ebony.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
About the other night. BottlesAbout the other night. Bottles
were poppin' and Vince had awere poppin' and Vince had a
little too much to drink.little too much to drink.

EBONYEBONY
I've never seen that side of him.I've never seen that side of him.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Is that all?Is that all?

Raymond looks around Heaven's home.Raymond looks around Heaven's home.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I like your place. It has a realI like your place. It has a real
homely feel to it.homely feel to it.
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EBONYEBONY
Girl, I'll be right back. We'llGirl, I'll be right back. We'll
finish what we were talking aboutfinish what we were talking about
later.later.

Ebony exits the house.Ebony exits the house.

Raymond sees a picture of Heaven as an nine year old childRaymond sees a picture of Heaven as an nine year old child
placed on a stand. He walks over and picks it up.placed on a stand. He walks over and picks it up.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Look at you with your pigtails.Look at you with your pigtails.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Excuse me, are you finished?Excuse me, are you finished?

Raymond turns to Heaven.Raymond turns to Heaven.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
No, I came by to apologize and toNo, I came by to apologize and to
invite you out again. This timeinvite you out again. This time
I'm hoping you'd say yes.I'm hoping you'd say yes.

Heaven takes her picture from Raymond and sets it back on theHeaven takes her picture from Raymond and sets it back on the
stand.stand.

HEAVENHEAVEN
That's not gonna happen.That's not gonna happen.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Why not?Why not?

HEAVENHEAVEN
I can't deal with your nightlifeI can't deal with your nightlife
lifestyle.lifestyle.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Since when did workin' at aSince when did workin' at a
nightclub become so bad?nightclub become so bad?

HEAVENHEAVEN
I didn't say the club, I saidI didn't say the club, I said
your lifestyle.your lifestyle.

Heaven packs up her books on the table.Heaven packs up her books on the table.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
With that being said, I have toWith that being said, I have to
get to class.get to class.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Georgia State, two classes, oneGeorgia State, two classes, one
for microbiology and another forfor microbiology and another for
pathology. All in preparation forpathology. All in preparation for
your Medical Licensing Exam inyour Medical Licensing Exam in
pediatrics so you can become boardpediatrics so you can become board
certified, right?certified, right?

Heaven standing with her hands on her hips.Heaven standing with her hands on her hips.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Ebony.Ebony.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
I've did my homework. I'll walkI've did my homework. I'll walk
you out.you out.

EXT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - DAYEXT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - DAY

Raymond and Heaven walk over to her car. Heaven seesRaymond and Heaven walk over to her car. Heaven sees
Raymond's new Porsche Panamera.Raymond's new Porsche Panamera.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I didn't know nightclubs paid soI didn't know nightclubs paid so
well.well.

Raymond looks over at his car.Raymond looks over at his car.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
It was a gift.It was a gift.

HEAVENHEAVEN
What did you do to deserve a giftWhat did you do to deserve a gift
like that?like that?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
A reward for helpin' to keepA reward for helpin' to keep
things running smooth... So are wethings running smooth... So are we
friends? I mean, I know that we'refriends? I mean, I know that we're
on different career paths with meon different career paths with me
workin' at a nightclub and youworkin' at a nightclub and you
about to be board certified.about to be board certified.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I know nothing about you. You justI know nothing about you. You just
show up out of the blue and startshow up out of the blue and start
working at your cousin's club.working at your cousin's club.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Tell you what. We go out, and I'llTell you what. We go out, and I'll
tell you anything you wanna knowtell you anything you wanna know
about me over dinner.about me over dinner.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Why me? Why not one of those girlsWhy me? Why not one of those girls
at the club? I'm sure you could goat the club? I'm sure you could go
out with any one of them.out with any one of them.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
There's only one beautiful youngThere's only one beautiful young
lady that I'm interested in.lady that I'm interested in.

HEAVENHEAVEN
So, you haven't been engaging inSo, you haven't been engaging in
any after-hour activities at theany after-hour activities at the
club?club?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I don't know about anything goingI don't know about anything going
on after hours.on after hours.

Heaven looks at Raymond with uncertainty.Heaven looks at Raymond with uncertainty.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Not being honest is really hardNot being honest is really hard
for you.for you.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
I just work there.I just work there.

HEAVENHEAVEN
That's your story and you'reThat's your story and you're
sticking with it... I've been toldsticking with it... I've been told
that the moon is God's watchfulthat the moon is God's watchful
eye. No matter what you do, eveneye. No matter what you do, even
in the cover of darkness, he stillin the cover of darkness, he still
sees you.sees you.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Is that so?Is that so?

HEAVENHEAVEN
Tell you what.Tell you what.

Heaven takes a piece of paper out of her bag and writes downHeaven takes a piece of paper out of her bag and writes down
an address. She hands it to Raymond.an address. She hands it to Raymond.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Meet me here Saturday at one.Meet me here Saturday at one.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
It's a date.It's a date.

Heaven gets in her car.Heaven gets in her car.

EXT. CITY PARK - DAYEXT. CITY PARK - DAY

Joe Henry rides a bike, with Raymond running full speedJoe Henry rides a bike, with Raymond running full speed
behind him. He stops the bike, giving Raymond a break.behind him. He stops the bike, giving Raymond a break.

JOEJOE
I know you're not tired.I know you're not tired.

Raymond, leaning with his hands on his knees.Raymond, leaning with his hands on his knees.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm good.I'm good.

JOEJOE
They're sayin' the Monster isThey're sayin' the Monster is
gonna run right through you.gonna run right through you.

Raymond stands, catching his breath.Raymond stands, catching his breath.

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
You sure you wanna go through withYou sure you wanna go through with
this? It's still time to back out.this? It's still time to back out.
We can use the old injury excuse.We can use the old injury excuse.
Ray Ray hurt his shoulder... Or heRay Ray hurt his shoulder... Or he
tweaked his knee.tweaked his knee.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
It ain't happenin'. I plan to turnIt ain't happenin'. I plan to turn
him into the cookie monster.him into the cookie monster.

JOEJOE
Boxing is comprised of threeBoxing is comprised of three
methods. Heart, conditioning, andmethods. Heart, conditioning, and
technique.technique.

Raymond gives Joe his full attention.Raymond gives Joe his full attention.
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JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
First, you have to have the heartFirst, you have to have the heart
to step into the ring.to step into the ring.

Joe pats Raymond's chest.Joe pats Raymond's chest.

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
Second, your conditioning has toSecond, your conditioning has to
be superb... And third, isbe superb... And third, is
technique. You have a pair of thetechnique. You have a pair of the
fastest hands I've seen. Butfastest hands I've seen. But
you've been off your game the lastyou've been off your game the last
couple of days. Almost like you'recouple of days. Almost like you're
just goin' through the motions.just goin' through the motions.

Raymond takes in everything Joe says.Raymond takes in everything Joe says.

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
That man you're facin' comes fromThat man you're facin' comes from
a family of fighters. His dada family of fighters. His dad
fought professional and his olderfought professional and his older
brother is a heavyweight. He hitsbrother is a heavyweight. He hits
hard. You go in there fuckin'hard. You go in there fuckin'
around and they'll be carryin' youaround and they'll be carryin' you
out on a stretcher... The gameout on a stretcher... The game
plan is laid out. It starts rightplan is laid out. It starts right
here. Let's go.here. Let's go.

Joe rides the bike and Raymond runs behind him.Joe rides the bike and Raymond runs behind him.

INT. BOXING GYM - DAYINT. BOXING GYM - DAY

Raymond HITS the heavy bag as Joe instructs him. JoeRaymond HITS the heavy bag as Joe instructs him. Joe
demonstrates to Raymond how to avoid an overhand right.demonstrates to Raymond how to avoid an overhand right.

Joe steps in HITTING the heavy bag with lefts and rights.Joe steps in HITTING the heavy bag with lefts and rights.

JOEJOE
He says he brings the funk!He says he brings the funk!

Joe backs away and Raymond HITS the heavy bag.Joe backs away and Raymond HITS the heavy bag.

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
Let's see what happens when theLet's see what happens when the
funk is brought to him!funk is brought to him!

Raymond throws right after right at the heavy bag.Raymond throws right after right at the heavy bag.

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
That's it.That's it.

Vince, out of sight of Raymond and Joe, stands back, watchingVince, out of sight of Raymond and Joe, stands back, watching
Raymond HIT the heavy bag.Raymond HIT the heavy bag.

INT. BOXING GYM - DAYINT. BOXING GYM - DAY

Vince walks over to Raymond, as he and Joe finish thereVince walks over to Raymond, as he and Joe finish there
session.session.

VINCEVINCE
I see you still got it.I see you still got it.

Raymond turns and sees Vince.Raymond turns and sees Vince.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
Just like riding a bike. You neverJust like riding a bike. You never
forget. What brings you down here?forget. What brings you down here?

VINCEVINCE
I gotta pay a friend a visit.I gotta pay a friend a visit.
Let's go for a ride.Let's go for a ride.

EXT. DINER - DAYEXT. DINER - DAY

A new black Chrysler 300 pulls up outside a diner.A new black Chrysler 300 pulls up outside a diner.

Raymond exits the driver's side and Vince exits the passengerRaymond exits the driver's side and Vince exits the passenger
side.side.

Vince approaches a white Lincoln MKS parked outside theVince approaches a white Lincoln MKS parked outside the
diner. He opens the unlocked passenger side door and placesdiner. He opens the unlocked passenger side door and places
an envelope under the seat. Vince closes the car door and hean envelope under the seat. Vince closes the car door and he
and Raymond walk toward the entrance of the diner.and Raymond walk toward the entrance of the diner.

INT. DINER - DAYINT. DINER - DAY

Vince approaches Councilman Ronald Shaw, who is eating dinnerVince approaches Councilman Ronald Shaw, who is eating dinner
at a booth in the back of the diner.at a booth in the back of the diner.

VINCEVINCE
That looks good.That looks good.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
Vince. Glad you could join me.Vince. Glad you could join me.

VINCEVINCE
I wanna introduce you to myI wanna introduce you to my
cousin, Raymond Demps. Raymond,cousin, Raymond Demps. Raymond,
this is Ronald Shaw.this is Ronald Shaw.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
Good to meet you, Raymond.Good to meet you, Raymond.

FLASH BACK TO:FLASH BACK TO:

Raymond flashes back to seeing the councilman on TV.Raymond flashes back to seeing the councilman on TV.

                                   BACK TO PRESENT DAY:                                   BACK TO PRESENT DAY:

Vince turns to Raymond.Vince turns to Raymond.

VINCEVINCE
Why don't you wait over there.Why don't you wait over there.

Vince sits in the booth with Councilman Ronald Shaw.Vince sits in the booth with Councilman Ronald Shaw.

Raymond walks over to a table and takes a seat. He watchesRaymond walks over to a table and takes a seat. He watches
Vince and the councilman sitting at the booth.Vince and the councilman sitting at the booth.

EXT. CONVENIENCE STORE - NIGHTEXT. CONVENIENCE STORE - NIGHT

The Chrysler 300 drives up and parks behind a convenienceThe Chrysler 300 drives up and parks behind a convenience
store.store.

Raymond sits in the driver's seat as Vince talks on his cellRaymond sits in the driver's seat as Vince talks on his cell
phone.phone.
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VINCEVINCE
Yeah, I'm here.Yeah, I'm here.

Raymond looks up and sees a full moon and stares at it.Raymond looks up and sees a full moon and stares at it.

Vince hangs up his cell phone.Vince hangs up his cell phone.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
What the hell are you lookin' at?What the hell are you lookin' at?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Nothin'.Nothin'.

VINCEVINCE
This cop is drivin' me crazy.This cop is drivin' me crazy.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
How did you get mixed up with aHow did you get mixed up with a
crooked ass cop?crooked ass cop?

VINCEVINCE
They gotta be paid or they'll makeThey gotta be paid or they'll make
your life a livin' hell.your life a livin' hell.

Raymond glances up at the full moon.Raymond glances up at the full moon.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You ever thought about givin' upYou ever thought about givin' up
this life? Walk away rich andthis life? Walk away rich and
free?free?

Vince reads a message on his phone.Vince reads a message on his phone.

VINCEVINCE
I'm about to take complete controlI'm about to take complete control
of District twelve. That's theof District twelve. That's the
gateway of the drug trade.gateway of the drug trade.
Everything goes through me.Everything goes through me.

Vince puts his phone in his jacket pocket.Vince puts his phone in his jacket pocket.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You live by the dirt, you'll dieYou live by the dirt, you'll die
by the shovel... I wanna see someby the shovel... I wanna see some
good times.good times.

VINCEVINCE
The fuck you mean, good times?The fuck you mean, good times?
We're livin' good, aren't we?We're livin' good, aren't we?
Hell, we're out here pullin' inHell, we're out here pullin' in
more money than a lot of thesemore money than a lot of these
athletes and rappers. Chill outathletes and rappers. Chill out
and enjoy it.and enjoy it.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
We both know how this game ends.We both know how this game ends.

VINCEVINCE
We're from the streets! We didn'tWe're from the streets! We didn't
ask for this! It's what we wereask for this! It's what we were
born into! We play the hand wereborn into! We play the hand were
dealt and deal with itdealt and deal with it
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
We dictate our future.We dictate our future.

VINCEVINCE
Every since you been here you'veEvery since you been here you've
been throwin' out quotes andbeen throwin' out quotes and
talkin' a whole bunch of geekytalkin' a whole bunch of geeky
shit. These niggas are already outshit. These niggas are already out
here wonderin' about you. Ihere wonderin' about you. I
thought it was gonna be like oldthought it was gonna be like old
times with us.times with us.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
We have options now that we didn'tWe have options now that we didn't
have when we were young.have when we were young.

VINCEVINCE
You can run, but you can't hide.You can run, but you can't hide.
No matter where you go, this shitNo matter where you go, this shit
follows you!follows you!

Vince gives Raymond his full attention.Vince gives Raymond his full attention.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
I tell you what, nigga. Go outI tell you what, nigga. Go out
there and apply for a job. Thenthere and apply for a job. Then
get back at me after they do aget back at me after they do a
background check.background check.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
The club is makin' a nice profit.The club is makin' a nice profit.
We can go legit before it's tooWe can go legit before it's too
late.late.

VINCEVINCE
And let somebody else come in andAnd let somebody else come in and
get this money. The real questionget this money. The real question
is why are you chasin' up behind,is why are you chasin' up behind,
Heaven? Runnin' up behind pussyHeaven? Runnin' up behind pussy
makes you look weak.makes you look weak.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Get the hell outta here with thatGet the hell outta here with that
weak shit! I did four and a halfweak shit! I did four and a half
years for you!years for you!

VINCEVINCE
How long are you gonna hold itHow long are you gonna hold it
over my head?... Life is good forover my head?... Life is good for
us now because of the sacrificeus now because of the sacrifice
you made... I don't like thisyou made... I don't like this
change I'm seein' in you.change I'm seein' in you.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Losin' over four years of yourLosin' over four years of your
life will make you think long andlife will make you think long and
hard... Besides, Heaven has whathard... Besides, Heaven has what
I wish I had. A normal life... TheI wish I had. A normal life... The
fight game is my ticket out.fight game is my ticket out.

VINCEVINCE
You better get paid while you can,You better get paid while you can,
because this money don't lastbecause this money don't last
forever.forever.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
When indictments come down, theyWhen indictments come down, they
come down on everyone in yourcome down on everyone in your
inner circle. And those chickeninner circle. And those chicken
shit homeboys of yours are gonnashit homeboys of yours are gonna
turn into parrots, tellin'turn into parrots, tellin'
everything they've seen wheneverything they've seen when
they're staring down the barrel ofthey're staring down the barrel of
ten to twenty.ten to twenty.

Vince shakes his head, almost laughing.Vince shakes his head, almost laughing.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
I plan to be long gone by then.I plan to be long gone by then.

VINCEVINCE
I got this situation under control.I got this situation under control.

A car drives down the alley from the opposite direction.A car drives down the alley from the opposite direction.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Here he comes.Here he comes.

Vince reaches into his jacket pocket and pulls out anVince reaches into his jacket pocket and pulls out an
envelope. He hands it to Raymond.envelope. He hands it to Raymond.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Give him that.Give him that.

Raymond looks down at the envelope and takes it.Raymond looks down at the envelope and takes it.

Officer McCall pulls up next to the Chrysler 300.Officer McCall pulls up next to the Chrysler 300.

Raymond looks over at Officer McCall and reaches out theRaymond looks over at Officer McCall and reaches out the
window, handing him the envelope. Officer McCall and Raymondwindow, handing him the envelope. Officer McCall and Raymond
stare at each other. Officer McCall drives off.stare at each other. Officer McCall drives off.

Vince laughs.Vince laughs.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
He's still suspicious of you...He's still suspicious of you...
Let's get outta here.Let's get outta here.

Raymond drives away.Raymond drives away.

INT. INNER CITY COMMUNITY CENTER/CLASSROOM - DAYINT. INNER CITY COMMUNITY CENTER/CLASSROOM - DAY

Raymond walks over to a door and looks through the glass. HeRaymond walks over to a door and looks through the glass. He
watches as Heaven speaks to a group of ten KIDS, boys andwatches as Heaven speaks to a group of ten KIDS, boys and
girls, eight to fourteen years of age. Raymond can see hergirls, eight to fourteen years of age. Raymond can see her
passion.passion.

INT. INNER CITY COMMUNITY CENTER/CLASSROOM - DAYINT. INNER CITY COMMUNITY CENTER/CLASSROOM - DAY

Heaven finishes packing her bag and walks over to Raymond,Heaven finishes packing her bag and walks over to Raymond,
who is standing in the back of the classroom.who is standing in the back of the classroom.

HEAVENHEAVEN
This is what I do besides work andThis is what I do besides work and
school. With my schedule, I onlyschool. With my schedule, I only
get down here once, sometimesget down here once, sometimes
twice a month. Every little bittwice a month. Every little bit
helps.helps.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
When you agreed to hang out I wasWhen you agreed to hang out I was
thinkin' the two of us on a latethinkin' the two of us on a late
night dinner.night dinner.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I thought you should see this.I thought you should see this.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Why would you think that?Why would you think that?

HEAVENHEAVEN
I think there's more going on withI think there's more going on with
you than you're letting on.you than you're letting on.

Raymond looks around the class.Raymond looks around the class.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Have you ever volunteered any ofHave you ever volunteered any of
your time?your time?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
No. I've never really thought muchNo. I've never really thought much
about it.about it.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Maybe you should.Maybe you should.

INT. INNER CITY COMMUNITY CENTER - DAYINT. INNER CITY COMMUNITY CENTER - DAY

Heaven and Raymond stand out by the ping pong tables in theHeaven and Raymond stand out by the ping pong tables in the
community center.community center.

Raymond sees a picture of Walter Griffin on the wall thatRaymond sees a picture of Walter Griffin on the wall that
reads "In Loving Memory of Walter Griffin, May He Rest inreads "In Loving Memory of Walter Griffin, May He Rest in
Peace." Heaven sees Raymond staring at the picture.Peace." Heaven sees Raymond staring at the picture.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Sad.Sad.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Huh?Huh?

HEAVENHEAVEN
Walter Griffin. Still can'tWalter Griffin. Still can't
believe he's gone. I met him abelieve he's gone. I met him a
couple of times. Not very manycouple of times. Not very many
like him. He wore his heart on hislike him. He wore his heart on his
sleeve.sleeve.

Raymond sees kids setting up tables and booth.Raymond sees kids setting up tables and booth.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What's that all about?What's that all about?

HEAVENHEAVEN
They're setting up for a fund-They're setting up for a fund-
raiser. The center is trying toraiser. The center is trying to
raise money to buy more computersraise money to buy more computers
and books.and books.

Raymond sees a group of three male teens, 15 to 16 years ofRaymond sees a group of three male teens, 15 to 16 years of
age, all wearing hip hop gear, playing ping pong and watchingage, all wearing hip hop gear, playing ping pong and watching
him.him.
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HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
It was brought to my attentionIt was brought to my attention
that you're training to be somethat you're training to be some
type of fighter.type of fighter.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
So, you're keeping tabs on me?So, you're keeping tabs on me?

HEAVENHEAVEN
No. It was brought to my attention.No. It was brought to my attention.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You heard right.You heard right.

HEAVENHEAVEN
The center is looking for aThe center is looking for a
volunteer to teach a self defensevolunteer to teach a self defense
class for women. If you do thisclass for women. If you do this
for me, we can go out on that latefor me, we can go out on that late
night dinner.night dinner.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
So you're gonna make a brotherSo you're gonna make a brother
work for a date?work for a date?

HEAVENHEAVEN
In order to get, you have to give.In order to get, you have to give.

Heaven removes her phone from her purse and presses a button.Heaven removes her phone from her purse and presses a button.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Set reminder for Raymond toSet reminder for Raymond to
volunteer some of his preciousvolunteer some of his precious
time, Tuesday at 7 p.m.time, Tuesday at 7 p.m.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What was that?What was that?

HEAVENHEAVEN
I set you a reminder.I set you a reminder.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You can do that on phones?You can do that on phones?

HEAVENHEAVEN
Yes, phones have recording andYes, phones have recording and
reminder features. Where have youreminder features. Where have you
been for the last five years?been for the last five years?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I've just never been big on theI've just never been big on the
whole technology thing.whole technology thing.

Heaven stares at Raymond.Heaven stares at Raymond.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Okay.Okay.

One of the teens, JUSTIN, 16, 5'6, seeking guidance, neatly-One of the teens, JUSTIN, 16, 5'6, seeking guidance, neatly-
trimmed small Afro, wearing a fake diamond necklace, walkstrimmed small Afro, wearing a fake diamond necklace, walks
over to Raymond.over to Raymond.

JUSTINJUSTIN
I know you. Club Corral, right?I know you. Club Corral, right?
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
Yeah.Yeah.

Justin shakes hands with Raymond.Justin shakes hands with Raymond.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Raymond, this is Justin.Raymond, this is Justin.

JUSTINJUSTIN
You can call me J. Me and my crew,You can call me J. Me and my crew,
we see y'all outside the club.we see y'all outside the club.
Your big cousin got some flyYour big cousin got some fly
rides. When I get enough money,rides. When I get enough money,
I'm gonna buy myself a Beamer.I'm gonna buy myself a Beamer.

Raymond looks at the two teens standing at the ping pongRaymond looks at the two teens standing at the ping pong
table.table.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
That's your crew right there?That's your crew right there?

JUSTINJUSTIN
Yeah, that's Ronnie and Dre. IYeah, that's Ronnie and Dre. I
can't wait till I'm old enough tocan't wait till I'm old enough to
get in the club.get in the club.

HEAVENHEAVEN
You have other things to thinkYou have other things to think
about, like finishing school.about, like finishing school.

Justin speaks sarcastically.Justin speaks sarcastically.

JUSTINJUSTIN
School, right.School, right.

Justin shakes Raymond's hand.Justin shakes Raymond's hand.

JUSTIN (CONT'D)JUSTIN (CONT'D)
It's good to finally meet you. IIt's good to finally meet you. I
like your style, man.like your style, man.

Justin walks back over to his crew and leads them down theJustin walks back over to his crew and leads them down the
hall toward the exit.hall toward the exit.

Visibly frustrated, Heaven stands with her hands on her hips.Visibly frustrated, Heaven stands with her hands on her hips.

INT. CLUB CORRAL/BASEMENT - DAYINT. CLUB CORRAL/BASEMENT - DAY

Vince, Bow, and Mail Man are in the basement with threeVince, Bow, and Mail Man are in the basement with three
tables, a weighing scale, and a money machine.tables, a weighing scale, and a money machine.

Bow and Mail Man separate cocaine and pills into small ziplocBow and Mail Man separate cocaine and pills into small ziploc
bags, while Vince COUNTS MONEY in the MONEY MACHINE.bags, while Vince COUNTS MONEY in the MONEY MACHINE.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - DAYINT. CLUB CORRAL - DAY

Raymond dances around like Muhammad Ali, shadow boxing on theRaymond dances around like Muhammad Ali, shadow boxing on the
empty dance floor. Teddy looks on from behind the bar asempty dance floor. Teddy looks on from behind the bar as
Raymond throws left and right combinations.Raymond throws left and right combinations.

EXT. CLUB CORRAL - DAYEXT. CLUB CORRAL - DAY

Bow and Mail Man exit the club, carrying two black duffleBow and Mail Man exit the club, carrying two black duffle
bags.bags.
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They walk over to the Chrysler with Raymond waiting in theThey walk over to the Chrysler with Raymond waiting in the
driver's seat. They get in the car with Raymond and he drivesdriver's seat. They get in the car with Raymond and he drives
away.away.

INT. COMMUNITY CENTER - DAYINT. COMMUNITY CENTER - DAY

Raymond, dressed in workout gear, walks into a room withRaymond, dressed in workout gear, walks into a room with
sixteen women. Heaven stands in front.sixteen women. Heaven stands in front.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Ladies, I wanna introduce you allLadies, I wanna introduce you all
to our self-defense instructor,to our self-defense instructor,
Raymond.Raymond.

Raymond waves as the women CLAP.Raymond waves as the women CLAP.

Class is underway with Raymond facing the women.Class is underway with Raymond facing the women.

Women follow Raymond's instructions as he teaches them theWomen follow Raymond's instructions as he teaches them the
proper way to throw a punch.proper way to throw a punch.

Heaven watches as Raymond instructs a woman to keep her chinHeaven watches as Raymond instructs a woman to keep her chin
down and the proper stance as she throws a punch.down and the proper stance as she throws a punch.

Raymond shows Heaven how to disarm a person wielding a knife.Raymond shows Heaven how to disarm a person wielding a knife.
He slowly moves toward Heaven with the fake prop knife.He slowly moves toward Heaven with the fake prop knife.
Heaven grabs his wrist, forcing him to drop the knife. SheHeaven grabs his wrist, forcing him to drop the knife. She
cheers after the knife falls to the floor.cheers after the knife falls to the floor.

The class ends and Heaven approaches Raymond.The class ends and Heaven approaches Raymond.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Now, that wasn't so bad. AfterNow, that wasn't so bad. After
that session I may even be readythat session I may even be ready
to take you on.to take you on.

Heaven throws a play punch at Raymond.Heaven throws a play punch at Raymond.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Slow your roll. I don't thinkSlow your roll. I don't think
you're quite ready yet.you're quite ready yet.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I would like to thank you, Ray Ray.I would like to thank you, Ray Ray.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
So, I'm Ray Ray now?So, I'm Ray Ray now?

HEAVENHEAVEN
That's what everyone else callsThat's what everyone else calls
you... And, you can pick me upyou... And, you can pick me up
Friday at eight.Friday at eight.

Raymond smiles as he watches Heaven walk away.Raymond smiles as he watches Heaven walk away.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Don't be late.Don't be late.

Raymond looks up at the clock on the wall and hurries out.Raymond looks up at the clock on the wall and hurries out.

EXT. INNER CITY - NIGHTEXT. INNER CITY - NIGHT

The Chrysler 300 pulls into an Inner City Housing ProjectThe Chrysler 300 pulls into an Inner City Housing Project
and parks.and parks.
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INT. CHRYSLER - NIGHTINT. CHRYSLER - NIGHT

Raymond sits in the driver's seat, Bow sits in the passengerRaymond sits in the driver's seat, Bow sits in the passenger
seat, and Mail Man sits in the rear passenger seat. Bow andseat, and Mail Man sits in the rear passenger seat. Bow and
Mail Man exit the car.Mail Man exit the car.

Raymond looks around, uneasy. He looks up and sees a fullRaymond looks around, uneasy. He looks up and sees a full
moon and speaks in a low whisper.moon and speaks in a low whisper.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Damn moon again.Damn moon again.

As Raymond stares at the moon, he lets down his sun visorAs Raymond stares at the moon, he lets down his sun visor
blocking his vision of it.blocking his vision of it.

EXT. CHRYSLER - LATEREXT. CHRYSLER - LATER

Raymond stands by the driver's side door on high alert as heRaymond stands by the driver's side door on high alert as he
scans his surroundings. He's startled as he hears GUNSHOTS.scans his surroundings. He's startled as he hears GUNSHOTS.
Raymond sees Bow and Mail Man running toward the car. HeRaymond sees Bow and Mail Man running toward the car. He
hurries into the car followed by Bow and Mail Man.hurries into the car followed by Bow and Mail Man.

BOWBOW
Go! Go! Floor this muthafucka!Go! Go! Floor this muthafucka!

Raymond PEELS RUBBER, skillfully driving away as he sees twoRaymond PEELS RUBBER, skillfully driving away as he sees two
men running toward the car FIRING SHOTS.men running toward the car FIRING SHOTS.

INT. CHRYSLER - CONTINUOUSINT. CHRYSLER - CONTINUOUS

Raymond speeds away as Bow and Mail Man laugh.Raymond speeds away as Bow and Mail Man laugh.

Bow looks back at Mail Man.Bow looks back at Mail Man.

BOWBOW
You got his blood all over me!You got his blood all over me!

MAIL MANMAIL MAN
He went for somethin'! I told himHe went for somethin'! I told him
not to move!not to move!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What the hell just happened?!What the hell just happened?!

BOWBOW
Chill out, man. He had it comin'.Chill out, man. He had it comin'.

The Chrysler 300 drives away toward the full moon.The Chrysler 300 drives away toward the full moon.

INT. RESTAURANT - NIGHTINT. RESTAURANT - NIGHT

A JAZZ BAND PLAYS as Raymond and Heaven eat dinner. RaymondA JAZZ BAND PLAYS as Raymond and Heaven eat dinner. Raymond
admires Heaven's beauty as they sit at their table.admires Heaven's beauty as they sit at their table.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I wanna compliment you again onI wanna compliment you again on
how good you look tonight.how good you look tonight.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Thank you.Thank you.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
I know that you're a busy womanI know that you're a busy woman
who took time out of your hecticwho took time out of your hectic
schedule with all the studying,schedule with all the studying,
working, and volunteering to goworking, and volunteering to go
out with me.out with me.

HEAVENHEAVEN
It's actually nice to get outIt's actually nice to get out
every once in a while... And, I'devery once in a while... And, I'd
like to give you props for a goodlike to give you props for a good
choice. I like this.choice. I like this.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm glad you like it.I'm glad you like it.

HEAVENHEAVEN
You know you've acquired a fanYou know you've acquired a fan
base at the community center. Somebase at the community center. Some
of the women wanna know if youof the women wanna know if you
give private lessons.give private lessons.

Raymond laughs.Raymond laughs.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Private lessons, sounds intriguing.Private lessons, sounds intriguing.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I don't think it's self-defenseI don't think it's self-defense
lessons that they want.lessons that they want.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Why did you decide to become aWhy did you decide to become a
doctor?doctor?

HEAVENHEAVEN
My dad has told everyone since IMy dad has told everyone since I
can remember that I would becan remember that I would be
doctor. I stuck with it and heredoctor. I stuck with it and here
I am... In addition to that, I'veI am... In addition to that, I've
always found enjoyment in helpingalways found enjoyment in helping
others and the two go hand in hand.others and the two go hand in hand.

Heaven takes a drink from her glass.Heaven takes a drink from her glass.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Becoming a doctor sounds like aBecoming a doctor sounds like a
lot of schooling and money.lot of schooling and money.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I've been in school since I wasI've been in school since I was
four years old with only a sevenfour years old with only a seven
month break. And it is definitelymonth break. And it is definitely
expensive. But in the end, it'llexpensive. But in the end, it'll
all be worth it.all be worth it.

Raymond removes his vibrating phone from his pocket, lookingRaymond removes his vibrating phone from his pocket, looking
down at it.down at it.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I see someone finally stepped outI see someone finally stepped out
of the dark ages and became aof the dark ages and became a
techie.techie.
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Raymond puts it back in his pocket.Raymond puts it back in his pocket.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
It's actually a handy device...It's actually a handy device...
Are you from the A?Are you from the A?

HEAVENHEAVEN
Yes and no. I was born and raisedYes and no. I was born and raised
in  Augusta, GA, not Atlanta, GA.in  Augusta, GA, not Atlanta, GA.
The second of three siblings. AnThe second of three siblings. An
older brother and a youngerolder brother and a younger
brother that I lost.brother that I lost.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What happened with your youngerWhat happened with your younger
brother?brother?

Heaven shakes her head no, not wanting to discuss it.Heaven shakes her head no, not wanting to discuss it.

HEAVENHEAVEN
So, exactly what do you do at theSo, exactly what do you do at the
club?club?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I help run the day to dayI help run the day to day
operations. Orders, paying bill,operations. Orders, paying bill,
payroll.payroll.

A waiter refills Heaven's glass.A waiter refills Heaven's glass.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Are you going to tell me somethingAre you going to tell me something
about yourself? Like, where areabout yourself? Like, where are
you from? Do you have any kids?you from? Do you have any kids?
What are you passionate about?What are you passionate about?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I came from Dallas, and no kids.I came from Dallas, and no kids.
Boxing is my passion... I tookBoxing is my passion... I took
some time off and now I'm gonnasome time off and now I'm gonna
give it another shot.give it another shot.

HEAVENHEAVEN
If it's your passion, why did youIf it's your passion, why did you
take time off?take time off?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
There was a lot goin' on in myThere was a lot goin' on in my
life at one point and I was burnedlife at one point and I was burned
out. Just needed to recharge.out. Just needed to recharge.

Heaven takes a drink from her glass.Heaven takes a drink from her glass.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Are you any good?Are you any good?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I hope so.I hope so.

HEAVENHEAVEN
So, will I see you on TV one daySo, will I see you on TV one day
in some big fight?in some big fight?
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
That's the plan... You know, IThat's the plan... You know, I
might need a doctor to take caremight need a doctor to take care
of my cuts and bruises. Do youof my cuts and bruises. Do you
know one?know one?

HEAVENHEAVEN
I might.I might.

EXT. RESTAURANT/PARKING LOT - NIGHTEXT. RESTAURANT/PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Raymond and Heaven walk over to his car.Raymond and Heaven walk over to his car.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I wanna thank you. And I mustI wanna thank you. And I must
admit, I had a good time.admit, I had a good time.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I assume we'll be doing this again.I assume we'll be doing this again.

Raymond and Heaven stand beside his car.Raymond and Heaven stand beside his car.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Maybe.Maybe.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Maybe?Maybe?

HEAVENHEAVEN
We'll see.We'll see.

Raymond opens Heaven's door for her.Raymond opens Heaven's door for her.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I got something I wanna show you.I got something I wanna show you.

HEAVENHEAVEN
What is it?What is it?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
A surprise.A surprise.

Messiah and Hot Rod walk up to Raymond and Heaven.Messiah and Hot Rod walk up to Raymond and Heaven.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
Look who we have here.Look who we have here.

Raymond instantly recognizes Messiah and Hot Rod. He steps inRaymond instantly recognizes Messiah and Hot Rod. He steps in
front of Heaven, blocking her from Messiah.front of Heaven, blocking her from Messiah.

MESSIAH (CONT'D)MESSIAH (CONT'D)
The top dog's first lieutenant.The top dog's first lieutenant.
You ready to talk?You ready to talk?

Heaven looks on, trying to figure out what's going on.Heaven looks on, trying to figure out what's going on.

Raymond turns and motions her to get in the car.Raymond turns and motions her to get in the car.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Get in.Get in.

Heaven gets in the car.Heaven gets in the car.

Closing her door, Raymond turns and faces Messiah and Hot Rod.Closing her door, Raymond turns and faces Messiah and Hot Rod.
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RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
I'm doin' me right now. I don'tI'm doin' me right now. I don't
appreciate you steppin' to me likeappreciate you steppin' to me like
this.this.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
We have unfinished business.We have unfinished business.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Somebody has been misleading you.Somebody has been misleading you.
You're talkin' to the wrong guyYou're talkin' to the wrong guy
about whatever it is that wentabout whatever it is that went
down.down.

Hot Rod moves his jacket, allowing Raymond to see the pistolHot Rod moves his jacket, allowing Raymond to see the pistol
stuffed in the front of his pants.stuffed in the front of his pants.

HOT RODHOT ROD
You ready to get down and dirty?You ready to get down and dirty?

Raymond keeps his eye on Hot Rod.Raymond keeps his eye on Hot Rod.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
Looks like you and your lady wereLooks like you and your lady were
havin' a good time. That's ahavin' a good time. That's a
beautiful girl you got there. Youbeautiful girl you got there. You
might wanna keep an eye on her.might wanna keep an eye on her.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I don't take too kindly to idleI don't take too kindly to idle
threats.threats.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
I don't make idle threats.I don't make idle threats.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
If anything were to happen to her,If anything were to happen to her,
it wouldn't be good for you.it wouldn't be good for you.

Two men and two women exit the restaurant, LAUGHING andTwo men and two women exit the restaurant, LAUGHING and
having a good time. The men all see the group of people.having a good time. The men all see the group of people.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
Go ahead and finish your date.Go ahead and finish your date.
I'll get up with you another time.I'll get up with you another time.

Raymond takes a last look at Messiah and Hot Rod. He walksRaymond takes a last look at Messiah and Hot Rod. He walks
over and gets in his car. Raymond starts up the car.over and gets in his car. Raymond starts up the car.

HEAVENHEAVEN
What was that all about?What was that all about?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Incident at the club a whileIncident at the club a while
back... Nothin' to worry about.back... Nothin' to worry about.

Raymond drives away.Raymond drives away.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Raymond and Heaven enter Vince's house. Heaven nervouslyRaymond and Heaven enter Vince's house. Heaven nervously
looks around with her arms folded.looks around with her arms folded.
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HEAVENHEAVEN
I didn't know this place was soI didn't know this place was so
big.big.

Raymond steps close to Heaven.Raymond steps close to Heaven.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm sorry about what happenedI'm sorry about what happened
earlier.earlier.

Raymond hugs Heaven.Raymond hugs Heaven.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
You're shaking.You're shaking.

HEAVENHEAVEN
It's been a long night and I'm aIt's been a long night and I'm a
little nervous being here.little nervous being here.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm not gonna let anything happenI'm not gonna let anything happen
to you.to you.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Your cousin makes me nervous. IYour cousin makes me nervous. I
don't trust him.don't trust him.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
He's at the club. Come on.He's at the club. Come on.

Raymond grabs Heaven's hand and guides her through the house.Raymond grabs Heaven's hand and guides her through the house.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/GAMEROOM - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/GAMEROOM - NIGHT

Raymond and Heaven enter the game room. Heaven sees six boxed-Raymond and Heaven enter the game room. Heaven sees six boxed-
up Dell desktop computers.up Dell desktop computers.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You said the community centerYou said the community center
needed computers.needed computers.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Wow. I don't know what to say...Wow. I don't know what to say...
Is everything on the up and up?Is everything on the up and up?
Because I don't.Because I don't.

Raymond stops her in mid conversation.Raymond stops her in mid conversation.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Wait. They're good. For purchasingWait. They're good. For purchasing
six, I got free installation andsix, I got free installation and
networking.networking.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I can't believe you did this.I can't believe you did this.

Heaven hugs Raymond.Heaven hugs Raymond.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Thank you so much. It really meansThank you so much. It really means
a lot.a lot.

Raymond kisses Heaven and she backs away.Raymond kisses Heaven and she backs away.
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HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
We better get going. I have anWe better get going. I have an
early morning ahead of me.early morning ahead of me.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Raymond and Heaven walk toward the front door.Raymond and Heaven walk toward the front door.

The door opens and Vince walks in with Monique and an ASIANThe door opens and Vince walks in with Monique and an ASIAN
WOMAN, model type. Vince is surprised to see Heaven.WOMAN, model type. Vince is surprised to see Heaven.

VINCEVINCE
I didn't know you had company.I didn't know you had company.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
We were just leavin'.We were just leavin'.

Vince gives Heaven his full attention.Vince gives Heaven his full attention.

VINCEVINCE
Ms. Heaven. Lookin' as good asMs. Heaven. Lookin' as good as
ever. How do you like my place?ever. How do you like my place?

HEAVENHEAVEN
It's nice.It's nice.

VINCEVINCE
I'm glad you like it.I'm glad you like it.

Raymond clutches Heaven's hand.Raymond clutches Heaven's hand.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I gotta get her home. I'll getI gotta get her home. I'll get
with you later.with you later.

Raymond and Heaven walk toward the door.Raymond and Heaven walk toward the door.

VINCEVINCE
Ms. Heaven. I hope to see youMs. Heaven. I hope to see you
again soon.again soon.

Heaven turns and sees Monique and the Asian woman kissing.Heaven turns and sees Monique and the Asian woman kissing.
She exits the house with Raymond.She exits the house with Raymond.

Vince escorts the two women upstairs.Vince escorts the two women upstairs.

EXT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHTEXT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Raymond and Heaven walk down to his car.Raymond and Heaven walk down to his car.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Ebony was right. Now it's a party.Ebony was right. Now it's a party.

INT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - DAYINT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - DAY

Vince sits behind his desk, officer McCall sits in one of theVince sits behind his desk, officer McCall sits in one of the
two chairs in front of his desk, and Bow stands by the door.two chairs in front of his desk, and Bow stands by the door.

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
I told you I need a double paymentI told you I need a double payment
this month.this month.
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VINCEVINCE
And I told you I couldn't do it.And I told you I couldn't do it.
You get the amount we agreed upon.You get the amount we agreed upon.

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
Look, I don't care what we agreedLook, I don't care what we agreed
on. When I tell you I needon. When I tell you I need
somethin', I expect you to deliver.somethin', I expect you to deliver.

VINCEVINCE
First of all, you don't tell me aFirst of all, you don't tell me a
damn thing.damn thing.

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
You don't seem to get it.You don't seem to get it.

VINCEVINCE
Why are you fuckin' with me?!Why are you fuckin' with me?!
Don't I take care of you?!Don't I take care of you?!

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
That's why I'm here.That's why I'm here.

VINCEVINCE
Here to squeeze more money outtaHere to squeeze more money outta
me.me.

Vince looks over at Bow.Vince looks over at Bow.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
You'll get your six grand and notYou'll get your six grand and not
a penny more.a penny more.

OFFICER McCALLOFFICER McCALL
It's about time we renegotiate.It's about time we renegotiate.

Officer McCall gets up out of his chair and walks over to theOfficer McCall gets up out of his chair and walks over to the
door. He stops and turns around.door. He stops and turns around.

OFFICER McCALL (CONT'D)OFFICER McCALL (CONT'D)
I expect another six grand by theI expect another six grand by the
end of the week.end of the week.

Bow watches as Officer McCall leaves the office.Bow watches as Officer McCall leaves the office.

VINCEVINCE
That's the problem with havin'That's the problem with havin'
cops on the payroll. They'recops on the payroll. They're
greedy fuckin' pigs.greedy fuckin' pigs.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - DAYINT. CLUB CORRAL - DAY

Vince and Raymond walk through the empty club.Vince and Raymond walk through the empty club.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm gonna need a few days off.I'm gonna need a few days off.

VINCEVINCE
That's cool. Is everything good?That's cool. Is everything good?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Just need some time to clear myJust need some time to clear my
head. It's gettin' real hot aroundhead. It's gettin' real hot around
here.here.
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Vince stops and faces Raymond.Vince stops and faces Raymond.

VINCEVINCE
Talk to me.Talk to me.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I had a run-in with those twoI had a run-in with those two
clowns that were here. It'sclowns that were here. It's
serious.serious.

VINCEVINCE
A couple of salty ass marks inA couple of salty ass marks in
from LA. Don't worry about it.from LA. Don't worry about it.
I'll handle it.I'll handle it.

EXT. CLUB CORRAL - DAYEXT. CLUB CORRAL - DAY

As Raymond exits the club, he's approached by Justin.As Raymond exits the club, he's approached by Justin.

JUSTINJUSTIN
Ray Ray.Ray Ray.

Raymond is surprised.Raymond is surprised.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Lil J. What's goin' on?Lil J. What's goin' on?

JUSTINJUSTIN
I was on this side of town. WantedI was on this side of town. Wanted
to see what you're up to?to see what you're up to?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I was just about to get outtaI was just about to get outta
here. What's good with you?here. What's good with you?

Raymond walks over to his car and Justin follows.Raymond walks over to his car and Justin follows.

JUSTINJUSTIN
Times are tough. I'm out hereTimes are tough. I'm out here
tryin' to make some money, man.tryin' to make some money, man.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Where's your family?Where's your family?

JUSTINJUSTIN
I live with my moms. She works theI live with my moms. She works the
night shift.night shift.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Your old man around?Your old man around?

JUSTINJUSTIN
Nah. Haven't seen him in a coupleNah. Haven't seen him in a couple
of years.of years.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
It's not a good idea you hangin'It's not a good idea you hangin'
out around here.out around here.

Raymond reaches into his pocket and hands Justin some cash.Raymond reaches into his pocket and hands Justin some cash.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
Go ahead and get outta here.Go ahead and get outta here.
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JUSTINJUSTIN
I appreciate the love, man.I appreciate the love, man.

Justin shakes Raymond's hand and walks away.Justin shakes Raymond's hand and walks away.

Vince, curiously stands in the club entrance, watchingVince, curiously stands in the club entrance, watching
Raymond and Justin.Raymond and Justin.

INT. COMMUNITY CENTER - DAYINT. COMMUNITY CENTER - DAY

Raymond and Heaven stand in the community center as the kidsRaymond and Heaven stand in the community center as the kids
and adults see the new computers and tables filled withand adults see the new computers and tables filled with
books. Adults and kids walk over and thank Raymond.books. Adults and kids walk over and thank Raymond.

EXT. CITY OF AUGUSTA - DAYEXT. CITY OF AUGUSTA - DAY

Raymond drives his car through Augusta, Georgia, with HeavenRaymond drives his car through Augusta, Georgia, with Heaven
on the passenger side.on the passenger side.

INT. RAYMOND'S CAR - DAYINT. RAYMOND'S CAR - DAY

Raymond and Heaven arrive at a two-story house in a quietRaymond and Heaven arrive at a two-story house in a quiet
middle-class neighborhood in Augusta, Georgia. Raymond parksmiddle-class neighborhood in Augusta, Georgia. Raymond parks
in the driveway.in the driveway.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Well, this is where I was raised.Well, this is where I was raised.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Good old Augusta. Are you gonnaGood old Augusta. Are you gonna
show me around?show me around?

HEAVENHEAVEN
You're only here because you saidYou're only here because you said
you wanted to hang out on theyou wanted to hang out on the
lake, remember?lake, remember?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Yeah, and I'm hopin' you'll joinYeah, and I'm hopin' you'll join
me. We can hop on some jet skisme. We can hop on some jet skis
and have at it.and have at it.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Jet skis. Sounds fun. I'll thinkJet skis. Sounds fun. I'll think
about it.about it.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Will I at least get a chance toWill I at least get a chance to
meet the family?meet the family?

HEAVENHEAVEN
I don't know if that's a good idea.I don't know if that's a good idea.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Why not? I just wanna meet theWhy not? I just wanna meet the
family and say hi.family and say hi.

EXT. COFFEE SHOP/PARKING LOT - NIGHTEXT. COFFEE SHOP/PARKING LOT - NIGHT

A police car sits in the parking lot of a coffee shop.A police car sits in the parking lot of a coffee shop.
Officer McCall walks over and gets in his squad car. He sitsOfficer McCall walks over and gets in his squad car. He sits
in his car with his driver's side window down sipping on ain his car with his driver's side window down sipping on a
cup of coffee.cup of coffee.
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A voice calls out to officer McCall.A voice calls out to officer McCall.

UNKNOWN VOICEUNKNOWN VOICE
Black Jack.Black Jack.

As Officer McCall turns to see who called him, a SHOT ISAs Officer McCall turns to see who called him, a SHOT IS
FIRED into the squad car from the driver's side, blowing aFIRED into the squad car from the driver's side, blowing a
portion of his head off. He leans over, dead.portion of his head off. He leans over, dead.

EXT. MOTEL - DUSKEXT. MOTEL - DUSK

Raymond jogs to his motel in Augusta. As Raymond approachesRaymond jogs to his motel in Augusta. As Raymond approaches
the motel, he sees a man sitting in car, watching him. Hethe motel, he sees a man sitting in car, watching him. He
walks up the stairs to the second floor motel room and enters.walks up the stairs to the second floor motel room and enters.

INT. MOTEL - NIGHTINT. MOTEL - NIGHT

The TV is on in Raymond's motel room, with the lights off.The TV is on in Raymond's motel room, with the lights off.
There's a knock at the door.There's a knock at the door.

Raymond stands by the door with a drinking glass in his handRaymond stands by the door with a drinking glass in his hand
ready to use it as a weapon.ready to use it as a weapon.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Who is it?Who is it?

VOICE (O.S.)VOICE (O.S.)
It's me, Heaven.It's me, Heaven.

Relieved, Raymond turns on the light. He unlocks and opensRelieved, Raymond turns on the light. He unlocks and opens
the door.the door.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Hi. I tried calling but you didn'tHi. I tried calling but you didn't
answer.answer.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I went for a run. I got back andI went for a run. I got back and
realized my phone's dead. Therealized my phone's dead. The
charger is in the car.charger is in the car.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Aren't you gonna get it?Aren't you gonna get it?

Raymond scans the parking lot.Raymond scans the parking lot.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Okay... My parents made dinner.Okay... My parents made dinner.

Heaven holds up a bag.Heaven holds up a bag.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Thought you could use a bite toThought you could use a bite to
eat.eat.

Raymond sees a man walking toward them with a purpose. TheRaymond sees a man walking toward them with a purpose. The
man picks up his pace, running toward Raymond and Heaven.man picks up his pace, running toward Raymond and Heaven.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
What's going on?What's going on?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Get in!Get in!
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Raymond pulls Heaven into the room. Before he can slam theRaymond pulls Heaven into the room. Before he can slam the
door shut, the man rushes it, knocking it open. The mandoor shut, the man rushes it, knocking it open. The man
points a gun, but Raymond is on him. Raymond holds the man'spoints a gun, but Raymond is on him. Raymond holds the man's
wrist as they wrestle around the room.wrist as they wrestle around the room.

Heaven stands by the door, watching the altercation.Heaven stands by the door, watching the altercation.

Holding the man's wrist with his left hand, Raymond hits himHolding the man's wrist with his left hand, Raymond hits him
with three quick hard rights. Dazed, he drops the gun andwith three quick hard rights. Dazed, he drops the gun and
falls to his knees. Raymond puts him in a choke hold with hisfalls to his knees. Raymond puts him in a choke hold with his
left arm. He reaches over and hits the man with three elbowsleft arm. He reaches over and hits the man with three elbows
to the chest, aiming at his lung area.to the chest, aiming at his lung area.

The man tries to pull Raymond's arm from around his neck.The man tries to pull Raymond's arm from around his neck.
Raymond hits him with two punches to the chest. RaymondRaymond hits him with two punches to the chest. Raymond
tightens the choke hold as they fall to the floor. Hetightens the choke hold as they fall to the floor. He
squeezes tighter, choking the life out of the man.squeezes tighter, choking the life out of the man.

The man starts to kick, gasping for air.The man starts to kick, gasping for air.

HEAVENHEAVEN
That's enough!.. Let him go!That's enough!.. Let him go!

Raymond tightens the hold. The man nearing death, starts toRaymond tightens the hold. The man nearing death, starts to
go limp.go limp.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Raymond, stop!Raymond, stop!

Raymond looks at Heaven and slowly releases the choke hold.Raymond looks at Heaven and slowly releases the choke hold.
As he starts to stand, he hits the man with three moreAs he starts to stand, he hits the man with three more
punches to the chest.punches to the chest.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Stop!Stop!

EXT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHTEXT. MOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Three cop cars are parked outside the motel. The man RaymondThree cop cars are parked outside the motel. The man Raymond
fought, stands leaning against a police car, holding his ribsfought, stands leaning against a police car, holding his ribs
as he speaks with two police officers.as he speaks with two police officers.

Raymond sits handcuffed in the back of a police car.Raymond sits handcuffed in the back of a police car.

Heaven speaks to a police officer.Heaven speaks to a police officer.

POLICE OFFICERPOLICE OFFICER
Your boyfriend worked him overYour boyfriend worked him over
pretty good. Might have a couplepretty good. Might have a couple
of broken ribs. He refuses to goof broken ribs. He refuses to go
to the hospital to get checked out.to the hospital to get checked out.

HEAVENHEAVEN
He's a friend, and he wasHe's a friend, and he was
defending himself. He did nothingdefending himself. He did nothing
wrong.wrong.

POLICE OFFICERPOLICE OFFICER
Do you know his history?Do you know his history?

HEAVENHEAVEN
What do you mean?What do you mean?
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POLICE OFFICERPOLICE OFFICER
Your friend was released fromYour friend was released from
prison three months ago.prison three months ago.

HEAVENHEAVEN
What?What?

POLICE OFFICERPOLICE OFFICER
That's bounty hunter Eddie Harris.That's bounty hunter Eddie Harris.
He works in Atlanta. Your friendHe works in Atlanta. Your friend
is wanted for questioning of theis wanted for questioning of the
murder of police officer Jackmurder of police officer Jack
McCall.McCall.

HEAVENHEAVEN
The murder of a police officer. OhThe murder of a police officer. Oh
my god.my god.

The officer puts away his small writing pad.The officer puts away his small writing pad.

POLICE OFFICERPOLICE OFFICER
Strange. He's not a fugitive orStrange. He's not a fugitive or
jumped bail. Why would a bountyjumped bail. Why would a bounty
hunter track down a man who hasn'thunter track down a man who hasn't
been chargedbeen charged

HEAVENHEAVEN
Unbelievable.Unbelievable.

POLICE OFFICERPOLICE OFFICER
Atlanta PD will be here tomorrowAtlanta PD will be here tomorrow
to him transfer him back toto him transfer him back to
Atlanta.Atlanta.

Raymond and Heaven make eye contact as the police carRaymond and Heaven make eye contact as the police car
carrying him passes by her.carrying him passes by her.

INT. POLICE STATION/INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. POLICE STATION/INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

Raymond nervously sits in the interrogation room.Raymond nervously sits in the interrogation room.

Detective Pearlinski and Hughes, both holding folders, enter.Detective Pearlinski and Hughes, both holding folders, enter.
Detective Hughes drops his folder on the table in front ofDetective Hughes drops his folder on the table in front of
Raymond. Both detectives take a seat in front of Raymond.Raymond. Both detectives take a seat in front of Raymond.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
Raymond Demps, I'm Detective DannyRaymond Demps, I'm Detective Danny
Pearlinski and this is my partner,Pearlinski and this is my partner,
Detective Calvin Hughes... You'veDetective Calvin Hughes... You've
been ID'd as a possible suspect inbeen ID'd as a possible suspect in
a homicide.a homicide.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I don't know anything about aI don't know anything about a
homicide.homicide.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
This is a familiar setting forThis is a familiar setting for
you. Home sweet home.you. Home sweet home.

Detective Hughes opens the folder in front of Raymond and heDetective Hughes opens the folder in front of Raymond and he
sees a picture of Officer McCall. Raymond looks at the twosees a picture of Officer McCall. Raymond looks at the two
other pictures and sees Officer McCall dead in his car.other pictures and sees Officer McCall dead in his car.
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DETECTIVE HUGHES (CONT'D)DETECTIVE HUGHES (CONT'D)
That's officer Jack McCall, knownThat's officer Jack McCall, known
as Black Jack on the streets. Didas Black Jack on the streets. Did
you two have some type ofyou two have some type of
altercation?.. What happened?!altercation?.. What happened?!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I don't know nothin' about this!I don't know nothin' about this!

Detective Pearlinski looks through his folder.Detective Pearlinski looks through his folder.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
You just finished doing a four andYou just finished doing a four and
a half year stint for an automatica half year stint for an automatic
weapons charge. First arrest atweapons charge. First arrest at
nineteen for assault outside of anineteen for assault outside of a
nightclub. Second arrest at thenightclub. Second arrest at the
age of twenty-four, after a sevenage of twenty-four, after a seven
year old kid was gun down in anyear old kid was gun down in an
attempted hit on you and yourattempted hit on you and your
cousin, Vincent Alexander.cousin, Vincent Alexander.

Detective Pearlinski closes the folder.Detective Pearlinski closes the folder.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKI (CONT'D)DETECTIVE PEARLINSKI (CONT'D)
That charge was dropped. ThirdThat charge was dropped. Third
arrest at the age of twenty-six,arrest at the age of twenty-six,
after an M16 Assault Rifle wasafter an M16 Assault Rifle was
found in the car that you werefound in the car that you were
driving.driving.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
What were you doing with thatWhat were you doing with that
military assault weapon,military assault weapon,
Raymond?.. Let me guess, the warRaymond?.. Let me guess, the war
was on and it was going down.was on and it was going down.

Raymond and Detective Hughes stare at each other.Raymond and Detective Hughes stare at each other.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
We can cut you a deal right now ifWe can cut you a deal right now if
you come clean.you come clean.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I told you, I don't know nothin'I told you, I don't know nothin'
about no cop gettin' killed! Ifabout no cop gettin' killed! If
I'm bein' charged, I need to callI'm bein' charged, I need to call
my lawyer!my lawyer!

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
Where were you Thursday night,Where were you Thursday night,
around 11:45?around 11:45?

Raymond thinks to himself.Raymond thinks to himself.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I was in Augusta... Got thereI was in Augusta... Got there
around six that evening. Checkedaround six that evening. Checked
into my room around seven...into my room around seven...
Heaven can vouch for me.Heaven can vouch for me.

The two detectives look at each other.The two detectives look at each other.
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DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
We're putting you on a forty-eightWe're putting you on a forty-eight
hour hold while we gather morehour hold while we gather more
information.information.

Detective Hughes signals Raymond to stand and cuffs him.Detective Hughes signals Raymond to stand and cuffs him.

INT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - DAYINT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - DAY

Heaven enters her home and sets her bags down. She walks upHeaven enters her home and sets her bags down. She walks up
the stairs and over to the bathroom door.the stairs and over to the bathroom door.

Vince walks out of the bathroom, startling Heaven.Vince walks out of the bathroom, startling Heaven.

VINCEVINCE
Ms. Heaven.Ms. Heaven.

HEAVENHEAVEN
What are you doing here? AndWhat are you doing here? And
where's Ebony?where's Ebony?

VINCEVINCE
I'm happy to see you, too.I'm happy to see you, too.

Ebony walks out of her bedroom wearing a nightgown.Ebony walks out of her bedroom wearing a nightgown.

EBONYEBONY
Heaven, girl, I didn't know youHeaven, girl, I didn't know you
were back. How was your trip?were back. How was your trip?

Heaven and Vince stare at each other.Heaven and Vince stare at each other.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Too long.Too long.

VINCEVINCE
Ebony, I'll see you later.Ebony, I'll see you later.

Ebony gives Vince a hug and a kiss.Ebony gives Vince a hug and a kiss.

EBONYEBONY
Okay, baby.Okay, baby.

Vince walks down the stairs and leaves the house.Vince walks down the stairs and leaves the house.

EBONY (CONT'D)EBONY (CONT'D)
Girl, I heard about Ray Ray. I'mGirl, I heard about Ray Ray. I'm
sorry.sorry.

Heaven looks down the stairs.Heaven looks down the stairs.

HEAVENHEAVEN
What was that?What was that?

EBONYEBONY
What?What?

HEAVENHEAVEN
What was he doing here?What was he doing here?

EBONYEBONY
He stopped by to apologize.He stopped by to apologize.

Ebony holds up her right wrist.Ebony holds up her right wrist.
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EBONY (CONT'D)EBONY (CONT'D)
Look what he bought me.Look what he bought me.

Heaven looks at the platinum and diamond studded braceletHeaven looks at the platinum and diamond studded bracelet
around Ebony's wrist.around Ebony's wrist.

HEAVENHEAVEN
How could you, after what he did?How could you, after what he did?

EBONYEBONY
Girl, he was drunk.Girl, he was drunk.

Ebony walks into her bedroom with Heaven hot on her heels.Ebony walks into her bedroom with Heaven hot on her heels.

HEAVENHEAVEN
You know, you're unbelievable. YouYou know, you're unbelievable. You
know how I feel about him beingknow how I feel about him being
here, especially after what he did.here, especially after what he did.

Ebony puts on some clothes.Ebony puts on some clothes.

EBONYEBONY
Well, he's a friend of mine. AndWell, he's a friend of mine. And
I heard that you were at his houseI heard that you were at his house
just last week, Ms. "I worry aboutjust last week, Ms. "I worry about
you when you're over there."you when you're over there."

HEAVENHEAVEN
You know what, I'm through with it.You know what, I'm through with it.

Heaven walks out of the bedroom.Heaven walks out of the bedroom.

Ebony looks down at the bracelet on her arm.Ebony looks down at the bracelet on her arm.

INT. POLICE STATION/EVIDENCE - DAYINT. POLICE STATION/EVIDENCE - DAY

Raymond, getting all his belongings from evidence, isRaymond, getting all his belongings from evidence, is
approached by Detectives Pearlinski and Hughes.approached by Detectives Pearlinski and Hughes.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
Turns out your alibi isn't so airTurns out your alibi isn't so air
tight. Your girlfriend says thattight. Your girlfriend says that
she didn't see you after 6:30 lastshe didn't see you after 6:30 last
Thursday.Thursday.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
Officer McCall was killed aroundOfficer McCall was killed around
11:45 that night. Augusta to11:45 that night. Augusta to
Atlanta is roughly two hours andAtlanta is roughly two hours and
thirty minutes.thirty minutes.

Raymond ignores the detectives, and pockets his belongings.Raymond ignores the detectives, and pockets his belongings.

Detective Pearlinski slips a card in Raymond's jacket pocket.Detective Pearlinski slips a card in Raymond's jacket pocket.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
You're under investigation, don'tYou're under investigation, don't
leave town.leave town.

Raymond turns, walking towards the exit.Raymond turns, walking towards the exit.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
I got my eye on you Ray.I got my eye on you Ray.
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INT. HOSPITAL/EMERGENCY - DAYINT. HOSPITAL/EMERGENCY - DAY

Two paramedics rush a teen into the emergency room with aTwo paramedics rush a teen into the emergency room with a
gunshot wound to the chest.gunshot wound to the chest.

Heaven, two nurses, along with DOCTOR EVANS, 38, Caucasian,Heaven, two nurses, along with DOCTOR EVANS, 38, Caucasian,
black thinning hair, all run over to the paramedics.black thinning hair, all run over to the paramedics.

PARAMEDIC 1PARAMEDIC 1
Sixteen year old African AmericanSixteen year old African American
male, gunshot wound to the chest.male, gunshot wound to the chest.

DR. EVANSDR. EVANS
Start prepping for surgery.Start prepping for surgery.

Heaven instantly recognizes the teen as Justin's friend, Dre.Heaven instantly recognizes the teen as Justin's friend, Dre.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Oh my god.Oh my god.

They all push Dre to the surgery room.They all push Dre to the surgery room.

INT. HOSPITAL/EMERGENCY - DAYINT. HOSPITAL/EMERGENCY - DAY

In a panicked state, Justin and his friend Ronnie enter theIn a panicked state, Justin and his friend Ronnie enter the
emergency room.emergency room.

EXT. HOSPITAL/OPERATING ROOM - DAYEXT. HOSPITAL/OPERATING ROOM - DAY

Heaven and Dr. Evans exit the operating room. Dr. EvansHeaven and Dr. Evans exit the operating room. Dr. Evans
speaks to a nurse.speaks to a nurse.

DR. EVANSDR. EVANS
Andre Gibbs, sixteen year oldAndre Gibbs, sixteen year old
African American male pronouncedAfrican American male pronounced
dead at 6:45 p.m. with a gunshotdead at 6:45 p.m. with a gunshot
wound to the upper right torso.wound to the upper right torso.

Dr. Evans turns to Heaven.Dr. Evans turns to Heaven.

DR. EVANS (CONT'D)DR. EVANS (CONT'D)
We tried... He's in a better placeWe tried... He's in a better place
now.now.

Heaven nods.Heaven nods.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAYINT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY

Visibly distraught, Heaven sits alone in a hospital roomVisibly distraught, Heaven sits alone in a hospital room
trying to gather herself.trying to gather herself.

A nurse enters with Justin and Ronnie.A nurse enters with Justin and Ronnie.

Heaven and Justin make eye contact. She shakes her head noHeaven and Justin make eye contact. She shakes her head no
and Justin breaks down crying. Heaven holds him in her arms.and Justin breaks down crying. Heaven holds him in her arms.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

Vince, Bow, Slick Rick, and Mail Man yell and loudly talk asVince, Bow, Slick Rick, and Mail Man yell and loudly talk as
they shoot craps on the craps table in the empty club.they shoot craps on the craps table in the empty club.
Raymond leans against the bar, watching the men play craps.Raymond leans against the bar, watching the men play craps.

VINCEVINCE
I'm gonna take all y'all's money.I'm gonna take all y'all's money.
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Raymond watches with a hard stare.Raymond watches with a hard stare.

                                          FLASHBACK TO:                                          FLASHBACK TO:

EXT. PORCH - DAYEXT. PORCH - DAY

A twelve year old Raymond and a fifteen year old Vince shootA twelve year old Raymond and a fifteen year old Vince shoot
craps out on a front porch with another teenager. Vincecraps out on a front porch with another teenager. Vince
throws the dice and wins.throws the dice and wins.

YOUNG TEENAGE VINCEYOUNG TEENAGE VINCE
I told you, I always win.I told you, I always win.

TWELVE YEAR OLD RAYMONDTWELVE YEAR OLD RAYMOND
Vince, man, you always cheat.Vince, man, you always cheat.

YOUNG TEENAGE VINCEYOUNG TEENAGE VINCE
I don't cheat!I don't cheat!

OTHER TEENOTHER TEEN
Yes you do!Yes you do!

The front screen door swings open. Vince's mother'sThe front screen door swings open. Vince's mother's
boyfriend, BIG AL, 5'10, big gut, stands with a gun in hisboyfriend, BIG AL, 5'10, big gut, stands with a gun in his
hand.hand.

BIG ALBIG AL
Boy, what the fuck are you doin'?!Boy, what the fuck are you doin'?!

All the teenagers give the man their full attention.All the teenagers give the man their full attention.

YOUNG TEENAGE VINCEYOUNG TEENAGE VINCE
Nothin'.Nothin'.

BIG ALBIG AL
You haven't did a damn thing inYou haven't did a damn thing in
this house that I told you to do!this house that I told you to do!

Big Al points his gun at Vince. He walks over and grabs himBig Al points his gun at Vince. He walks over and grabs him
by the collar and puts the gun to his head.by the collar and puts the gun to his head.

BIG AL (CONT'D)BIG AL (CONT'D)
You want me to blow your young assYou want me to blow your young ass
away?!away?!

YOUNG TEENAGE VINCEYOUNG TEENAGE VINCE
No! No sir!No! No sir!

Big Al throws Vince in the house and he lands on the floor.Big Al throws Vince in the house and he lands on the floor.
He gets up and runs to a back room.He gets up and runs to a back room.

Big Al turns and aims the gun at Raymond and the other teen.Big Al turns and aims the gun at Raymond and the other teen.

BIG ALBIG AL
Get the hell off my porch beforeGet the hell off my porch before
I put a cap in your young asses!I put a cap in your young asses!

Raymond stares at Big Al.Raymond stares at Big Al.

BIG AL (CONT'D)BIG AL (CONT'D)
Didn't you hear what the fuck IDidn't you hear what the fuck I
said?!said?!

Raymond and the other teen run from the porch.Raymond and the other teen run from the porch.
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BACK TO PRESENT DAYBACK TO PRESENT DAY

Raymond snaps out of it and comes back to reality.Raymond snaps out of it and comes back to reality.

Vince throws the dice and hits.Vince throws the dice and hits.

VINCEVINCE
That was the knockout blow!That was the knockout blow!

Vince picks up all the money.Vince picks up all the money.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
Nigga, you don't have a knockoutNigga, you don't have a knockout
blow. I'm about to show you whyblow. I'm about to show you why
they call me Slick Rick.they call me Slick Rick.

Slick Rick looks over at Raymond.Slick Rick looks over at Raymond.

SLICK RICK (CONT'D)SLICK RICK (CONT'D)
Yo Ray Ray! I'm about to cleanYo Ray Ray! I'm about to clean
your cousin out over here. Me andyour cousin out over here. Me and
you are gonna go kick it with hisyou are gonna go kick it with his
money. You down?money. You down?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I don't kick it with bustas.I don't kick it with bustas.

VINCEVINCE
You better watch it before I haveYou better watch it before I have
my cousin whip your ass.my cousin whip your ass.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
He knows what time it is.He knows what time it is.

Raymond and Slick Rick stare at each other.Raymond and Slick Rick stare at each other.

VINCEVINCE
I got three g's right now sayin'I got three g's right now sayin'
you can't take him.you can't take him.

Slick Rick points over at Raymond.Slick Rick points over at Raymond.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
Stand over there and shut up orStand over there and shut up or
get knocked the fuck out!get knocked the fuck out!

Raymond laughs to himself.Raymond laughs to himself.

SLICK RICK (CONT'D)SLICK RICK (CONT'D)
Another thing. I'm seeing a lot ofAnother thing. I'm seeing a lot of
gifts being passed around. Hell,gifts being passed around. Hell,
I could use a new car.I could use a new car.

Grimis escorts Heaven into the club. He points to RaymondGrimis escorts Heaven into the club. He points to Raymond
standing over by the group of men gambling.standing over by the group of men gambling.

Raymond sees Heaven and walks over to her.Raymond sees Heaven and walks over to her.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I came to bring you your car.I came to bring you your car.

Heaven hands Raymond his keys.Heaven hands Raymond his keys.

Vince watches Raymond and Heaven.Vince watches Raymond and Heaven.
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HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Can we go and talk somewhere?Can we go and talk somewhere?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Yeah, I was just about to leave.Yeah, I was just about to leave.
Let me grab my jacket.Let me grab my jacket.

Raymond walks to the back.Raymond walks to the back.

Vince watches Raymond walk away from Heaven. He leans overVince watches Raymond walk away from Heaven. He leans over
and whispers to Slick Rick.and whispers to Slick Rick.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

Slick Rick walks over to Heaven, looking her over from headSlick Rick walks over to Heaven, looking her over from head
to toe.to toe.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
I've had my eye on you for a while.I've had my eye on you for a while.

Heaven ignores Slick Rick.Heaven ignores Slick Rick.

SLICK RICK (CONT'D)SLICK RICK (CONT'D)
What would it take for me to getWhat would it take for me to get
into Heaven?into Heaven?

HEAVENHEAVEN
Hell freezing over.Hell freezing over.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
Do you know who you're talkin'Do you know who you're talkin'
too? I'm Slick Rickey love, baby.too? I'm Slick Rickey love, baby.

HEAVENHEAVEN
And that name is supposed to meanAnd that name is supposed to mean
something to me?something to me?

Raymond walks from the back and sees Slick Rick standing inRaymond walks from the back and sees Slick Rick standing in
Heaven's face. He walks over and grabs Heaven's left hand.Heaven's face. He walks over and grabs Heaven's left hand.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Let's go.Let's go.

Raymond pulls Heaven with him.Raymond pulls Heaven with him.

Slick Rick grabs Heaven by her other hand as they walk away.Slick Rick grabs Heaven by her other hand as they walk away.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
Hold up, I was talkin' to her.Hold up, I was talkin' to her.

Vince, Bow, and Mail Man look on at the altercation about toVince, Bow, and Mail Man look on at the altercation about to
take place.take place.

Heaven tries to pull her hand away, but Slick Rick holds on.Heaven tries to pull her hand away, but Slick Rick holds on.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Let go of me!Let go of me!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Let her go.Let her go.
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SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
Can't you see I'm talkin' to thisCan't you see I'm talkin' to this
bitch?! When I'm finished withbitch?! When I'm finished with
her, you can have her!her, you can have her!

Raymond throws a lightning quick right elbow that catchesRaymond throws a lightning quick right elbow that catches
Slick Rick in the face.Slick Rick in the face.

Slick Rick lets go of Heaven's hand and backs up. Dazed fromSlick Rick lets go of Heaven's hand and backs up. Dazed from
the elbow, he falls to his knees and then falls on his back.the elbow, he falls to his knees and then falls on his back.

Vince, Bow, and Mail Man all laugh.Vince, Bow, and Mail Man all laugh.

Raymond pulls Heaven out of the club.Raymond pulls Heaven out of the club.

BOWBOW
Your cousin done floored that fool.Your cousin done floored that fool.

Vince, Bow, and Mail Man, still laughing, walk over to SlickVince, Bow, and Mail Man, still laughing, walk over to Slick
Rick, lying on the floor.Rick, lying on the floor.

VINCEVINCE
Get him up.Get him up.

Bow and Mail Man help Slick Rick up off the floor.Bow and Mail Man help Slick Rick up off the floor.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
I swear he's fuckin' dead.I swear he's fuckin' dead.

VINCEVINCE
I told you to watch his hands. II told you to watch his hands. I
didn't see that elbow comin'...didn't see that elbow comin'...
You owe me three grand.You owe me three grand.

EXT. CLUB CORRAL/V.I.P. PARKING - NIGHTEXT. CLUB CORRAL/V.I.P. PARKING - NIGHT

Raymond and Heaven stand out by a cab that she has waiting.Raymond and Heaven stand out by a cab that she has waiting.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Why is there always drama when I'mWhy is there always drama when I'm
with you?.. You made me look likewith you?.. You made me look like
a fool. Detectives have beena fool. Detectives have been
calling my parents' house, askingcalling my parents' house, asking
if you were in Augusta when thatif you were in Augusta when that
police officer was killed.police officer was killed.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I had nothin' to do with that.I had nothin' to do with that.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Why didn't you tell me you spentWhy didn't you tell me you spent
time in prison? You sotime in prison? You so
conveniently forgot to mentionconveniently forgot to mention
that on our date.that on our date.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I was gonna tell you about it. II was gonna tell you about it. I
was just waitin' for the rightwas just waitin' for the right
time.time.

Heaven looks at Raymond with disgust.Heaven looks at Raymond with disgust.
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HEAVENHEAVEN
Arrested for an illegal weapon...Arrested for an illegal weapon...
Someone tried to kill you and aSomeone tried to kill you and a
seven year old was gun down.seven year old was gun down.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I don't need everyone reminding meI don't need everyone reminding me
about something that I think aboutabout something that I think about
everyday!.. I wish it was meeveryday!.. I wish it was me
instead of him... But it wasn't.instead of him... But it wasn't.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I don't understand why you don'tI don't understand why you don't
just walk away from all of this.just walk away from all of this.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I can't leave right now.I can't leave right now.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Why not?.. More secrets.Why not?.. More secrets.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
There are things goin' on that youThere are things goin' on that you
wouldn't understand. Your life iswouldn't understand. Your life is
perfect with your college degreeperfect with your college degree
and medical books. I live in theand medical books. I live in the
real world.real world.

HEAVENHEAVEN
And I don't? You think everythingAnd I don't? You think everything
came easy for me? I've worked mycame easy for me? I've worked my
ass off to get to where I am! Myass off to get to where I am! My
life is perfect by no means... Ilife is perfect by no means... I
don't need this in my life.don't need this in my life.

Heaven walks over to the cab and turns to Raymond.Heaven walks over to the cab and turns to Raymond.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
If Justin comes to you, could youIf Justin comes to you, could you
turn him away?turn him away?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Justin? Justin isn't a concern ofJustin? Justin isn't a concern of
mine.mine.

HEAVENHEAVEN
If it's not pertaining to you,If it's not pertaining to you,
it's none of your concern. Justit's none of your concern. Just
like you've turned a blind eye tolike you've turned a blind eye to
all of your cousin's misdeeds.all of your cousin's misdeeds.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Why do you care so much about whatWhy do you care so much about what
happens to him?happens to him?

HEAVENHEAVEN
Maybe I'm trying to do for him,Maybe I'm trying to do for him,
what I couldn't do for my brother.what I couldn't do for my brother.
He reminds me so much of him. AndHe reminds me so much of him. And
I see him going down that sameI see him going down that same
path because he looks up to guyspath because he looks up to guys
like you and Vince who throw moneylike you and Vince who throw money
around and drive fancy cars...around and drive fancy cars...
Goodbye.Goodbye.
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Raymond watches as Heaven gets in the cab and it drives away.Raymond watches as Heaven gets in the cab and it drives away.

INT. DETECTIVE CAR - NIGHTINT. DETECTIVE CAR - NIGHT

Detectives Pearlinski and Hughes sit in their squad car, outDetectives Pearlinski and Hughes sit in their squad car, out
of sight. They watch Raymond get in his car and drive away.of sight. They watch Raymond get in his car and drive away.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
Something's definitely going onSomething's definitely going on
with this guy.with this guy.

EXT. APARTMENT DOOR - DAYEXT. APARTMENT DOOR - DAY

Slick Rick, with a bruised eye, walks up to an apartment doorSlick Rick, with a bruised eye, walks up to an apartment door
and knocks. The door opens with Hot Rod standing inside.and knocks. The door opens with Hot Rod standing inside.
Slick enters the apartment and sees Messiah sitting at theSlick enters the apartment and sees Messiah sitting at the
table smoking a blunt and counting money.table smoking a blunt and counting money.

Hot Rod closes the door.Hot Rod closes the door.

Slick Rick walks over and takes a seat at the table, facingSlick Rick walks over and takes a seat at the table, facing
Messiah.Messiah.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/VINCE'S BEDROOM - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/VINCE'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Monique, dressed in only red lace panties and wearing no bra,Monique, dressed in only red lace panties and wearing no bra,
snorts a line of cocaine off the nightstand. She lies on thesnorts a line of cocaine off the nightstand. She lies on the
bed, pouring a line of cocaine between her breasts. Vincebed, pouring a line of cocaine between her breasts. Vince
snorts the cocaine between her breasts.snorts the cocaine between her breasts.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Raymond sits in the den watching footage of Mario's previousRaymond sits in the den watching footage of Mario's previous
fight.fight.

Mario throws overhand rights at his opponent.Mario throws overhand rights at his opponent.

Raymond watches Mario knock out his opponent. He rewinds theRaymond watches Mario knock out his opponent. He rewinds the
video, watching the knockout three times. Raymond turns offvideo, watching the knockout three times. Raymond turns off
the TV and leaves the room.the TV and leaves the room.

INT. POLICE STATION - NIGHTINT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

Detective Hughes walks over to Detectives Pearlinski who isDetective Hughes walks over to Detectives Pearlinski who is
sitting behind his desk, going over paperwork.sitting behind his desk, going over paperwork.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
I just forwarded you an e-mail II just forwarded you an e-mail I
got from the prosecuting attorneygot from the prosecuting attorney
out of Dallas who worked theout of Dallas who worked the
Raymond Demps case.Raymond Demps case.

Detective Pearlinski opens his e-mail with Detective HughesDetective Pearlinski opens his e-mail with Detective Hughes
standing behind him, looking at the computer screen.standing behind him, looking at the computer screen.

DETECTIVE HUGHES (CONT'D)DETECTIVE HUGHES (CONT'D)
This guy has layer, upon layer.This guy has layer, upon layer.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/RAYMOND'S BEDROOM - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/RAYMOND'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Raymond lies in bed, asleep.Raymond lies in bed, asleep.

Vince rushes into his bedroom, turning on the light.Vince rushes into his bedroom, turning on the light.
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VINCEVINCE
Hey! Get the fuck up, man!Hey! Get the fuck up, man!

Raymond, half asleep, wakes up, confused.Raymond, half asleep, wakes up, confused.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What's goin' on?What's goin' on?

VINCEVINCE
I need you to help me get thisI need you to help me get this
broad outta here! Come on, get up!broad outta here! Come on, get up!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Why? What's happenin'?Why? What's happenin'?

VINCEVINCE
Bitch is out of it! Hurry up!Bitch is out of it! Hurry up!

Raymond jumps out of bed.Raymond jumps out of bed.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Damn!Damn!

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/VINCE'S BEDROOM - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/VINCE'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Vince and Raymond stand over Monique, lying in bed,Vince and Raymond stand over Monique, lying in bed,
unconscious.unconscious.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What did you do?!What did you do?!

VINCEVINCE
She OD'd! Bitch snorted too muchShe OD'd! Bitch snorted too much
blow!blow!

Raymond looks over and sees two cocaine lines and a razorRaymond looks over and sees two cocaine lines and a razor
blade on the nightstand.blade on the nightstand.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Is she dead?!Is she dead?!

VINCEVINCE
No! Help me get her dressed!No! Help me get her dressed!

Raymond grabs Monique's bra.Raymond grabs Monique's bra.

Vince sits her up as Raymond attempts to put the bra on herVince sits her up as Raymond attempts to put the bra on her
lifeless body. Raymond struggles to put the bra on her.lifeless body. Raymond struggles to put the bra on her.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
You got the damn thing allYou got the damn thing all
twisted! Put her arm through it!twisted! Put her arm through it!

Vince, high on cocaine and alcohol, fumbles around attemptingVince, high on cocaine and alcohol, fumbles around attempting
to help Raymond.to help Raymond.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I remove bras! I don't know how toI remove bras! I don't know how to
put them on!put them on!

Raymond finally gets the bra on Monique.Raymond finally gets the bra on Monique.

VINCEVINCE
Get that bitch outta here.Get that bitch outta here.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
What?What?

VINCEVINCE
Take care of it!Take care of it!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
This is on you, so you take careThis is on you, so you take care
of it! Or call 911!of it! Or call 911!

VINCEVINCE
911!911!

Vince sits down in a chair. Slurring his words, he points hisVince sits down in a chair. Slurring his words, he points his
finger at Raymond.finger at Raymond.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Muthafucka, you work for me. So,Muthafucka, you work for me. So,
you need to fall in line likeyou need to fall in line like
everyone else.everyone else.

Vince eyes roll around as scans the room.Vince eyes roll around as scans the room.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
This is fuckin' stupid! It's allThis is fuckin' stupid! It's all
that powder you're shovin' up yourthat powder you're shovin' up your
nose!nose!

VINCEVINCE
What?What?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Where the hell am I supposed toWhere the hell am I supposed to
take her?!take her?!

VINCEVINCE
I don't give a damn where you takeI don't give a damn where you take
her. Just get her outta here...her. Just get her outta here...
Take her... Ugh... When she.Take her... Ugh... When she.

Vince leans back in the chair, passed out.Vince leans back in the chair, passed out.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Shit!Shit!

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/GARAGE - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/GARAGE - NIGHT

Raymond enters the garage with Monique thrown over his leftRaymond enters the garage with Monique thrown over his left
shoulder only wearing her panties and bra. He carries hershoulder only wearing her panties and bra. He carries her
purse, dress, and shoes in his right hand.purse, dress, and shoes in his right hand.

Raymond opens his rear passenger side door. He lays MoniqueRaymond opens his rear passenger side door. He lays Monique
in his backseat, along with her belongings, and slams thein his backseat, along with her belongings, and slams the
door shut. Raymond hurries in his car and PEELS out of thedoor shut. Raymond hurries in his car and PEELS out of the
garage.garage.

INT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/EMERGENCY CENTER - NIGHTINT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/EMERGENCY CENTER - NIGHT

Heaven gathers her belongings from the nurses station.Heaven gathers her belongings from the nurses station.

NURSE 1NURSE 1
This has been a long day.This has been a long day.
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HEAVENHEAVEN
Tell me about it. See youTell me about it. See you
tomorrow.tomorrow.

NURSE 1NURSE 1
I have to give Miss Davis herI have to give Miss Davis her
medication and I'm right behindmedication and I'm right behind
you.you.

The phone RINGS.The phone RINGS.

Nurse 1 answers the phone and calls out to Heaven.Nurse 1 answers the phone and calls out to Heaven.

NURSE 1 (CONT'D)NURSE 1 (CONT'D)
You have a call on line two.You have a call on line two.

Heaven turns and walks back to the nurses station.Heaven turns and walks back to the nurses station.

Nurse 1 leaves to check on the patient.Nurse 1 leaves to check on the patient.

Heaven answers the call.Heaven answers the call.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Doctor Stewart.Doctor Stewart.

INT. RAYMOND'S CAR - INTERCUTINT. RAYMOND'S CAR - INTERCUT

Raymond driving.Raymond driving.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Hey, it's me.Hey, it's me.

Heaven speaks in a low tone.Heaven speaks in a low tone.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I told you not to call me. What doI told you not to call me. What do
you want?you want?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I know you don't wanna talk, butI know you don't wanna talk, but
I'm in a jam and I need your help.I'm in a jam and I need your help.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Are you out of your mind? I'm notAre you out of your mind? I'm not
getting involved in anything withgetting involved in anything with
you. Stay away from me.you. Stay away from me.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Someone is sick and I didn't knowSomeone is sick and I didn't know
who else to call. I know thatwho else to call. I know that
there are security cameras outsidethere are security cameras outside
the emergency room, so I'll pullthe emergency room, so I'll pull
up on the side.up on the side.

Heaven looks around to make sure no one hears her phoneHeaven looks around to make sure no one hears her phone
conversation.conversation.

HEAVENHEAVEN
What do you mean someone is sickWhat do you mean someone is sick
and avoiding security cameras?and avoiding security cameras?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Look, just meet me on the side ofLook, just meet me on the side of
the emergency room in five minutes.the emergency room in five minutes.
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Heaven hangs up the phone, unsure of what's going on withHeaven hangs up the phone, unsure of what's going on with
Raymond.Raymond.

EXT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/TRAUMA AND REHAB - NIGHTEXT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/TRAUMA AND REHAB - NIGHT

Standing on the side of the trauma center, Heaven seesStanding on the side of the trauma center, Heaven sees
Raymond drive up.Raymond drive up.

Raymond hurries out of his car.Raymond hurries out of his car.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Raymond, what's going on, and whyRaymond, what's going on, and why
are we avoiding cameras?are we avoiding cameras?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
She needs a doctor!She needs a doctor!

HEAVENHEAVEN
Who needs a doctor?!Who needs a doctor?!

Raymond opens his rear driver's side door and Heaven seesRaymond opens his rear driver's side door and Heaven sees
Monique lying in the backseat, unconscious, wearing only herMonique lying in the backseat, unconscious, wearing only her
panties and bra.panties and bra.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Oh my god. What the hell happenedOh my god. What the hell happened
to her?!to her?!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
She OD'd on coke.She OD'd on coke.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Get her outta the car!Get her outta the car!

Heaven runs and grabs a stretcher from inside the traumaHeaven runs and grabs a stretcher from inside the trauma
center entrance while Raymond removes Monique from his car.center entrance while Raymond removes Monique from his car.
She pushes the stretcher over to Raymond and he lays MoniqueShe pushes the stretcher over to Raymond and he lays Monique
on it.on it.

Raymond sits Monique's purse, dress, and shoes on theRaymond sits Monique's purse, dress, and shoes on the
stretcher.stretcher.

Heaven checks Monique's eyes and pulse.Heaven checks Monique's eyes and pulse.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
She's in cardiac arrest! What'sShe's in cardiac arrest! What's
her name?!her name?!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Monique is all I know.Monique is all I know.

HEAVENHEAVEN
You better pray that she pullsYou better pray that she pulls
through!through!

Raymond watches as Heaven pushes Monique toward the traumaRaymond watches as Heaven pushes Monique toward the trauma
center. He gets in his car and speeds away.center. He gets in his car and speeds away.

INT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/INTENSIVE CARE UNIT - NIGHTINT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/INTENSIVE CARE UNIT - NIGHT

Doctor Evans and Heaven exit the recovery unit.Doctor Evans and Heaven exit the recovery unit.
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DOCTOR EVANSDOCTOR EVANS
She's lucky. Another fifteenShe's lucky. Another fifteen
minutes and she might not haveminutes and she might not have
made it. Have they found out whomade it. Have they found out who
dropped her off yet?dropped her off yet?

Heaven looks back at the recovery unit.Heaven looks back at the recovery unit.

HEAVENHEAVEN
No... Not yet.No... Not yet.

EXT. BASKETBALL COURT - DAYEXT. BASKETBALL COURT - DAY

Raymond, leaning against his car in deep thought, watchesRaymond, leaning against his car in deep thought, watches
four kids around ten years old, playing basketball.four kids around ten years old, playing basketball.

INT. RAYMOND'S APARTMENT - DAYINT. RAYMOND'S APARTMENT - DAY

Raymond stands in a fully furnished apartment with a femaleRaymond stands in a fully furnished apartment with a female
LEASING AGENT. She hands him a key.LEASING AGENT. She hands him a key.

LEASING AGENTLEASING AGENT
It's all yours.It's all yours.

Raymond looks around the apartment.Raymond looks around the apartment.

EXT. OLD FASHIONED BURGER JOINT - DAYEXT. OLD FASHIONED BURGER JOINT - DAY

Raymond sits outside under a patio, eating a burger and fries.Raymond sits outside under a patio, eating a burger and fries.

Detective Pearlinski and Hughes walk up behind Raymond.Detective Pearlinski and Hughes walk up behind Raymond.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
Raymond. How's it going?Raymond. How's it going?

Raymond stops eating, after seeing the detectives, and looksRaymond stops eating, after seeing the detectives, and looks
around.around.

Detectives Pearlinski and Hughes take a seat at Raymond'sDetectives Pearlinski and Hughes take a seat at Raymond's
patio table.patio table.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Are you followin' me? What theAre you followin' me? What the
hell do y'all want?!hell do y'all want?!

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
Calm down. We just wanna chat withCalm down. We just wanna chat with
you for a minute.you for a minute.

Detective Hughes looks at Raymond's food.Detective Hughes looks at Raymond's food.

DETECTIVE HUGHES (CONT'D)DETECTIVE HUGHES (CONT'D)
I love this spot. They make theI love this spot. They make the
best home fries.best home fries.

Detective Hughes grabs two of Raymond's home fries, dips themDetective Hughes grabs two of Raymond's home fries, dips them
in ketchup, and eats them.in ketchup, and eats them.

Raymond stares at him.Raymond stares at him.

DETECTIVE HUGHES (CONT'D)DETECTIVE HUGHES (CONT'D)
Those are make you wanna slap yourThose are make you wanna slap your
mama good... You didn't mind, didmama good... You didn't mind, did
you?you?
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DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
We went to Augusta and reviewedWe went to Augusta and reviewed
the security footage at the motelthe security footage at the motel
you stayed at. You didn't thinkyou stayed at. You didn't think
we'd just take your girlfriend'swe'd just take your girlfriend's
word, did you?word, did you?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I don't have nothin' else to sayI don't have nothin' else to say
to you.to you.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
I must say, you're an interestingI must say, you're an interesting
character. The D.A. in Dallascharacter. The D.A. in Dallas
offered you a plea. All you had tooffered you a plea. All you had to
do was give up your cousin. Wedo was give up your cousin. We
know it was his gun.know it was his gun.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
Loyal to a fault. An innocent manLoyal to a fault. An innocent man
doing time for family. Lost overdoing time for family. Lost over
four years and your boxingfour years and your boxing
career... Now looking for a newcareer... Now looking for a new
start.start.

Detective Hughes takes another fry, dips it in ketchup, andDetective Hughes takes another fry, dips it in ketchup, and
eats it.eats it.

DETECTIVE HUGHES (CONT'D)DETECTIVE HUGHES (CONT'D)
You have a boxing match coming upYou have a boxing match coming up
against our hometown boy, Marioagainst our hometown boy, Mario
'The Monster' Oliver. You sure'The Monster' Oliver. You sure
it's a good idea you eating that,it's a good idea you eating that,
Ray Ray?Ray Ray?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
That's Raymond to you. Only myThat's Raymond to you. Only my
close friends are allowed to callclose friends are allowed to call
me Ray Ray.me Ray Ray.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
I don't think you have any friends.I don't think you have any friends.

Raymond and Detective Hughes stare at each other.Raymond and Detective Hughes stare at each other.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
Turns out Internal Affairs hadTurns out Internal Affairs had
Officer McCall underOfficer McCall under
investigation. Allegations ofinvestigation. Allegations of
police brutality and acceptingpolice brutality and accepting
bribes.bribes.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
We were told by an inside sourceWe were told by an inside source
that he had some valuablethat he had some valuable
information he was gonna drop ininformation he was gonna drop in
the lap of IA if they found himthe lap of IA if they found him
guilty. Murdered two days beforeguilty. Murdered two days before
his hearing.his hearing.

Raymond takes in everything he just heard.Raymond takes in everything he just heard.
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DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
Raymond, I gotta tell you, I'veRaymond, I gotta tell you, I've
been doing this for a while now.been doing this for a while now.
My gut is telling me that you knowMy gut is telling me that you know
more than you're letting on.more than you're letting on.

Raymond eats a fry, ignoring the detectives.Raymond eats a fry, ignoring the detectives.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
I realize that you live by the G-I realize that you live by the G-
code. But what has that gottencode. But what has that gotten
you? An innocent kid gun down andyou? An innocent kid gun down and
prison time.prison time.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Do you get off on bein' a dick?Do you get off on bein' a dick?

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
I get off bringing criminals toI get off bringing criminals to
justice.justice.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Do I need a lawyer?Do I need a lawyer?

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
No, you don't need a lawyer...No, you don't need a lawyer...
We'll be in touch, Raymond.We'll be in touch, Raymond.

The two detectives stand.The two detectives stand.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKI (CONT'D)DETECTIVE PEARLINSKI (CONT'D)
What's the slogan? Watch Mario'sWhat's the slogan? Watch Mario's
overhand right.overhand right.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
If he catches you with it, goodIf he catches you with it, good
night.night.

The detectives exit the restaurant patio.The detectives exit the restaurant patio.

Raymond stares at his food.Raymond stares at his food.

                                           FLASHBACK TO:                                           FLASHBACK TO:

EXT. CITY STREETS - DAYEXT. CITY STREETS - DAY

As a mid-twenties, Vince and Raymond exit a car lateAs a mid-twenties, Vince and Raymond exit a car late
afternoon, a group of four kids run over to them.afternoon, a group of four kids run over to them.

KIDSKIDS
Ray Ray!Ray Ray!

Raymond reaches into his pocket and passes out dollars to theRaymond reaches into his pocket and passes out dollars to the
kids. As the kids begin to walk away, Vince sees a mankids. As the kids begin to walk away, Vince sees a man
holding a handgun, running toward them.holding a handgun, running toward them.

VINCEVINCE
Look out!Look out!

Vince runs toward a car.Vince runs toward a car.

Raymond, quickly turns and sees the man aiming the handgun.Raymond, quickly turns and sees the man aiming the handgun.
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As the man OPENS FIRE, Raymond grabs one of the kids near himAs the man OPENS FIRE, Raymond grabs one of the kids near him
and runs. The other kids scatter.and runs. The other kids scatter.

Vince ducks behind a car.Vince ducks behind a car.

Raymond, holding the kid in his arms, ducks behind a car. HeRaymond, holding the kid in his arms, ducks behind a car. He
holds the kid under him as shots are FIRED. Raymond looks upholds the kid under him as shots are FIRED. Raymond looks up
and sees that one of the kids about twelve feet away from himand sees that one of the kids about twelve feet away from him
is in the line of fire.is in the line of fire.

The kid and Raymond stare at each other.  A BULLET RIPSThe kid and Raymond stare at each other.  A BULLET RIPS
through the boys chest. Raymond watches in shock as the kidthrough the boys chest. Raymond watches in shock as the kid
falls.falls.

Vince, rises from behind the car, FIRING SHOTS at the gunman.Vince, rises from behind the car, FIRING SHOTS at the gunman.
The gunman flees the scene on foot as Vince FIRES SHOTS atThe gunman flees the scene on foot as Vince FIRES SHOTS at
him. Raymond drops his head, covering the kid under him, ashim. Raymond drops his head, covering the kid under him, as
Vince FIRES SHOTS at the gunman.Vince FIRES SHOTS at the gunman.

BACK TO PRESENTBACK TO PRESENT

Raymond pushes the food away and exits the patio.Raymond pushes the food away and exits the patio.

INT. UNIVERSITY/ADMISSIONS OFFICE - DAYINT. UNIVERSITY/ADMISSIONS OFFICE - DAY

Heaven walks up to the cashier's window in the admissionsHeaven walks up to the cashier's window in the admissions
office where she sees a woman, wearing glasses.office where she sees a woman, wearing glasses.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Hi, I'd like to make a payment.Hi, I'd like to make a payment.
The name is Heaven Tatum.The name is Heaven Tatum.

The cashier types in Heaven's information as Heaven removesThe cashier types in Heaven's information as Heaven removes
a check for eleven hundred dollars from her purse.a check for eleven hundred dollars from her purse.

CASHIERCASHIER
Heaven Tatum. It shows that yourHeaven Tatum. It shows that your
balance has been paid in full.balance has been paid in full.

HEAVENHEAVEN
What? That can't be right.What? That can't be right.

CASHIERCASHIER
The records show that a finalThe records show that a final
payment of twelve thousand-twopayment of twelve thousand-two
hundred and forty-eight dollarshundred and forty-eight dollars
was paid by an Ebony Douglas threewas paid by an Ebony Douglas three
days ago.days ago.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Ebony. Are you sure?Ebony. Are you sure?

CASHIERCASHIER
It's right here.It's right here.

Heaven looks at the screen and sees that her balance has beenHeaven looks at the screen and sees that her balance has been
paid in full.paid in full.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Thanks.Thanks.

Walking away from the cashier puzzled, Heaven puts her checkWalking away from the cashier puzzled, Heaven puts her check
back into her purse.back into her purse.
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INT. BOXING GYM - DAYINT. BOXING GYM - DAY

Sixty people attend a press conference. Two news camera crewsSixty people attend a press conference. Two news camera crews
record the event.record the event.

A banner reading, "MARIO 'THE MONSTER' OLIVER", hangs behindA banner reading, "MARIO 'THE MONSTER' OLIVER", hangs behind
a table, where Mario sits with his trainer and manager.a table, where Mario sits with his trainer and manager.

Raymond sits on the edge of the boxing ring with Joe watchingRaymond sits on the edge of the boxing ring with Joe watching
the conference.the conference.

MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVERMARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER
Here's the thing with me. My styleHere's the thing with me. My style
don't change. I don't adapt todon't change. I don't adapt to
fighters, they adapt to me. Iffighters, they adapt to me. If
we're in China, Africa, or Brazil.we're in China, Africa, or Brazil.
It's the same technique and theIt's the same technique and the
same ass whippin'.same ass whippin'.

Everyone in the press conference LAUGHS.Everyone in the press conference LAUGHS.

FEMALE BOXING REPORTERFEMALE BOXING REPORTER
How does it feel to represent yourHow does it feel to represent your
hometown of Atlanta? Do you feelhometown of Atlanta? Do you feel
it's added pressure?it's added pressure?

MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVERMARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER
No pressure at all. I'm born andNo pressure at all. I'm born and
raised here. My people know whatraised here. My people know what
I'm about.I'm about.

MALE BOXING REPORTERMALE BOXING REPORTER
Your fight is the main event.Your fight is the main event.
There's a buzz that a good showingThere's a buzz that a good showing
could put you in title contention.could put you in title contention.

MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVERMARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER
Loss, lose, and defeated have beenLoss, lose, and defeated have been
removed from my vocabulary. Withremoved from my vocabulary. With
the A behind me, it's straight tothe A behind me, it's straight to
the top.the top.

MALE BOXING REPORTERMALE BOXING REPORTER
Do you really feel it's gonna beDo you really feel it's gonna be
that easy?that easy?

MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVERMARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER
16 and 0, 15 by knockout. The16 and 0, 15 by knockout. The
other one ran the entire fight.other one ran the entire fight.
The record speaks for itself. IThe record speaks for itself. I
bring that funk.bring that funk.

Raymond turns to Joe.Raymond turns to Joe.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Do I have chop liver written on myDo I have chop liver written on my
forehead?forehead?

FEMALE BOXING REPORTERFEMALE BOXING REPORTER
What does your opponent think ofWhat does your opponent think of
your record?your record?

Everyone turns to Raymond, with Joe sitting next to him.Everyone turns to Raymond, with Joe sitting next to him.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
He's a funny guy. I think heHe's a funny guy. I think he
should give up boxing and becomeshould give up boxing and become
a comedian. Take his act on thea comedian. Take his act on the
road.road.

EVERYONE LAUGHS.EVERYONE LAUGHS.

MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVERMARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER
He'll get a taste of this rightHe'll get a taste of this right
soon enough.soon enough.

FEMALE BOXING REPORTERFEMALE BOXING REPORTER
Joe, do you think he has a realJoe, do you think he has a real
chance?chance?

JOEJOE
He'll be ready.He'll be ready.

Raymond looks around and holds up both fists.Raymond looks around and holds up both fists.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'll let these right here do theI'll let these right here do the
talkin'.talkin'.

Everyone LAUGHS and CHEERS.Everyone LAUGHS and CHEERS.

Raymond sees Councilman Ronald Shaw, clapping.Raymond sees Councilman Ronald Shaw, clapping.

The councilman walks over and hugs Mario 'The Monster'The councilman walks over and hugs Mario 'The Monster'
Oliver. He poses for pictures with Mario and his entourage.Oliver. He poses for pictures with Mario and his entourage.

Mario signs autographs for kids and adults.Mario signs autographs for kids and adults.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
I'll see you later.I'll see you later.

JOEJOE
Eight o'clock a.m. Be ready to run.Eight o'clock a.m. Be ready to run.

As Raymond walks away he's approached by the female reporter.As Raymond walks away he's approached by the female reporter.

FEMALE BOXING REPORTERFEMALE BOXING REPORTER
Mr. Ray Ray. I'd like get anMr. Ray Ray. I'd like get an
exclusive on our mystery man.exclusive on our mystery man.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm not big on the whole interviewI'm not big on the whole interview
thing.thing.

FEMALE BOXING REPORTERFEMALE BOXING REPORTER
You're in the big leagues now.You're in the big leagues now.
Better get use to it.Better get use to it.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Maybe another time.Maybe another time.

FEMALE BOXING REPORTERFEMALE BOXING REPORTER
I'll hold you to it.I'll hold you to it.

The female boxing reporter watches Raymond walk away.The female boxing reporter watches Raymond walk away.
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INT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE/LIVING ROOM - DAYINT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE/LIVING ROOM - DAY

Heaven sits behind her desk, working on her laptop.Heaven sits behind her desk, working on her laptop.

Ebony walks downstairs, dressed in new clothes and jewelry.Ebony walks downstairs, dressed in new clothes and jewelry.

EBONYEBONY
You're still on that thing?... IYou're still on that thing?... I
miss the old Heaven who used tomiss the old Heaven who used to
party and have fun.party and have fun.

HEAVENHEAVEN
The old Heaven is the reason whyThe old Heaven is the reason why
I'm a year behind in my residency.I'm a year behind in my residency.

Ebony walks over to Heaven, sitting at her desk.Ebony walks over to Heaven, sitting at her desk.

EBONYEBONY
Are you really done with Ray Ray?Are you really done with Ray Ray?

HEAVENHEAVEN
After all that he's done? I don'tAfter all that he's done? I don't
wanna see him.wanna see him.

EBONYEBONY
I think he's a catch... I bet youI think he's a catch... I bet you
didn't know he moved out and gotdidn't know he moved out and got
his own place.his own place.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I'm still annoyed at you forI'm still annoyed at you for
telling him about my financialtelling him about my financial
situation. He had no right to paysituation. He had no right to pay
off my loan.off my loan.

EBONYEBONY
And if he hadn't, I don't thinkAnd if he hadn't, I don't think
you would be able to take thatyou would be able to take that
medical test... Girl, they aremedical test... Girl, they are
making a lot of money over theremaking a lot of money over there
at that club. We might as wellat that club. We might as well
help them spend some of it.help them spend some of it.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I don't need his type of help.I don't need his type of help.

EBONYEBONY
I don't know why you're trippin'I don't know why you're trippin'
with all the money issues you havewith all the money issues you have
with school. Just be happy that hewith school. Just be happy that he
paid it. It's one less thing youpaid it. It's one less thing you
have to worry about.have to worry about.

HEAVENHEAVEN
He's just as bad as Vince.He's just as bad as Vince.

EBONYEBONY
He's had some bad luck. It happensHe's had some bad luck. It happens
to the best of us.to the best of us.

Ebony leaves the room.Ebony leaves the room.

Not able to focus, Heaven leans back in her chair.Not able to focus, Heaven leans back in her chair.
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INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

The club is closing, and all the patrons exit.The club is closing, and all the patrons exit.

Vince and Bow hang out in a back corner booth drinking andVince and Bow hang out in a back corner booth drinking and
laughing.laughing.

BOWBOW
They were tryin' to get away andThey were tryin' to get away and
fell up the stairs.fell up the stairs.

Vince laughs.Vince laughs.

VINCEVINCE
How the fuck do you fall up theHow the fuck do you fall up the
stairs?stairs?

BOWBOW
When I let off, those niggas wasWhen I let off, those niggas was
runnin' so fast, they were kickin'runnin' so fast, they were kickin'
themselves in the ass. All you sawthemselves in the ass. All you saw
when they turned the corner waswhen they turned the corner was
shoe soles and assholes.shoe soles and assholes.

Vince and Bow laugh.Vince and Bow laugh.

VINCEVINCE
Any news on Slick Rick?Any news on Slick Rick?

BOWBOW
Not yet. The word is out thatNot yet. The word is out that
you're lookin' for him.you're lookin' for him.

VINCEVINCE
If anybody sees or hears from him,If anybody sees or hears from him,
they need to get at me. Asap.they need to get at me. Asap.

Raymond approaches the table and gets Vince's attention. HeRaymond approaches the table and gets Vince's attention. He
points to his watch and Vince nods.points to his watch and Vince nods.

YVETTE, 23, pretty, hourglass figure, short curly hair,YVETTE, 23, pretty, hourglass figure, short curly hair,
approaches the booth with JAQUAN, 25, 5'9, wanna-be tough guy.approaches the booth with JAQUAN, 25, 5'9, wanna-be tough guy.

YVETTEYVETTE
That's him! He grabbed my ass.That's him! He grabbed my ass.

Raymond watches as the woman points at Vince. Vince and BowRaymond watches as the woman points at Vince. Vince and Bow
give their full attention to JaQuan and Yvette.give their full attention to JaQuan and Yvette.

JAQUANJAQUAN
Hey man, did you touch my girl'sHey man, did you touch my girl's
ass?! Don't disrespect my ladyass?! Don't disrespect my lady
like that again!like that again!

Vince and Bow stand.Vince and Bow stand.

Mail Man, Grimis, and another one of Vince's security goons,Mail Man, Grimis, and another one of Vince's security goons,
well over three hundred pounds, see the altercation betweenwell over three hundred pounds, see the altercation between
Vince and JaQuan taking place and walk over to the booth.Vince and JaQuan taking place and walk over to the booth.

VINCEVINCE
So what if I did?So what if I did?
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JaQuan looks around and feels the intimidating presence ofJaQuan looks around and feels the intimidating presence of
all the huge men standing around him.all the huge men standing around him.

JAQUANJAQUAN
I don't want any trouble.I don't want any trouble.

Vince steps up to JaQuan.Vince steps up to JaQuan.

VINCEVINCE
You stepped to me and now youYou stepped to me and now you
don't want any trouble?don't want any trouble?

Yvette tries to pull JaQuan away.Yvette tries to pull JaQuan away.

YVETTEYVETTE
Come on, let's go.Come on, let's go.

They both turn and see the security guards have blocked theirThey both turn and see the security guards have blocked their
path. JaQuan turns and apologizes to Vince.path. JaQuan turns and apologizes to Vince.

JAQUANJAQUAN
Hey man, I'm sorry.Hey man, I'm sorry.

Grimis grabs JaQuan from behind, wrapping his massive armGrimis grabs JaQuan from behind, wrapping his massive arm
around his neck.around his neck.

Vince hits JaQuan in the stomach with four rights and heVince hits JaQuan in the stomach with four rights and he
falls to the floor. Vince stomps and beats JaQuan.falls to the floor. Vince stomps and beats JaQuan.

The security goon holds Yvette and makes her watch as VinceThe security goon holds Yvette and makes her watch as Vince
beats JaQuan. Yvette cries as she watches JaQuan being beatenbeats JaQuan. Yvette cries as she watches JaQuan being beaten
by Vince.by Vince.

As everyone watches Vince beat JaQuan, Raymond flashes back.As everyone watches Vince beat JaQuan, Raymond flashes back.

                                             FLASHBACK TO:                                             FLASHBACK TO:

A late-teenage Raymond, Vince, and the other teen sit in theA late-teenage Raymond, Vince, and the other teen sit in the
house at the dining table. They watch Vince count money.house at the dining table. They watch Vince count money.

LATE TEENAGE VINCELATE TEENAGE VINCE
Thirteen hundred and fifty dollars.Thirteen hundred and fifty dollars.

Raymond and the other teen look at each other.Raymond and the other teen look at each other.

LATE TEENAGE RAYMONDLATE TEENAGE RAYMOND
That's a lot of money.That's a lot of money.

LATE TEENAGE VINCELATE TEENAGE VINCE
I told you. I can show you how toI told you. I can show you how to
make some, too.make some, too.

Big Al walks in and sees the teens all sitting at the table.Big Al walks in and sees the teens all sitting at the table.
He looks down and sees the money in front of Vince.He looks down and sees the money in front of Vince.

BIG ALBIG AL
Boy, where the hell did you getBoy, where the hell did you get
that money from?that money from?

LATE TEENAGE VINCELATE TEENAGE VINCE
I made it.I made it.

Raymond watches as Big Al walks over to the table and grabsRaymond watches as Big Al walks over to the table and grabs
the money.the money.
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Vince springs up from the table.Vince springs up from the table.

LATE TEENAGE VINCE (CONT'D)LATE TEENAGE VINCE (CONT'D)
I made that money! It's mine!I made that money! It's mine!

Big Al and Vince stand face to face with Vince now threeBig Al and Vince stand face to face with Vince now three
inches taller than him.inches taller than him.

BIG ALBIG AL
You're a 17 year old young assYou're a 17 year old young ass
punk! You don't need this kind ofpunk! You don't need this kind of
money!money!

LATE TEENAGE VINCELATE TEENAGE VINCE
Put my money back on the table!Put my money back on the table!

BIG ALBIG AL
Or what?! What the fuck are youOr what?! What the fuck are you
gonna do?!gonna do?!

Raymond watches Vince as he stares down Big Al.Raymond watches Vince as he stares down Big Al.

BIG AL (CONT'D)BIG AL (CONT'D)
That's what I thought.That's what I thought.

Big Al turns to walk away with Vince's money.Big Al turns to walk away with Vince's money.

Vince picks up a walking cane sitting near the table. He HITSVince picks up a walking cane sitting near the table. He HITS
Big Al in the back of the head with it, sending him crashingBig Al in the back of the head with it, sending him crashing
to the floor. Vince gets on top of Big Al and beats him withto the floor. Vince gets on top of Big Al and beats him with
burning anger and hatred.burning anger and hatred.

LATE TEENAGE VINCELATE TEENAGE VINCE
I hate you! Die muthafucka!I hate you! Die muthafucka!

Raymond watches as Vince pounds away at Big Al's face.Raymond watches as Vince pounds away at Big Al's face.

BACK TO PRESENT DAYBACK TO PRESENT DAY

Raymond snaps back to reality as Vince backs away from JaQuan.Raymond snaps back to reality as Vince backs away from JaQuan.

Vince stands upright, looking down at him. He takes a seat atVince stands upright, looking down at him. He takes a seat at
the booth.the booth.

JaQuan, bloody and beaten, crawls to his knees.JaQuan, bloody and beaten, crawls to his knees.

All the men look on at Vince as he signals security toAll the men look on at Vince as he signals security to
release Yvette. Vince gives Yvette, who is crying, his fullrelease Yvette. Vince gives Yvette, who is crying, his full
attention.attention.

VINCEVINCE
What's your name?What's your name?

Yvette doesn't answer.Yvette doesn't answer.

Vince looks over to Bow and extends his hand out. Bow pullsVince looks over to Bow and extends his hand out. Bow pulls
out his nickel-plated snub-nosed 357 revolver from inside hisout his nickel-plated snub-nosed 357 revolver from inside his
jacket and hands it to Vince.jacket and hands it to Vince.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Now, what is your name?Now, what is your name?

YVETTEYVETTE
Yvette.Yvette.
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VINCEVINCE
Yvette. And what's his name?Yvette. And what's his name?

YVETTEYVETTE
JaQuan.JaQuan.

VINCEVINCE
JaQuan? What type of name is thatJaQuan? What type of name is that
for a nigga?for a nigga?

All the men, except for Raymond, laugh after hearing the name.All the men, except for Raymond, laugh after hearing the name.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
JaQuan... You want JaQuan to getJaQuan... You want JaQuan to get
outta here alive?outta here alive?

YVETTEYVETTE
Yes.Yes.

VINCEVINCE
And JaQuan, I know you wanna getAnd JaQuan, I know you wanna get
outta here alive. Don't you?outta here alive. Don't you?

JaQuan, bloody and beaten on his knees in front of Vince,JaQuan, bloody and beaten on his knees in front of Vince,
nods his head yes.nods his head yes.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Okay, Yvette. You said I touchedOkay, Yvette. You said I touched
that sweet little ass. Now, Ithat sweet little ass. Now, I
wanna see it. Take off yourwanna see it. Take off your
clothes. And if you don't, I'mclothes. And if you don't, I'm
gonna shoot JaQuan in the face.gonna shoot JaQuan in the face.

Vince points the gun at JaQuan's face.Vince points the gun at JaQuan's face.

Yvette slowly starts to remove her dress, with Vince and hisYvette slowly starts to remove her dress, with Vince and his
goons staring at her in anticipation.goons staring at her in anticipation.

Raymond looks at Vince as if he's finally gone too far, as heRaymond looks at Vince as if he's finally gone too far, as he
sees Yvette standing only wearing a black lace thong.sees Yvette standing only wearing a black lace thong.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
You're almost there.You're almost there.

Vince signals for Yvette to remove her thong. She looks atVince signals for Yvette to remove her thong. She looks at
the gun Vince has aimed at JaQuan's face and removes herthe gun Vince has aimed at JaQuan's face and removes her
thong. Vince sits with a devious smile.thong. Vince sits with a devious smile.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Now, turn around for me.Now, turn around for me.

Yvette, standing completely nude, slowly turns around withYvette, standing completely nude, slowly turns around with
tears running down her face.tears running down her face.

Vince gets a good look at Yvette's ass. Smiling deviously,Vince gets a good look at Yvette's ass. Smiling deviously,
Vince reaches over and shakes Bow's hand.Vince reaches over and shakes Bow's hand.

BOWBOW
Oh yeah.Oh yeah.

Vince looks over and sees Raymond giving him a look ofVince looks over and sees Raymond giving him a look of
disgust and shame.disgust and shame.
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VINCEVINCE
Put your clothes back on.Put your clothes back on.

Yvette gets dressed.Yvette gets dressed.

Vince signals JaQuan to stand.Vince signals JaQuan to stand.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Get the hell outta here.Get the hell outta here.

JaQuan stands and walks over to Yvette as she finishesJaQuan stands and walks over to Yvette as she finishes
putting on her clothes.putting on her clothes.

Vince finishes his drink and stands with the pistol in hisVince finishes his drink and stands with the pistol in his
hand.hand.

JaQuan puts his arm around Yvette.JaQuan puts his arm around Yvette.

Grimis and the security goon move aside, allowing JaQuan andGrimis and the security goon move aside, allowing JaQuan and
Yvette to walk through. They turn to walk away.Yvette to walk through. They turn to walk away.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Hey.Hey.

JaQuan and Yvette turn and give Vince their full attention.JaQuan and Yvette turn and give Vince their full attention.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
If you tell anybody about this, meIf you tell anybody about this, me
and sweet little Yvette are gonnaand sweet little Yvette are gonna
get to know each other on a wholeget to know each other on a whole
other level.other level.

JaQuan and Yvette walk past security.JaQuan and Yvette walk past security.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Y'all be cool.Y'all be cool.

Vince and his crew of goons all laugh at the whole incident.Vince and his crew of goons all laugh at the whole incident.

INT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Vince stands behind his desk, wiping JaQuan's blood from hisVince stands behind his desk, wiping JaQuan's blood from his
fist with a towel.fist with a towel.

Raymond enters Vince's office and closes the door.Raymond enters Vince's office and closes the door.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What the hell was that?!What the hell was that?!

VINCEVINCE
A disrespectful muthafucka justA disrespectful muthafucka just
got his ass whipped!got his ass whipped!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Cops are gonna run up in here andCops are gonna run up in here and
take us all to jail if you don'ttake us all to jail if you don't
lay low.lay low.

VINCEVINCE
Why the hell are you walkin'Why the hell are you walkin'
around worryin'?around worryin'?
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
I got this fight happenin' and II got this fight happenin' and I
can't leave town. I need you tocan't leave town. I need you to
chill the fuck out.chill the fuck out.

VINCEVINCE
The inner-circle's been paid off.The inner-circle's been paid off.
We're untouchable out here!We're untouchable out here!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm not going back to jail.I'm not going back to jail.

VINCEVINCE
I'm lookin' out for you and thisI'm lookin' out for you and this
is the thanks I get!is the thanks I get!

Raymond turns and walks toward the door.Raymond turns and walks toward the door.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Remember, we're family. We got theRemember, we're family. We got the
same bloodline.same bloodline.

Raymond turns to Vince.Raymond turns to Vince.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
There's more to family than justThere's more to family than just
blood.blood.

Raymond opens the door and leaves.Raymond opens the door and leaves.

INT. COMMUNITY CENTER/CLASSROOM - DAYINT. COMMUNITY CENTER/CLASSROOM - DAY

Heaven sits on a desk talking to two girls, nine and sevenHeaven sits on a desk talking to two girls, nine and seven
years of age. They see Raymond enter the classroom.years of age. They see Raymond enter the classroom.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I'll see you guys later, okay.I'll see you guys later, okay.

The two girls give Heaven a hug and leave the classroom.The two girls give Heaven a hug and leave the classroom.
Raymond sees that Heaven is emotional as she walks over toRaymond sees that Heaven is emotional as she walks over to
her desk and packs her bag.her desk and packs her bag.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What was that all about?What was that all about?

HEAVENHEAVEN
Why do you care?Why do you care?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Just asked.Just asked.

HEAVENHEAVEN
They've been placed in foster careThey've been placed in foster care
because their mother is anbecause their mother is an
addict... But it's none of youraddict... But it's none of your
concern.concern.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I wanted to apologize about thatI wanted to apologize about that
incident at the hospital. I heardincident at the hospital. I heard
that she's okay.that she's okay.

Heaven throws her bag over her shoulder and walks over toHeaven throws her bag over her shoulder and walks over to
Raymond.Raymond.
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HEAVENHEAVEN
You know my real issue with you isYou know my real issue with you is
that you play both sides of thethat you play both sides of the
fence.fence.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I don't play sides.I don't play sides.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Well, I guess we have a differenceWell, I guess we have a difference
of opinion... Fights seem toof opinion... Fights seem to
always happen when I'm around you.always happen when I'm around you.
You bring a half-naked woman toYou bring a half-naked woman to
the emergency room who's on thethe emergency room who's on the
brink of death because shebrink of death because she
overdosed on cocaine.overdosed on cocaine.

Heaven stands shaking her head.Heaven stands shaking her head.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
And on the other hand, you comeAnd on the other hand, you come
off charming, helping out at theoff charming, helping out at the
community center and buyingcommunity center and buying
computers.computers.

Heaven touches Raymond's cheek.Heaven touches Raymond's cheek.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
I like you and I'm pulling forI like you and I'm pulling for
you, but there's just too much atyou, but there's just too much at
stake for me and I can't riskstake for me and I can't risk
being involved with you.being involved with you.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Things happened in my past thatThings happened in my past that
I'm not proud of. But I don'tI'm not proud of. But I don't
deal... And I'd never wantdeal... And I'd never want
anything to happen to a kid.anything to happen to a kid.

HEAVENHEAVEN
But you watch your cousin's backBut you watch your cousin's back
and clean up after him... Thisand clean up after him... This
city is being overrun by drugs. Icity is being overrun by drugs. I
see it every day I'm at thesee it every day I'm at the
hospital.hospital.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I know things have been crazy...I know things have been crazy...
I'm about to make some changes.I'm about to make some changes.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I've heard that before... And I'mI've heard that before... And I'm
going to give you every penny ofgoing to give you every penny of
that money back. I didn't ask forthat money back. I didn't ask for
your help.your help.

Raymond nods.Raymond nods.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Look at it as a donation to helpLook at it as a donation to help
save the kids from the meansave the kids from the mean
streets. So they won't end up likestreets. So they won't end up like
me.me.
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Raymond leaves the classroom.Raymond leaves the classroom.

EXT. CADILLAC SEVILLE - DAYEXT. CADILLAC SEVILLE - DAY

A dark gray 2004 Cadillac Seville is parked a block away fromA dark gray 2004 Cadillac Seville is parked a block away from
Heaven's house, having a clear view.Heaven's house, having a clear view.

Hot Rod sits in the driver's seat, Slick Rick in the frontHot Rod sits in the driver's seat, Slick Rick in the front
passenger seat, and Messiah in the rear passenger seat. Theypassenger seat, and Messiah in the rear passenger seat. They
watch Heaven remove her mail from the mailbox.watch Heaven remove her mail from the mailbox.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
And there's Ray Ray's old lady.And there's Ray Ray's old lady.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
The boy has good taste.The boy has good taste.

They watch Heaven go inside the house and close the door.They watch Heaven go inside the house and close the door.

MESSIAH (CONT'D)MESSIAH (CONT'D)
And you say his cousin has stacksAnd you say his cousin has stacks
at his club?at his club?

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
He keeps around a quarter millionHe keeps around a quarter million
in a safe in his office.in a safe in his office.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
We definitely gotta hit that lick.We definitely gotta hit that lick.

Messiah taps the seat and Hot Rod drives away.Messiah taps the seat and Hot Rod drives away.

INT. BOXING GYM - DAYINT. BOXING GYM - DAY

Raymond HITS the speed bag in the empty gym. He picks up theRaymond HITS the speed bag in the empty gym. He picks up the
pace, HITTING it faster and faster, and gives it one lastpace, HITTING it faster and faster, and gives it one last
PUNCH. Physically and emotionally drained, Raymond takes aPUNCH. Physically and emotionally drained, Raymond takes a
seat in a chair.seat in a chair.

Heaven walks into the gym.Heaven walks into the gym.

Raymond stands as Heaven walks toward him.Raymond stands as Heaven walks toward him.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I was told that I could find youI was told that I could find you
here... Two days until your fight.here... Two days until your fight.
Are you ready?Are you ready?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
As ready as I'll ever be.As ready as I'll ever be.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I've been thinking about the otherI've been thinking about the other
day... Ebony told me about youday... Ebony told me about you
doing time for Vince... I can'tdoing time for Vince... I can't
understand how he manipulated youunderstand how he manipulated you
into going to jail for him.into going to jail for him.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
It was his third strike and he wasIt was his third strike and he was
lookin' at a lot of time. I waslookin' at a lot of time. I was
lookin' out for family.lookin' out for family.
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HEAVENHEAVEN
Deep down I truly believe thatDeep down I truly believe that
you're a good person. But, I'myou're a good person. But, I'm
scared that being with you isscared that being with you is
gonna cost me everything that I'vegonna cost me everything that I've
worked so hard for.worked so hard for.

Heaven steps close to Raymond.Heaven steps close to Raymond.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
I wanna know if I can trust you...I wanna know if I can trust you...
No more secrets and no lies.No more secrets and no lies.

Raymond nods his head.Raymond nods his head.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You can trust me.You can trust me.

Heaven and Raymond hug.Heaven and Raymond hug.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Are you sure you're okay?Are you sure you're okay?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I have to win this fight.I have to win this fight.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Win or lose, as long as you giveWin or lose, as long as you give
it your all.it your all.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Losing isn't an option.Losing isn't an option.

INT. RAYMOND'S APARTMENT/BEDROOM - NIGHTINT. RAYMOND'S APARTMENT/BEDROOM - NIGHT

Raymond sits in a chair in his bedroom. He watches HeavenRaymond sits in a chair in his bedroom. He watches Heaven
standing in front of his bed, slowly removing her dress.standing in front of his bed, slowly removing her dress.
Raymond walks over to her.Raymond walks over to her.

INT. BOXING ARENA/DRESSING ROOM - NIGHTINT. BOXING ARENA/DRESSING ROOM - NIGHT

Raymond sits on a table as Joe tapes his fist. They bothRaymond sits on a table as Joe tapes his fist. They both
wear, 'READY FOR THE FUNK', t-shirts.wear, 'READY FOR THE FUNK', t-shirts.

JOEJOE
All those days and hours. This isAll those days and hours. This is
what you've worked for.what you've worked for.

Joe finishes taping Raymond's fist and he stands.Joe finishes taping Raymond's fist and he stands.

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
It's time to get busy, baby!It's time to get busy, baby!

They hear the CROWD CHEERING.They hear the CROWD CHEERING.

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
You hear that? It's a party goin'You hear that? It's a party goin'
on out there. You ready to dance?!on out there. You ready to dance?!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I damn sure didn't come to lean onI damn sure didn't come to lean on
the wall!the wall!
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JOEJOE
Then let's go kick the hometownThen let's go kick the hometown
boy's ass!boy's ass!

Raymond nods and starts shadow boxing.Raymond nods and starts shadow boxing.

INT. BOXING ARENA - NIGHTINT. BOXING ARENA - NIGHT

The six thousand seat arena is packed to capacity.The six thousand seat arena is packed to capacity.

INT. BOXING ARENA/RINGSIDE - NIGHTINT. BOXING ARENA/RINGSIDE - NIGHT

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
Atlanta has come out in full forceAtlanta has come out in full force
to support their hometown boy,to support their hometown boy,
Mario 'The Monster' Oliver.Mario 'The Monster' Oliver.

People wear t-shirts reading, 'TO CONQUER THIS, WE GOT THEPeople wear t-shirts reading, 'TO CONQUER THIS, WE GOT THE
MONSTER FOR THIS', and 'MARIO, THE WORLD IS YOURS'.MONSTER FOR THIS', and 'MARIO, THE WORLD IS YOURS'.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
Mario is on the verge of gettingMario is on the verge of getting
a cruiserweight title shot. All hea cruiserweight title shot. All he
has to do is take care of businesshas to do is take care of business
tonight. Which more than likely hetonight. Which more than likely he
will.will.

Raymond and Joe stand in the tunnel waiting to enter theRaymond and Joe stand in the tunnel waiting to enter the
ring. Joe sees an arena audio engineer walking by.ring. Joe sees an arena audio engineer walking by.

JOEJOE
What happened to his music?What happened to his music?

AUDIO ENGINEERAUDIO ENGINEER
You don't get no music in here,You don't get no music in here,
muthafucka.muthafucka.

The audio engineer walks away.The audio engineer walks away.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
It's all good.It's all good.

No music is played for Raymond as he and Joe make there wayNo music is played for Raymond as he and Joe make there way
to the ring.to the ring.

The CROWD BOOS, HURLING INSULTS AND PROFANITY at Raymond asThe CROWD BOOS, HURLING INSULTS AND PROFANITY at Raymond as
he passes them.he passes them.

A crazed male fan steps in front of Raymond and Joe, blockingA crazed male fan steps in front of Raymond and Joe, blocking
their path to the ring, while shouting obscenities at Raymond.their path to the ring, while shouting obscenities at Raymond.

CRAZED FANCRAZED FAN
This is Monster's house, bitch!This is Monster's house, bitch!
Your punk ass about to get knockedYour punk ass about to get knocked
out!out!

Joe shields Raymond from the crazed fan as they move passJoe shields Raymond from the crazed fan as they move pass
him.him.

CRAZED FAN (CONT'D)CRAZED FAN (CONT'D)
Get your ass killed!Get your ass killed!

Raymond sees Vince, Ebony, Bow, Mail Man, and Grimis, withRaymond sees Vince, Ebony, Bow, Mail Man, and Grimis, with
three attractive women, all standing in the front row.three attractive women, all standing in the front row.
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In true boss fashion, wearing a diamond and gold watch andIn true boss fashion, wearing a diamond and gold watch and
necklace, Vince sports a black sweater with a lions head,necklace, Vince sports a black sweater with a lions head,
with a kings crown. The word, IN'VINCE'ABLE is over the topwith a kings crown. The word, IN'VINCE'ABLE is over the top
of the crown. Vince stops Raymond.of the crown. Vince stops Raymond.

VINCEVINCE
It's time to shine. Let 'em knowIt's time to shine. Let 'em know
you're in here.you're in here.

Raymond enters the ring. He sees Heaven and Teddy standingRaymond enters the ring. He sees Heaven and Teddy standing
front row on the other side of the ring, CLAPPING.front row on the other side of the ring, CLAPPING.

Councilman Ronald Shaw stands five rows back, with three menCouncilman Ronald Shaw stands five rows back, with three men
from the International Boxing Federation, all wearing suits.from the International Boxing Federation, all wearing suits.
The councilman waves to people in the crowd.The councilman waves to people in the crowd.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
This guy Raymond 'Ray Ray' DempsThis guy Raymond 'Ray Ray' Demps
doesn't look intimidated at all.doesn't look intimidated at all.
He's a chiseled 180 pounds.He's a chiseled 180 pounds.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
After he feels that overhandAfter he feels that overhand
right, he'll be shaking in hisright, he'll be shaking in his
boots.boots.

The lights go off and an EXPLOSION IS HEARD in the speakers.The lights go off and an EXPLOSION IS HEARD in the speakers.
The MUSIC STARTS and the CROWD GOES CRAZY.The MUSIC STARTS and the CROWD GOES CRAZY.

Two spot lights are on Mario 'The Monster' Oliver as he makesTwo spot lights are on Mario 'The Monster' Oliver as he makes
his way to the ring with his trainer, manager, and four crewhis way to the ring with his trainer, manager, and four crew
members, to a standing ovation. He dances and high fivesmembers, to a standing ovation. He dances and high fives
people, playing to the crowd, that is fully behind him. Thepeople, playing to the crowd, that is fully behind him. The
lights come back on.lights come back on.

The CROWD AND MUSIC has the atmosphere of a HIP HOP CONCERT,The CROWD AND MUSIC has the atmosphere of a HIP HOP CONCERT,
filled with dealers, high rollers, and gamblers.filled with dealers, high rollers, and gamblers.

Joe massages Raymond's shoulders and arms keeping him looseJoe massages Raymond's shoulders and arms keeping him loose
as they watch Mario playing to the crowd.as they watch Mario playing to the crowd.

Women dance in the stands, as men CHEER and exchange money,Women dance in the stands, as men CHEER and exchange money,
betting on the fight.betting on the fight.

Mario daps Commentator 2.Mario daps Commentator 2.

Ex-boxing champ Roy Jones Jr. is in attendance, shaking handsEx-boxing champ Roy Jones Jr. is in attendance, shaking hands
with people in the crowd.with people in the crowd.

Mario hugs Roy Jones.Mario hugs Roy Jones.

The huge scoreboard in the arena flashes, "MARIO 'THEThe huge scoreboard in the arena flashes, "MARIO 'THE
MONSTER' OLIVER, THE WORLD IS YOURS."MONSTER' OLIVER, THE WORLD IS YOURS."

Mario continues dancing and playing to the crowd.Mario continues dancing and playing to the crowd.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
You think he'll eventually enterYou think he'll eventually enter
the ring?the ring?

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
This is his house, and you know heThis is his house, and you know he
likes to put on a show.likes to put on a show.
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INT. BOXING RING - NIGHTINT. BOXING RING - NIGHT

Raymond and Mario 'The Monster' face each other in oppositeRaymond and Mario 'The Monster' face each other in opposite
corners of the ring.corners of the ring.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
Mario weighed in at a 190 pounds.Mario weighed in at a 190 pounds.
Five pounds heavier than heFive pounds heavier than he
normally fights at. Do you thinknormally fights at. Do you think
Ray Ray has a real chance tonight?Ray Ray has a real chance tonight?

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
Please. I spoke with Mario earlierPlease. I spoke with Mario earlier
today and he really wants to showtoday and he really wants to show
his skill set for thehis skill set for the
International Boxing Federation.International Boxing Federation.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
I can see that you're riding withI can see that you're riding with
your friend and hometown guy.your friend and hometown guy.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
I look for Mario to finish him offI look for Mario to finish him off
in a hurry. Three rounds max.in a hurry. Three rounds max.

Raymond takes three deep breaths, calming himself. He hearsRaymond takes three deep breaths, calming himself. He hears
Muhammad Ali's voice in his head.Muhammad Ali's voice in his head.

MUHAMMAD ALI (O.S.)MUHAMMAD ALI (O.S.)
Float like a butterfly, sting likeFloat like a butterfly, sting like
a bee! The Monster can't hit whata bee! The Monster can't hit what
his eyes can't see! Rumble younghis eyes can't see! Rumble young
man rumble!man rumble!

The BELL RINGS and Raymond and Mario 'The Monster' OliverThe BELL RINGS and Raymond and Mario 'The Monster' Oliver
meet head on in the ring. The two men throw PUNCHES at eachmeet head on in the ring. The two men throw PUNCHES at each
other.other.

Raymond throws LEFTS and RIGHTS at Mario.Raymond throws LEFTS and RIGHTS at Mario.

Mario holds onto Raymond and presses him against the ropes.Mario holds onto Raymond and presses him against the ropes.
Mario uses his head as a ram, bashing at Raymond's face.Mario uses his head as a ram, bashing at Raymond's face.

Raymond turns his face, avoiding the impact of the headbutts.Raymond turns his face, avoiding the impact of the headbutts.

JOEJOE
He's headbuttin' ref!He's headbuttin' ref!

Mario taunts Raymond.Mario taunts Raymond.

MARIO THE MONSTER OLIVERMARIO THE MONSTER OLIVER
You're my bitch. I'm gonna knockYou're my bitch. I'm gonna knock
you out.you out.

The ref doesn't break the two men, clearly favoring Mario.The ref doesn't break the two men, clearly favoring Mario.

Heaven nervously watches the fight.Heaven nervously watches the fight.

TEDDYTEDDY
What the hell?! He's using hisWhat the hell?! He's using his
head!head!

Raymond breaks away, throwing sharp precise LEFT JABS.Raymond breaks away, throwing sharp precise LEFT JABS.
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RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
Ray Ray is keeping The Monster atRay Ray is keeping The Monster at
bay with that left jab.bay with that left jab.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
You can run, but you can't hide.You can run, but you can't hide.
It's only a matter of time beforeIt's only a matter of time before
that right catches him.that right catches him.

Raymond again slips out of Mario's hold, throwing lefts andRaymond again slips out of Mario's hold, throwing lefts and
rights at him.rights at him.

Mario throws jabs and overhand rights at Raymond.Mario throws jabs and overhand rights at Raymond.

CROWD CHANTSCROWD CHANTS
"DO IT, DO IT MONSTER DO IT! DO"DO IT, DO IT MONSTER DO IT! DO
IT, DO IT MONSTER DO IT!"IT, DO IT MONSTER DO IT!"

Raymond is shifty and uses good defense, avoiding Mario'sRaymond is shifty and uses good defense, avoiding Mario's
overhand right.overhand right.

The BELL RINGS and both men go to their corners.The BELL RINGS and both men go to their corners.

Ring Girl 1, wearing a yellow, two piece bikini walks aroundRing Girl 1, wearing a yellow, two piece bikini walks around
the ring, holding a two sign.the ring, holding a two sign.

The men box in the ring THROWING PUNCHES at each other.The men box in the ring THROWING PUNCHES at each other.

Raymond throws LEFTS and RIGHTS at Mario's right shoulder.Raymond throws LEFTS and RIGHTS at Mario's right shoulder.

Ring Girl 2, wearing a red, two piece bikini walks around theRing Girl 2, wearing a red, two piece bikini walks around the
ring, holding a three sign.ring, holding a three sign.

Joe gives Raymond water.Joe gives Raymond water.

JOEJOE
You're fightin' him and the damnYou're fightin' him and the damn
ref!ref!

Joe puts grease over his eyes.Joe puts grease over his eyes.

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
Keep workin' him! He can't dealKeep workin' him! He can't deal
with your hand speed! That man iswith your hand speed! That man is
a brawler, not a boxer! Keepa brawler, not a boxer! Keep
jabbin' and stay off the ropes!jabbin' and stay off the ropes!

Raymond nods, and stands.Raymond nods, and stands.

The BELL RINGS signaling the start of the third round.The BELL RINGS signaling the start of the third round.

The two men BOX in the middle of the ring. Raymond hits himThe two men BOX in the middle of the ring. Raymond hits him
with a flurry of PUNCHES to his right shoulder and collarwith a flurry of PUNCHES to his right shoulder and collar
bone. Mario holds Raymond and again uses his head as a ram.bone. Mario holds Raymond and again uses his head as a ram.

TEDDYTEDDY
Work his body!Work his body!

Raymond slips out of the hold and hits Mario with a flurry ofRaymond slips out of the hold and hits Mario with a flurry of
PUNCHES to the body and face.PUNCHES to the body and face.
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RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
Looks like we definitely have aLooks like we definitely have a
fight on our hands. Ray Ray isfight on our hands. Ray Ray is
makin' him earn his money tonight.makin' him earn his money tonight.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
I just hope he doesn't piss MarioI just hope he doesn't piss Mario
off and we have to carry him outoff and we have to carry him out
of here.of here.

The men continue THROWING PUNCHES at each other. The BELLThe men continue THROWING PUNCHES at each other. The BELL
RINGS and the men break.RINGS and the men break.

Ring Girl 1 walks around the ring, holding a four sign.Ring Girl 1 walks around the ring, holding a four sign.

The MUSIC STARTS and people in the crowd dance.The MUSIC STARTS and people in the crowd dance.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
I tell you what, I didn't think II tell you what, I didn't think I
would be attending a party.would be attending a party.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
This is Atlanta. A party can startThis is Atlanta. A party can start
at any moment.at any moment.

INT. BOXING RING - NIGHTINT. BOXING RING - NIGHT

The two men THROW PUNCHES at each other.The two men THROW PUNCHES at each other.

Raymond continues to THROW PUNCHES at Mario's face and rightRaymond continues to THROW PUNCHES at Mario's face and right
shoulder.shoulder.

The blows to Mario's right shoulder start to wear on him.The blows to Mario's right shoulder start to wear on him.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
Ray Ray is completely neutralizingRay Ray is completely neutralizing
that overhand right by workingthat overhand right by working
Mario's right shoulder! I've neverMario's right shoulder! I've never
seen this! His hand speed isseen this! His hand speed is
tremendous!tremendous!

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
Mario is gonna have to get inMario is gonna have to get in
close and work his body, and thenclose and work his body, and then
unleash that right.unleash that right.

Councilman Ronald Shaw watches the fight with a look ofCouncilman Ronald Shaw watches the fight with a look of
concern, as Raymond outclasses Mario in the ring.concern, as Raymond outclasses Mario in the ring.

The crowd looks on, stunned that Raymond is slowly startingThe crowd looks on, stunned that Raymond is slowly starting
to dismantle Mario 'The Monster'.to dismantle Mario 'The Monster'.

The BELL RINGS and both men go to their corners.The BELL RINGS and both men go to their corners.

Mario's trainer massages his right shoulder as he grimaces inMario's trainer massages his right shoulder as he grimaces in
pain.pain.

Raymond sits in his corner and sees that Mario 'The Monster'Raymond sits in his corner and sees that Mario 'The Monster'
is favoring his right shoulder.is favoring his right shoulder.

JOEJOE
My boy! He can't throw an overhandMy boy! He can't throw an overhand
right with a dislocated shoulder!right with a dislocated shoulder!
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Joe rubs an ice pack on the back of Raymond's neck.Joe rubs an ice pack on the back of Raymond's neck.

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
Look at him! He's hurt! That manLook at him! He's hurt! That man
isn't in your league and he knowsisn't in your league and he knows
it! Go out there and finish him!it! Go out there and finish him!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I got him.I got him.

Ring Girl 2, walks around the ring, holding a five sign.Ring Girl 2, walks around the ring, holding a five sign.

INT. BOXING ARENA/RINGSIDE - NIGHTINT. BOXING ARENA/RINGSIDE - NIGHT

The two commentators look at each other in disbelief.The two commentators look at each other in disbelief.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
We completely overlooked this guy!We completely overlooked this guy!
Looks like Joe 'Hands of Stone'Looks like Joe 'Hands of Stone'
Henry might have found a gem!Henry might have found a gem!
Where the hell did he come from?!Where the hell did he come from?!

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
Mario just has to stay the courseMario just has to stay the course
and he'll be okay. But, heand he'll be okay. But, he
definitely has to pick it up.definitely has to pick it up.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
I gotta tell you, I'm a littleI gotta tell you, I'm a little
concerned and so is this crowd.concerned and so is this crowd.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
Relax. He's okay.Relax. He's okay.

INT. BOXING RING - NIGHTINT. BOXING RING - NIGHT

MARIO'S TRAINERMARIO'S TRAINER
Keep that head movement to avoidKeep that head movement to avoid
that jab!.. The damn IBF is inthat jab!.. The damn IBF is in
here to see you! This is yourhere to see you! This is your
house, man! Catch him with thathouse, man! Catch him with that
damn right and knock his ass out!damn right and knock his ass out!

Raymond stands.Raymond stands.

The BELL RINGS to start the fifth round, and the two men meetThe BELL RINGS to start the fifth round, and the two men meet
in the center of the ring, throwing punches.in the center of the ring, throwing punches.

Mario THROWS OVERHAND RIGHT, after OVERHAND RIGHT, trying toMario THROWS OVERHAND RIGHT, after OVERHAND RIGHT, trying to
finish the fight with one blow.finish the fight with one blow.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
There you go. He's starting to getThere you go. He's starting to get
a rhythm.a rhythm.

CROWD CHANTSCROWD CHANTS
"OVERHAND RIGHT, TURN OUT HIS"OVERHAND RIGHT, TURN OUT HIS
LIGHTS! OVERHAND RIGHT, SAY GOODLIGHTS! OVERHAND RIGHT, SAY GOOD
NIGHT!"NIGHT!"

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
I don't think that overhand rightI don't think that overhand right
is having any affect on, Ray Ray!is having any affect on, Ray Ray!
There's nothing behind it!There's nothing behind it!
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Raymond uses good defense, dodging his punches. Mario grabsRaymond uses good defense, dodging his punches. Mario grabs
Raymond again, attempting to use his head as a ram.Raymond again, attempting to use his head as a ram.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What's wrong, Monster? No moreWhat's wrong, Monster? No more
snap behind that bullshit right.snap behind that bullshit right.

Raymond slips his hold and hits Mario with a flurry ofRaymond slips his hold and hits Mario with a flurry of
PUNCHES.PUNCHES.

Mario backs away, almost running.Mario backs away, almost running.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
Mario is in trouble!Mario is in trouble!

Worried that Mario is about to be knocked out, CouncilmanWorried that Mario is about to be knocked out, Councilman
Ronald Shaw stands, yelling.Ronald Shaw stands, yelling.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
Stick and move! Stick and move!Stick and move! Stick and move!

MARIO'S TRAINERMARIO'S TRAINER
Wrap him up!Wrap him up!

Again, Raymond pushes Mario away and hits him with a RIGHTAgain, Raymond pushes Mario away and hits him with a RIGHT
that wobbles him.that wobbles him.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
He's hurt! The Monster is hurt!He's hurt! The Monster is hurt!

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
God no.God no.

Ring Side Commentator 2 stands.Ring Side Commentator 2 stands.

Vince nods, seeing that Raymond is about to finish Mario.Vince nods, seeing that Raymond is about to finish Mario.

Mario tries to escape, but Raymond grabs the rope with hisMario tries to escape, but Raymond grabs the rope with his
left hand, blocking him from running. Raymond catches himleft hand, blocking him from running. Raymond catches him
with a RIGHT UPPERCUT, a LEFT JAB, and a RIGHT that drops him.with a RIGHT UPPERCUT, a LEFT JAB, and a RIGHT that drops him.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
The Monster is down! I can'tThe Monster is down! I can't
believe what I'm seeing!believe what I'm seeing!

Heaven and Teddy cheer, as the ref points for Raymond toHeaven and Teddy cheer, as the ref points for Raymond to
enter his corner.enter his corner.

Ebony hugs Vince, as his crew yells and shakes hands.Ebony hugs Vince, as his crew yells and shakes hands.

Councilman Ronald Shaw and the crowd are stunned.Councilman Ronald Shaw and the crowd are stunned.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
Get up Mario, get up.Get up Mario, get up.

The ref is on count eight, but it's clear that Mario isn'tThe ref is on count eight, but it's clear that Mario isn't
getting up. He counts to ten.getting up. He counts to ten.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
It's over! It is over! Ray Ray hasIt's over! It is over! Ray Ray has
come into Mario's house andcome into Mario's house and
completely dismantled, Thecompletely dismantled, The
Monster! Wow!Monster! Wow!
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The ref raises Raymond's hand as the winner.The ref raises Raymond's hand as the winner.

Joe hurries into the ring and hugs Raymond.Joe hurries into the ring and hugs Raymond.

JOEJOE
You did it! You did it!You did it! You did it!

Roy Jones shakes hands with the man next to him after seeingRoy Jones shakes hands with the man next to him after seeing
Raymond's performance.Raymond's performance.

The three men from the IBF turn to the Councilman, trying toThe three men from the IBF turn to the Councilman, trying to
figure out what happened to Mario.figure out what happened to Mario.

Some of the crowd CHEERS for Raymond.Some of the crowd CHEERS for Raymond.

Men in the crowd exchange money.Men in the crowd exchange money.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
I am at a complete loss for wordsI am at a complete loss for words
right now. This is shocking.right now. This is shocking.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
Did anyone get the license plateDid anyone get the license plate
of that truck that just hitof that truck that just hit
Mario?! Ray Ray's hand speed isMario?! Ray Ray's hand speed is
unbelievable! Joe Henry definitelyunbelievable! Joe Henry definitely
has a gem!has a gem!

Mario's corner, along with a doctor, attend to Mario as heMario's corner, along with a doctor, attend to Mario as he
lies on the mat in the corner. They sit him up on the matlies on the mat in the corner. They sit him up on the mat
with his back leaning against the bottom rope.with his back leaning against the bottom rope.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 2
I've gotta tip my hat to, Ray Ray.I've gotta tip my hat to, Ray Ray.
He was the better man tonight.He was the better man tonight.

Councilman Ronald Shaw stands, visibly upset.Councilman Ronald Shaw stands, visibly upset.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
Dammit!Dammit!

Two of Mario's entourage enter the ring. One of the menTwo of Mario's entourage enter the ring. One of the men
pushes Raymond.pushes Raymond.

Joe pushes the man away from Raymond.Joe pushes the man away from Raymond.

RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1RING SIDE COMMENTATOR 1
This crowd is completely stunned!This crowd is completely stunned!
Security is going to have toSecurity is going to have to
escort Ray Ray out of here!escort Ray Ray out of here!

Vince sees the altercation take place and removes hisVince sees the altercation take place and removes his
necklace and watch, handing it to Ebony.necklace and watch, handing it to Ebony.

Vince, Bow, Mail Man, and Grimis rush the ring asVince, Bow, Mail Man, and Grimis rush the ring as
disappointed spectators leave their seats.disappointed spectators leave their seats.

Teddy pulls a man off the ring, trying to help protectTeddy pulls a man off the ring, trying to help protect
Raymond.Raymond.

Other men attempt to enter the ring to get to Raymond.Other men attempt to enter the ring to get to Raymond.

Two security guards attempt to stop men from entering theTwo security guards attempt to stop men from entering the
ring.ring.
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Heaven, Ebony, and the three other women make their wayHeaven, Ebony, and the three other women make their way
behind Raymond's corner, trying to escape the melee.behind Raymond's corner, trying to escape the melee.

Raymond, Joe, Vince, Bow, Mail Man, and Grimis stand shoulderRaymond, Joe, Vince, Bow, Mail Man, and Grimis stand shoulder
to shoulder, prepared to go to blows with disappointedto shoulder, prepared to go to blows with disappointed
spectators.spectators.

Teddy and the man shove each other.Teddy and the man shove each other.

One of Mario's entourage rushes at Raymond, but Joe catchesOne of Mario's entourage rushes at Raymond, but Joe catches
him with a LEFT and RIGHT, dropping him.him with a LEFT and RIGHT, dropping him.

The other man in the ring from Mario's entourage, standsThe other man in the ring from Mario's entourage, stands
pointing and yelling at Raymond. He makes a move towardpointing and yelling at Raymond. He makes a move toward
Raymond, but Grimis grabs him by the throat, lifts him up,Raymond, but Grimis grabs him by the throat, lifts him up,
and SLAMS him to the mat.and SLAMS him to the mat.

Vince kicks the man out of the ring.Vince kicks the man out of the ring.

The ref tries to keep spectators from entering the ring, asThe ref tries to keep spectators from entering the ring, as
Raymond, Joe, Vince, Bow, Mail Man, and Grimis stand shoulderRaymond, Joe, Vince, Bow, Mail Man, and Grimis stand shoulder
to shoulder.to shoulder.

Councilman Ronald Shaw and the men from the IBF quicklyCouncilman Ronald Shaw and the men from the IBF quickly
attempt to exit the stands to safety.attempt to exit the stands to safety.

Vince taunts men to enter the ring.Vince taunts men to enter the ring.

The men surrounding the ring slowly start to back away,The men surrounding the ring slowly start to back away,
seeing that the men in the ring are ready to go to war.seeing that the men in the ring are ready to go to war.

INT. BOXING ARENA/DRESSING ROOM - NIGHTINT. BOXING ARENA/DRESSING ROOM - NIGHT

Raymond, showered and fully dressed, sits in a chair asRaymond, showered and fully dressed, sits in a chair as
Heaven looks at a small swelling over his right eye.Heaven looks at a small swelling over his right eye.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm sorry about that.I'm sorry about that.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Wasn't your fault... Rowdy crowd.Wasn't your fault... Rowdy crowd.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
How does it look?How does it look?

HEAVENHEAVEN
It's not bad. Just keep ice on itIt's not bad. Just keep ice on it
for the next hour.for the next hour.

Raymond stands, holding an ice pack over his eye.Raymond stands, holding an ice pack over his eye.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
I don't think I've ever been thatI don't think I've ever been that
nervous in my life... You lookednervous in my life... You looked
really good out there.really good out there.

Heaven kisses Raymond.Heaven kisses Raymond.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Congratulations on your win.Congratulations on your win.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Would I have gotten a kiss if IWould I have gotten a kiss if I
lost?lost?
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HEAVENHEAVEN
Yes you would.Yes you would.

Vince and his crew of goons enter the dressing room.Vince and his crew of goons enter the dressing room.

VINCEVINCE
The champ is here! The champ isThe champ is here! The champ is
here!here!

Heaven backs away, as Vince walks over and hugs Raymond.Heaven backs away, as Vince walks over and hugs Raymond.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
My cousin! Now that's what I callMy cousin! Now that's what I call
handlin' your business! You good?!handlin' your business! You good?!

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Yeah.Yeah.

VINCEVINCE
I just wanted to drop in and showI just wanted to drop in and show
you some love. We're gonnayou some love. We're gonna
celebrate this victory. I'm gonnacelebrate this victory. I'm gonna
let you enjoy this moment...let you enjoy this moment...
Straight to the top!Straight to the top!

Vince looks over at Heaven.Vince looks over at Heaven.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Take care of my cousin.Take care of my cousin.

Vince and his crew of goons exit the dressing room.Vince and his crew of goons exit the dressing room.

INT. RAYMOND'S APARTMENT - MORNINGINT. RAYMOND'S APARTMENT - MORNING

Raymond lies in bed listening to the radio.Raymond lies in bed listening to the radio.

RADIO VJ 1 (O.S.)RADIO VJ 1 (O.S.)
That was Atlanta's own Monica withThat was Atlanta's own Monica with
her new joint, 'Finer Things inher new joint, 'Finer Things in
Life'. The phone lines are blowingLife'. The phone lines are blowing
up about the fight last night. Iup about the fight last night. I
still can't believe what happenedstill can't believe what happened
to Monster. Let's take some calls.to Monster. Let's take some calls.
You're on the Hotspot, what's yourYou're on the Hotspot, what's your
comment?comment?

CALLER 1 (O.S.)CALLER 1 (O.S.)
Man, that was some bs. TheyMan, that was some bs. They
cheated Monster. He hit him withcheated Monster. He hit him with
an elbow that he never recoveredan elbow that he never recovered
from. They should havefrom. They should have
disqualified that man. I say thatdisqualified that man. I say that
man because I can't stomach to sayman because I can't stomach to say
his name.his name.

RADIO VJ 1 (O.S.)RADIO VJ 1 (O.S.)
I feel you my man. Monster didn'tI feel you my man. Monster didn't
look himself after that elbow.look himself after that elbow.
Lets take another call. You're onLets take another call. You're on
the Hotspot.the Hotspot.
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CALLER 2 (O.S.)CALLER 2 (O.S.)
I'm pissed right now. I hear thatI'm pissed right now. I hear that
dude Ray Ray had something in hisdude Ray Ray had something in his
gloves. Mario keep your head up.gloves. Mario keep your head up.
It's still your world.It's still your world.

RADIO VJ 2 (O.S.)RADIO VJ 2 (O.S.)
I've heard he was drugged, hitI've heard he was drugged, hit
with an elbow, now loaded gloves.with an elbow, now loaded gloves.
Did anyone see the same fight thatDid anyone see the same fight that
I saw? Ray Ray gave Monster an oldI saw? Ray Ray gave Monster an old
fashion Joe Jackson ass whippin'.fashion Joe Jackson ass whippin'.

RADIO VJ 1 (O.S.)RADIO VJ 1 (O.S.)
Atlanta give me a call if you feelAtlanta give me a call if you feel
Monster was cheated.Monster was cheated.

Raymond smiles as he turns the radio off with his remote. HeRaymond smiles as he turns the radio off with his remote. He
gets up and walks to the bathroom fist bumping the Muhammadgets up and walks to the bathroom fist bumping the Muhammad
Ali, "FLOAT LIKE A BUTTERFLY STING LIKE A BEE", poster tackedAli, "FLOAT LIKE A BUTTERFLY STING LIKE A BEE", poster tacked
to the wall along the way.to the wall along the way.

INT. CLUB CORRAL/V.I.P. - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL/V.I.P. - NIGHT

MUSIC PLAYS as Ebony parties it up with four beautiful women,MUSIC PLAYS as Ebony parties it up with four beautiful women,
drinking champagne and dancing.drinking champagne and dancing.

INT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Sitting behind his desk, Vince removes a vial of pills fromSitting behind his desk, Vince removes a vial of pills from
his bottom desk drawer. He removes two pills from the vial,his bottom desk drawer. He removes two pills from the vial,
putting them in his mouth. Vince drinks champagne from theputting them in his mouth. Vince drinks champagne from the
bottle sitting on his desk, washing down the pills. He putsbottle sitting on his desk, washing down the pills. He puts
the vial back in the drawer and stands.the vial back in the drawer and stands.

EXT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTEXT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

The Cadillac Seville pulls into the club parking lot, backingThe Cadillac Seville pulls into the club parking lot, backing
into a parking space.into a parking space.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

Vince stands at the bar with Ebony, throwing back a shot. HeVince stands at the bar with Ebony, throwing back a shot. He
finishes his drink and throws his arm around her. They walkfinishes his drink and throws his arm around her. They walk
over to Raymond standing, close to the entrance.over to Raymond standing, close to the entrance.

VINCEVINCE
You okay with closin' up tonight?You okay with closin' up tonight?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'll take care of it.I'll take care of it.

Vince turns and walks away with Ebony.Vince turns and walks away with Ebony.

EXT. NIGHTCLUB/V.I.P. PARKING - NIGHTEXT. NIGHTCLUB/V.I.P. PARKING - NIGHT

Vince stumbles to his Escalade, with Ebony holding him up.Vince stumbles to his Escalade, with Ebony holding him up.
They laugh as Ebony helps him get in the passenger side.They laugh as Ebony helps him get in the passenger side.
Ebony gets in the driver's side and drives off.Ebony gets in the driver's side and drives off.

INT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - NIGHTINT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Heaven carries a laundry basket upstairs while talking on herHeaven carries a laundry basket upstairs while talking on her
phone to Raymond.phone to Raymond.
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HEAVENHEAVEN
I have some great news to tell you.I have some great news to tell you.

INT. NIGHTCLUB - INTERCUTINT. NIGHTCLUB - INTERCUT

Raymond stands in the packed nightclub, talking on his cellRaymond stands in the packed nightclub, talking on his cell
phone with Heaven.phone with Heaven.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Oh yeah? And what's that?Oh yeah? And what's that?

Heaven walks into her bedroom, carrying the laundry basket.Heaven walks into her bedroom, carrying the laundry basket.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I am officially licensed toI am officially licensed to
practice medicine in the state ofpractice medicine in the state of
Georgia.Georgia.

RAYMOND O.S.RAYMOND O.S.
You passed. Congratulations.You passed. Congratulations.

HEAVENHEAVEN
My parents are ecstatic.My parents are ecstatic.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Heaven Tatum M.D., now boardHeaven Tatum M.D., now board
certified. We have to go celebratecertified. We have to go celebrate
this joyous occasion.this joyous occasion.

Heaven sits the laundry basket down and lies across her bed.Heaven sits the laundry basket down and lies across her bed.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I'd like that.I'd like that.

RAYMOND O.S.RAYMOND O.S.
I gotta go make my rounds.I gotta go make my rounds.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Alright, I'll talk to you later.Alright, I'll talk to you later.

Heaven hangs up the phone, holding it against her heart asHeaven hangs up the phone, holding it against her heart as
she stares at a picture sitting on her dresser of Raymond andshe stares at a picture sitting on her dresser of Raymond and
Joe posing after the fight.Joe posing after the fight.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
What am I doing?What am I doing?

INT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Raymond enters Vince's office and opens the safe. He depositsRaymond enters Vince's office and opens the safe. He deposits
the nightclub's night profit in the safe and closes it.the nightclub's night profit in the safe and closes it.
Raymond turns and sees one of Vince's desk drawers slightlyRaymond turns and sees one of Vince's desk drawers slightly
open. He reaches down to close it and something insideopen. He reaches down to close it and something inside
catches his attention. Raymond opens the drawer and removescatches his attention. Raymond opens the drawer and removes
four pictures.four pictures.

The phone on Vince's desk RINGS.The phone on Vince's desk RINGS.

Raymond ignores the phone and takes a seat in Vince's chair.Raymond ignores the phone and takes a seat in Vince's chair.
He looks through them and sees a picture of himself gettingHe looks through them and sees a picture of himself getting
out of his Porsche, and being escorted into the club.out of his Porsche, and being escorted into the club.
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Raymond sees a picture of himself sitting in the ChryslerRaymond sees a picture of himself sitting in the Chrysler
300, passing the envelope Vince gave him to Officer Jack300, passing the envelope Vince gave him to Officer Jack
McCall. He sees a picture of himself standing beside OfficerMcCall. He sees a picture of himself standing beside Officer
McCall outside the nightclub.McCall outside the nightclub.

Raymond realizes that Vince isn't in any of the pictures.Raymond realizes that Vince isn't in any of the pictures.
Sitting with a confused look, he throws the pictures on theSitting with a confused look, he throws the pictures on the
desk.desk.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Damn.Damn.

Raymond goes through Vince's desk drawers. He pulls outRaymond goes through Vince's desk drawers. He pulls out
papers and reads them.papers and reads them.

EXT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - NIGHTEXT. HEAVEN'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Vince's Escalade drives up and parks outside Heaven's houseVince's Escalade drives up and parks outside Heaven's house
on the street.on the street.

INT. ESCALADE - NIGHTINT. ESCALADE - NIGHT

Vince, sitting on the passenger side, leans over and kissesVince, sitting on the passenger side, leans over and kisses
Ebony.Ebony.

EBONYEBONY
You are wasted.You are wasted.

Vince and Ebony laugh.Vince and Ebony laugh.

VINCEVINCE
Are you gonna take care of me?Are you gonna take care of me?

Vince, looking at Ebony with a devious smile, unzips hisVince, looking at Ebony with a devious smile, unzips his
pants.pants.

The Cadillac Seville drives up beside Vince's truck on theThe Cadillac Seville drives up beside Vince's truck on the
passenger side. The front driver's side window rolls down.passenger side. The front driver's side window rolls down.

Vince looks over at the car and sees Hot Rod with a gun aimedVince looks over at the car and sees Hot Rod with a gun aimed
at him. Hot Rod OPENS FIRE on the Escalade. Vince ducks downat him. Hot Rod OPENS FIRE on the Escalade. Vince ducks down
in the seat and one of the bullets hits Ebony in her rightin the seat and one of the bullets hits Ebony in her right
upper chest, just below her collar bone.upper chest, just below her collar bone.

The Cadillac Seville speeds off.The Cadillac Seville speeds off.

Heaven exits her home. She sees Vince's SUV parked in frontHeaven exits her home. She sees Vince's SUV parked in front
of her house. Heaven rushes over to the SUV and sees Ebonyof her house. Heaven rushes over to the SUV and sees Ebony
leaning over unconscious, with blood pouring from the bulletleaning over unconscious, with blood pouring from the bullet
hole.hole.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Ebony!.. No, no.Ebony!.. No, no.

Vince slowly opens the passenger side door.Vince slowly opens the passenger side door.

Heaven opens the driver's side door. She lays Ebony back inHeaven opens the driver's side door. She lays Ebony back in
the seat and puts her hand over the wound.the seat and puts her hand over the wound.

Vince, dazed, slowly stumbles from the Escalade, holding hisVince, dazed, slowly stumbles from the Escalade, holding his
shoulder.shoulder.

Heaven keeps pressure on Ebony's wound.Heaven keeps pressure on Ebony's wound.
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HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
You're going to be okay.You're going to be okay.

INT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/INTENSIVE CARE UNIT - NIGHTINT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/INTENSIVE CARE UNIT - NIGHT

Raymond walks over to the Intensive Care Unit. He looksRaymond walks over to the Intensive Care Unit. He looks
through the glass and sees Ebony lying in a bed with tubesthrough the glass and sees Ebony lying in a bed with tubes
hooked up to her and Heaven standing next to the bed. Raymondhooked up to her and Heaven standing next to the bed. Raymond
leans against the wall.leans against the wall.

INT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL/VINCE'S OFFICE - NIGHT

Mail Man and Bow watch Vince with a bandage on his arm,Mail Man and Bow watch Vince with a bandage on his arm,
placing the Uzi with the silencer on his desk next to a nineplacing the Uzi with the silencer on his desk next to a nine
millimeter handgun.millimeter handgun.

VINCEVINCE
He tried to take me out and shotHe tried to take me out and shot
my baby... Time to show 'em whomy baby... Time to show 'em who
they're fuckin' with.they're fuckin' with.

Vince stuffs the nine millimeter in the back of his pants.Vince stuffs the nine millimeter in the back of his pants.

INT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/INTENSIVE CARE UNIT - NIGHTINT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/INTENSIVE CARE UNIT - NIGHT

A nurse walks over to Heaven and points to Raymond standingA nurse walks over to Heaven and points to Raymond standing
out in the hallway.out in the hallway.

Heaven walks out into the hallway.Heaven walks out into the hallway.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
How's she doing?How's she doing?

HEAVENHEAVEN
Stable. She's gonna pull through.Stable. She's gonna pull through.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm sorry she got hurt.I'm sorry she got hurt.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Trouble just seems to follow youTrouble just seems to follow you
and your cousin.and your cousin.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You think this is my fault?You think this is my fault?

HEAVENHEAVEN
Promise me that you'll let thePromise me that you'll let the
police handle this.police handle this.

Raymond looks through the glass at Ebony.Raymond looks through the glass at Ebony.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I won't get involved.I won't get involved.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE/GAMEROOM - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE/GAMEROOM - NIGHT

Vince, Bow, Mail Man, and Justin all hang out. Vince handsVince, Bow, Mail Man, and Justin all hang out. Vince hands
Justin a drink. Justin takes a sip of the drink and frowns.Justin a drink. Justin takes a sip of the drink and frowns.

VINCEVINCE
You're one of us now.You're one of us now.
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Vince places a platinum and diamond necklace around Justin'sVince places a platinum and diamond necklace around Justin's
neck. He reaches behind his back and pulls out a 38 specialneck. He reaches behind his back and pulls out a 38 special
revolver, handing it to Justin.revolver, handing it to Justin.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Welcome to the family.Welcome to the family.

Justin stares at the gun in his hand. He smiles and stuffs itJustin stares at the gun in his hand. He smiles and stuffs it
in the back of his pants.in the back of his pants.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
We're gonna find whoever killedWe're gonna find whoever killed
your homie and deal with 'em. Iyour homie and deal with 'em. I
love you, man.love you, man.

Vince hugs Justin.Vince hugs Justin.

The men all shake Justin's hand and hug him.The men all shake Justin's hand and hug him.

INT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Grimis leads Raymond, Joe, and Teddy down the hallway to theGrimis leads Raymond, Joe, and Teddy down the hallway to the
gameroom. He escorts the men into the gameroom.gameroom. He escorts the men into the gameroom.

Raymond sees Vince, Bow, Mail Man, and Justin, all enjoyingRaymond sees Vince, Bow, Mail Man, and Justin, all enjoying
themselves. He watches Bow act out a shooting, with his gunthemselves. He watches Bow act out a shooting, with his gun
in hand.in hand.

BOWBOW
When I get him down, I'm gonna putWhen I get him down, I'm gonna put
my foot on his chest and put mymy foot on his chest and put my
pistol in his mouth. Then I'mpistol in his mouth. Then I'm
gonna squeeze the trigger, Atlantagonna squeeze the trigger, Atlanta
style.style.

The men all laugh.The men all laugh.

Grimis gets Vince's attention.Grimis gets Vince's attention.

Vince walks over to Raymond.Vince walks over to Raymond.

VINCEVINCE
What's up, cousin?What's up, cousin?

Raymond keeps his eyes on Justin.Raymond keeps his eyes on Justin.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What's he doin' here?What's he doin' here?

Vince looks over at Justin, conversing with Bow.Vince looks over at Justin, conversing with Bow.

VINCEVINCE
That's my new little homey, J. HeThat's my new little homey, J. He
wanted to make some money, so Iwanted to make some money, so I
put him on... He kinda reminds meput him on... He kinda reminds me
of you when you were his age. Iof you when you were his age. I
don't know if he has that knockoutdon't know if he has that knockout
punch like you, though.punch like you, though.

Raymond looks over at Justin.Raymond looks over at Justin.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Dammit man, don't let that kid getDammit man, don't let that kid get
involved in this.involved in this.
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VINCEVINCE
He just turned seventeen. In theHe just turned seventeen. In the
good old state of Georgia, that'sgood old state of Georgia, that's
old enough to make your ownold enough to make your own
decisions.decisions.

Raymond stands in disbelief that Justin has gotten mixed upRaymond stands in disbelief that Justin has gotten mixed up
with Vince.with Vince.

Vince watches Joe and Teddy.Vince watches Joe and Teddy.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
What the fuck are they doin' here?What the fuck are they doin' here?

JOEJOE
We just wanna make sure he's good.We just wanna make sure he's good.

VINCEVINCE
Make sure he's good?Make sure he's good?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You tried to set me up.You tried to set me up.

Raymond pulls the envelope from behind his back. He removesRaymond pulls the envelope from behind his back. He removes
the pictures from the envelope and throws them into Vince'sthe pictures from the envelope and throws them into Vince's
chest.chest.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
You killed the cop.You killed the cop.

All the men give their full attention to Raymond and Vince.All the men give their full attention to Raymond and Vince.

Vince looks down at the pictures on the floor, realizingVince looks down at the pictures on the floor, realizing
Raymond is on to him. He bends down, picking them up.Raymond is on to him. He bends down, picking them up.

VINCEVINCE
Grimis. Take my man J home.Grimis. Take my man J home.

Grimis escorts Justin toward the door.Grimis escorts Justin toward the door.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Lil J. I'll get up with you.Lil J. I'll get up with you.

Justin and Raymond make eye contact, as he exits the roomJustin and Raymond make eye contact, as he exits the room
with Grimis.with Grimis.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
So, this is your muscle? An oldSo, this is your muscle? An old
has been fighter and a bartender.has been fighter and a bartender.

Vince, Bow, and Mail Man all laugh.Vince, Bow, and Mail Man all laugh.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Teddy, you know your ass is fired,Teddy, you know your ass is fired,
right?right?

TEDDYTEDDY
That's okay, dammit.That's okay, dammit.

Teddy points to Raymond.Teddy points to Raymond.
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TEDDY (CONT'D)TEDDY (CONT'D)
This is a good man who has treatedThis is a good man who has treated
me with nothin' but respect sinceme with nothin' but respect since
I've known him. He's your cousin.I've known him. He's your cousin.
If you'd do it to him, you'll doIf you'd do it to him, you'll do
it to anybody.it to anybody.

Bow makes a motion toward Teddy, but Vince signals him toBow makes a motion toward Teddy, but Vince signals him to
stand down. Vince points his finger at Raymond.stand down. Vince points his finger at Raymond.

VINCEVINCE
You told me that you needed a fewYou told me that you needed a few
days off. What you didn't tell medays off. What you didn't tell me
was that you were goin' to Augusta.was that you were goin' to Augusta.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
What the hell happened to us?What the hell happened to us?

VINCEVINCE
You were gone too long. Didn't youYou were gone too long. Didn't you
learn anything in the joint?..learn anything in the joint?..
Bow, who killed Black Jack?Bow, who killed Black Jack?

BOWBOW
Ray Ray.Ray Ray.

VINCEVINCE
Mail Man, who took him out?Mail Man, who took him out?

MAIL MANMAIL MAN
Your cousin.Your cousin.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I was outta town when he wasI was outta town when he was
killed.killed.

VINCEVINCE
A convicted felon who just didA convicted felon who just did
time for a weapons charge,time for a weapons charge,
pleading with a jury. Picturespleading with a jury. Pictures
showing you with the cop, andshowing you with the cop, and
three people saying you did it.three people saying you did it.
Get the fuck outta here.Get the fuck outta here.

TEDDYTEDDY
And I say he didn't do it.And I say he didn't do it.

Vince stares at Teddy.Vince stares at Teddy.

VINCEVINCE
Do you realize what you've steppedDo you realize what you've stepped
into?into?

RAYMONDRAYMOND
If you're gonna be down with me,If you're gonna be down with me,
be all the way down with me. Yoube all the way down with me. You
remember that?!remember that?!

VINCEVINCE
It's all about money, always has.It's all about money, always has.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
So this is what you call takin'So this is what you call takin'
care of me? I guess doin' overcare of me? I guess doin' over
four years for you wasn't enough,four years for you wasn't enough,
you conniving muthafucka!you conniving muthafucka!

Raymond stares down Vince, as he, Joe and Teddy, cautiouslyRaymond stares down Vince, as he, Joe and Teddy, cautiously
leave the room.leave the room.

BOWBOW
You want me to handle that?You want me to handle that?

VINCEVINCE
Nah... That's still my got damnNah... That's still my got damn
cousin.cousin.

EXT. BAR - NIGHTEXT. BAR - NIGHT

In a rough part of town, a glowing red OPEN sign hangs in theIn a rough part of town, a glowing red OPEN sign hangs in the
window of a bar.window of a bar.

INT. BAR - NIGHTINT. BAR - NIGHT

Posted up in the back of the bar, Messiah, Hot Rod, and SlickPosted up in the back of the bar, Messiah, Hot Rod, and Slick
Rick sit at a table, out of sight of the door.Rick sit at a table, out of sight of the door.

A woman, CEE CEE, 28, stripper type, angel tattoo on herA woman, CEE CEE, 28, stripper type, angel tattoo on her
right shoulder, and a butterfly tattoo on her left breast,right shoulder, and a butterfly tattoo on her left breast,
sits on Messiah's lap. They all drink and enjoy themselves.sits on Messiah's lap. They all drink and enjoy themselves.

The door opens and Vince, Bow, and Mail Man enter.The door opens and Vince, Bow, and Mail Man enter.

The bartender, waitress, and one lone patron see Vince, Bow,The bartender, waitress, and one lone patron see Vince, Bow,
and Mail Man enter.and Mail Man enter.

Vince gives them a signal and they stop what they're doing.Vince gives them a signal and they stop what they're doing.
The patron gets up and exits the bar. The bartender andThe patron gets up and exits the bar. The bartender and
waitress quickly grab their belongings and exit the bar.waitress quickly grab their belongings and exit the bar.

Cee Cee, sitting on Messiah's lap, gets a message on herCee Cee, sitting on Messiah's lap, gets a message on her
phone.phone.

CEE CEECEE CEE
I have to go to the ladies room.I have to go to the ladies room.

Cee Cee gets up from the table and walks to the front of theCee Cee gets up from the table and walks to the front of the
bar, out of sight of Messiah and his crew. She walks over tobar, out of sight of Messiah and his crew. She walks over to
Vince, Bow, and Mail Man standing at the front door. VinceVince, Bow, and Mail Man standing at the front door. Vince
hands Cee Cee a roll of money. She takes it and exits the bar.hands Cee Cee a roll of money. She takes it and exits the bar.

Vince locks the door and turns off the open sign. They makeVince locks the door and turns off the open sign. They make
their way to the back of the bar where they see the mentheir way to the back of the bar where they see the men
sitting at a table.sitting at a table.

VINCEVINCE
We got the Cali boys in the houseWe got the Cali boys in the house
tonight.tonight.

Slick Rick sees Vince, Bow, and Mail Man. He immediatelySlick Rick sees Vince, Bow, and Mail Man. He immediately
jumps up from the table, and pulls out his gun, aiming it atjumps up from the table, and pulls out his gun, aiming it at
Vince.Vince.
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VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Drinks on me. That's southernDrinks on me. That's southern
hospitality.hospitality.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
Well, if it ain't the Atlanta Don.Well, if it ain't the Atlanta Don.

Messiah and Hot Rod look at each other, but remain seated.Messiah and Hot Rod look at each other, but remain seated.

Vince gives Slick Rick his full attention.Vince gives Slick Rick his full attention.

VINCEVINCE
Slick, I thought you were supposedSlick, I thought you were supposed
to be my man?to be my man?

Slick Rick keeps his gun aimed at Vince.Slick Rick keeps his gun aimed at Vince.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
I'm trying to get paid out here.I'm trying to get paid out here.

VINCEVINCE
Aren't we all. You saw anAren't we all. You saw an
opportunity and you capitalized onopportunity and you capitalized on
it.it.

Vince points at Hot Rod.Vince points at Hot Rod.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
You almost got me... I bet y'allYou almost got me... I bet y'all
didn't know I own this spot.didn't know I own this spot.

Messiah and Hot Rod look at each other, trying to figure outMessiah and Hot Rod look at each other, trying to figure out
what's going on.what's going on.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Doesn't make much money, but itDoesn't make much money, but it
gives my people who are lessgives my people who are less
fortunate a place to come andfortunate a place to come and
enjoy themselves. They need that.enjoy themselves. They need that.

Hot Rod quickly stands, making a motion for his gun tuckedHot Rod quickly stands, making a motion for his gun tucked
under his shirt. Before he can grab it, Slick Rick turns theunder his shirt. Before he can grab it, Slick Rick turns the
gun on Hot Rod, SHOOTING HIM in the head. Hot Rod falls togun on Hot Rod, SHOOTING HIM in the head. Hot Rod falls to
the floor, dead.the floor, dead.

Messiah doesn't move a muscle, realizing that Vince has setMessiah doesn't move a muscle, realizing that Vince has set
him up. He looks down at Hot Rod lying dead on the floor.him up. He looks down at Hot Rod lying dead on the floor.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
You should've headed back westYou should've headed back west
when you had a chance.when you had a chance.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
You got me.You got me.

VINCEVINCE
I've been watching you since youI've been watching you since you
got here... The cops aren't thegot here... The cops aren't the
only ones who can send somebodyonly ones who can send somebody
deep undercover.deep undercover.

Vince reaches behind his back and removes a gun.Vince reaches behind his back and removes a gun.
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VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Nuts to the floor time.Nuts to the floor time.

Afraid for his life, Messiah pleads with Vince.Afraid for his life, Messiah pleads with Vince.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
Hold up... I can leave townHold up... I can leave town
tonight if you let me walk outtatonight if you let me walk outta
here alive.here alive.

VINCEVINCE
I live by a code... Never leave anI live by a code... Never leave an
enemy behind.enemy behind.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
I swear it! You'll never hear fromI swear it! You'll never hear from
me again!me again!

VINCEVINCE
You're right.You're right.

MESSIAHMESSIAH
Go fuck yourself!Go fuck yourself!

Vince aims the gun at Messiah and FIRES TWO SHOTS into hisVince aims the gun at Messiah and FIRES TWO SHOTS into his
chest. Messiah falls out of the chair, dead.chest. Messiah falls out of the chair, dead.

Vince and Slick Rick look at each other. All the men laugh asVince and Slick Rick look at each other. All the men laugh as
Vince and Slick Rick walk over and hug each other.Vince and Slick Rick walk over and hug each other.

INT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/RECOVERY ROOM - DAYINT. ATLANTA MEDICAL CENTER/RECOVERY ROOM - DAY

Ebony lies in bed in a recovery room with Heaven and RaymondEbony lies in bed in a recovery room with Heaven and Raymond
standing next to her.standing next to her.

Heaven adjusts Ebony's pillow.Heaven adjusts Ebony's pillow.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
How are you feelin'?How are you feelin'?

Ebony speaks in a low, soft tone.Ebony speaks in a low, soft tone.

EBONYEBONY
I'm ready to go home.I'm ready to go home.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
It's good to see you're doin'It's good to see you're doin'
better.better.

Ebony looks up at Heaven.Ebony looks up at Heaven.

EBONYEBONY
Thank you for always being thereThank you for always being there
for me.for me.

HEAVENHEAVEN
You're like the sister I never hadYou're like the sister I never had
and I love you.and I love you.

Heaven leans over and gives Ebony a hug.Heaven leans over and gives Ebony a hug.

Raymond's cell phone rings. He takes it out of his pocket andRaymond's cell phone rings. He takes it out of his pocket and
answers it.answers it.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
Hello.Hello.

INT. SLICK RICK'S APARTMENT - INTERCUTINT. SLICK RICK'S APARTMENT - INTERCUT

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
My main man, Ray Ray.My main man, Ray Ray.

Slick Rick stands, aiming his pistol at a Schwarzenegger "THESlick Rick stands, aiming his pistol at a Schwarzenegger "THE
TERMINATOR", poster on the wall.TERMINATOR", poster on the wall.

SLICK RICK (CONT'D)SLICK RICK (CONT'D)
This is Slick.This is Slick.

Raymond looks over at Heaven and Ebony.Raymond looks over at Heaven and Ebony.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'll be right outside.I'll be right outside.

Raymond leaves the recovery room and walks down the hall.Raymond leaves the recovery room and walks down the hall.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
Why the hell are you callin' me?Why the hell are you callin' me?

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
I hear you're about to do someI hear you're about to do some
serious time for killin' Blackserious time for killin' Black
Jack.Jack.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I didn't kill anybody.I didn't kill anybody.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
The streets are sayin' you did it.The streets are sayin' you did it.
Even though I did put in thatEven though I did put in that
work... I just wanted to let youwork... I just wanted to let you
know that once you're gone, I'mknow that once you're gone, I'm
gonna pay Heaven a visit. I plangonna pay Heaven a visit. I plan
on jumpin' ten inches deep inon jumpin' ten inches deep in
those panties.those panties.

Raymond grows angrier by the second.Raymond grows angrier by the second.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
I'm gonna tie her up and fuck thatI'm gonna tie her up and fuck that
bitch froggy style.bitch froggy style.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I promise, if you go anywhere nearI promise, if you go anywhere near
her. I will take your head off.her. I will take your head off.

SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
Oh yeah, one last thing. That newOh yeah, one last thing. That new
car of yours. I'll be gettin' thatcar of yours. I'll be gettin' that
up off you. Seein' how you won'tup off you. Seein' how you won't
be needin' it. You stay up, man.be needin' it. You stay up, man.

Raymond hangs up the phone as Heaven approaches him.Raymond hangs up the phone as Heaven approaches him.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Is everything okay?... And pleaseIs everything okay?... And please
don't lie to me.don't lie to me.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
I have to go take care ofI have to go take care of
somethin'.somethin'.

Heaven, sensing the situation is getting increasingly worse,Heaven, sensing the situation is getting increasingly worse,
grabs Raymond's right hand.grabs Raymond's right hand.

HEAVENHEAVEN
You know, with all that's goingYou know, with all that's going
on, you're gonna have to truston, you're gonna have to trust
someone to help you.someone to help you.

Raymond nods.Raymond nods.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Don't go home tonight. I need youDon't go home tonight. I need you
to stay here where it's safe.to stay here where it's safe.

Raymond hugs Heaven.Raymond hugs Heaven.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
I'll see you later.I'll see you later.

Heaven looks concerned as Raymond walks down the hall.Heaven looks concerned as Raymond walks down the hall.

INT. NEW LINCOLN - DAYINT. NEW LINCOLN - DAY

Councilman Ronald Shaw, wearing a black brim hat, sits in hisCouncilman Ronald Shaw, wearing a black brim hat, sits in his
car on a city street.car on a city street.

The front passenger door opens and Raymond takes a seat inThe front passenger door opens and Raymond takes a seat in
the councilman's car, handing him an envelope of money.the councilman's car, handing him an envelope of money.

The councilman looks down at the envelope.The councilman looks down at the envelope.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
He said no phones. Do not call. HeHe said no phones. Do not call. He
wants me to text you when it'swants me to text you when it's
time.time.

The councilman nods and stuffs the envelope inside of hisThe councilman nods and stuffs the envelope inside of his
jacket.jacket.

Raymond exits the car.Raymond exits the car.

EXT. CITY STREETS - NIGHTEXT. CITY STREETS - NIGHT

Bow drives the Chrysler 300 with Slick Rick and Mail Man inBow drives the Chrysler 300 with Slick Rick and Mail Man in
the car with him.the car with him.

Vince follows them in his Cadillac Escalade.Vince follows them in his Cadillac Escalade.

Vince parks on the street, a half block away from aVince parks on the street, a half block away from a
restaurant, with a sign that reads, "South American Homerestaurant, with a sign that reads, "South American Home
Cooking." He watches as the Chrysler 300 drives into theCooking." He watches as the Chrysler 300 drives into the
alley behind the restaurant.alley behind the restaurant.

INT. ALLEY - NIGHTINT. ALLEY - NIGHT

Bow, carrying a black duffle bag, Slick Rick, and Mail ManBow, carrying a black duffle bag, Slick Rick, and Mail Man
exit the car and walk toward the back door of the restaurant.exit the car and walk toward the back door of the restaurant.
The back door opens and they're all greeted by SANTIAGO, 40,The back door opens and they're all greeted by SANTIAGO, 40,
Colombian man, short, curly black hair, wearing an apron.Colombian man, short, curly black hair, wearing an apron.
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SLICK RICKSLICK RICK
My man, Santiago.My man, Santiago.

SANTIAGOSANTIAGO
Slick. Good to see you.Slick. Good to see you.

They all enter the restaurant through the back door.They all enter the restaurant through the back door.

INT. CADILLAC ESCALADE - NIGHTINT. CADILLAC ESCALADE - NIGHT

Vince, having a clear view of the alley waits in his SUV.Vince, having a clear view of the alley waits in his SUV.

INT. ALLEY - NIGHTINT. ALLEY - NIGHT

The back door of the restaurant opens and Bow, carrying theThe back door of the restaurant opens and Bow, carrying the
black duffle bag, Slick Rick, Mail Man and Santiago all exit.black duffle bag, Slick Rick, Mail Man and Santiago all exit.

Three undercover cars and four police cars swoop in SIRENSThree undercover cars and four police cars swoop in SIRENS
HOWLING on the restaurant and the alley.HOWLING on the restaurant and the alley.

All the men are surprised, seeing the police surround them.All the men are surprised, seeing the police surround them.

Detectives Pearlinski and Hughes exit one of the unmarkedDetectives Pearlinski and Hughes exit one of the unmarked
squad cars that pulled into the alley with their gunssquad cars that pulled into the alley with their guns
pointed, SCREAMING for the men to freeze.pointed, SCREAMING for the men to freeze.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
Down on the ground! Down on theDown on the ground! Down on the
ground!ground!

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
Everybody down! Get down!Everybody down! Get down!

INT. CADILLAC ESCALADE - NIGHTINT. CADILLAC ESCALADE - NIGHT

Vince watches the entire scene unfold from his Escalade.Vince watches the entire scene unfold from his Escalade.

VINCEVINCE
Son of a bitch!Son of a bitch!

INT. ALLEY - NIGHTINT. ALLEY - NIGHT

Bow and Slick Rick pull out their weapons.Bow and Slick Rick pull out their weapons.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
Drop your weapons!Drop your weapons!

Bow and Slick Rick FIRE AT THE OFFICERS.Bow and Slick Rick FIRE AT THE OFFICERS.

The police take aim and GUN DOWN Bow and Slick Rick.The police take aim and GUN DOWN Bow and Slick Rick.

Mail Man and Santiago drop to ground and put their handsMail Man and Santiago drop to ground and put their hands
behind their heads.behind their heads.

The undercover agents and cops run over and handcuff Mail ManThe undercover agents and cops run over and handcuff Mail Man
and the Santiago lying on the ground as the other agents rushand the Santiago lying on the ground as the other agents rush
the back entrance of the restaurant.the back entrance of the restaurant.

Detective Pearlinski and Hughes check Bow and Slick RickDetective Pearlinski and Hughes check Bow and Slick Rick
lying on the ground dead. Detective Hughes checks Slicklying on the ground dead. Detective Hughes checks Slick
Rick's pocket and removes a wallet.Rick's pocket and removes a wallet.

The Cadillac Escalade, sitting a half block away, backs awayThe Cadillac Escalade, sitting a half block away, backs away
unnoticed by the police.unnoticed by the police.
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Detectives Pearlinski and Hughes stand over Slick Rick.Detectives Pearlinski and Hughes stand over Slick Rick.

AGENT 1AGENT 1
Is that him?Is that him?

Detective Hughes nods his head as he looks inside SlickDetective Hughes nods his head as he looks inside Slick
Rick's wallet.Rick's wallet.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
Rick Mitchell, aka Slick Rick...Rick Mitchell, aka Slick Rick...
He's our man.He's our man.

INT. VINCE'S ESCALADE - NIGHTINT. VINCE'S ESCALADE - NIGHT

Vince, visibly shaken, drives his EscaladeVince, visibly shaken, drives his Escalade

VINCEVINCE
Dammit! Dammit!Dammit! Dammit!

A text message comes through on Vince's phone from Raymond.A text message comes through on Vince's phone from Raymond.

TEXT MESSAGETEXT MESSAGE
If you're gonna be down with me,If you're gonna be down with me,
be all the way down with me.be all the way down with me.

VINCEVINCE
Fuck!.. So, you wanna cross me?Fuck!.. So, you wanna cross me?

Vince, trying to figure out his next move, dials a number onVince, trying to figure out his next move, dials a number on
his phone.his phone.

EXT. COMMUNITY CENTER - NIGHTEXT. COMMUNITY CENTER - NIGHT

Grimis and Justin stand outside of the closed communityGrimis and Justin stand outside of the closed community
center.center.

Vince drives up and parks in front of the two men. He getsVince drives up and parks in front of the two men. He gets
out of his Escalade and walks over to the two men. Vinceout of his Escalade and walks over to the two men. Vince
gives Justin his full attention.gives Justin his full attention.

VINCEVINCE
J, I need you to make a call forJ, I need you to make a call for
me. Then I want you to driveme. Then I want you to drive
Grimis's truck to the club andGrimis's truck to the club and
wait for me.wait for me.

EXT. COMMUNITY CENTER - NIGHTEXT. COMMUNITY CENTER - NIGHT

Heaven drives up to the community center and gets out of herHeaven drives up to the community center and gets out of her
car. She looks around and calls out.car. She looks around and calls out.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Justin!Justin!

Vince walks up behind Heaven, startling her.Vince walks up behind Heaven, startling her.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Vince... Where's Justin?Vince... Where's Justin?

Heaven sees Vince holding a gun in his hand.Heaven sees Vince holding a gun in his hand.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
What's going on?What's going on?
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Grimis drives Vince's Escalade over to Vince and Heaven.Grimis drives Vince's Escalade over to Vince and Heaven.

Vince opens his rear passenger side door and points the gunVince opens his rear passenger side door and points the gun
at Heaven.at Heaven.

VINCEVINCE
Get in.Get in.

Heaven backs away.Heaven backs away.

Vince rushes over and grabs her arm, forcing her in theVince rushes over and grabs her arm, forcing her in the
backseat of his Escalade. Vince gets in the back seat withbackseat of his Escalade. Vince gets in the back seat with
her, and Grimis drives off.her, and Grimis drives off.

EXT. CITY STREETS - NIGHTEXT. CITY STREETS - NIGHT

Raymond walks over to his car and gets in. He looks down atRaymond walks over to his car and gets in. He looks down at
his cell phone in the console and sees that he has two missedhis cell phone in the console and sees that he has two missed
calls and a message from Heaven. Raymond listens to thecalls and a message from Heaven. Raymond listens to the
message.message.

HEAVEN (O.S.)HEAVEN (O.S.)
Raymond, it's Heaven. I've triedRaymond, it's Heaven. I've tried
calling you. I got a call fromcalling you. I got a call from
Justin. He says that he's at theJustin. He says that he's at the
community center and he needs mycommunity center and he needs my
help. I'm going to go see what'shelp. I'm going to go see what's
going on.going on.

Raymond hangs up the phone and speeds off.Raymond hangs up the phone and speeds off.

INT. PORSCHE - NIGHTINT. PORSCHE - NIGHT

Raymond SPEEDS to the community center. He calls Heaven'sRaymond SPEEDS to the community center. He calls Heaven's
phone.phone.

VINCE (O.S.)VINCE (O.S.)
Good to hear from you, cousin. TheGood to hear from you, cousin. The
lovely Heaven is chillin' with melovely Heaven is chillin' with me
at the club.at the club.

Raymond's mood becomes dark, as he turns the car around inRaymond's mood becomes dark, as he turns the car around in
the middle of the street, speeding in the opposite direction.the middle of the street, speeding in the opposite direction.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Listen here. I'm gonna tell you...Listen here. I'm gonna tell you...

INT. CLUB CORRAL - INTERCUTINT. CLUB CORRAL - INTERCUT

Vince stands behind Heaven, who is seated in front of him atVince stands behind Heaven, who is seated in front of him at
a table.a table.

VINCEVINCE
No muthafucka, you listen! YouNo muthafucka, you listen! You
think I'm playin' games!think I'm playin' games!

Vince, holding a gun, leans down hugging Heaven from behind.Vince, holding a gun, leans down hugging Heaven from behind.
He smells her neck as he runs his nose to her cheek.He smells her neck as he runs his nose to her cheek.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Damn, she smells good! I see whyDamn, she smells good! I see why
this pussy got you whipped.this pussy got you whipped.
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RAYMONDRAYMOND
Look. Don't do nothin' stupid.Look. Don't do nothin' stupid.

VINCEVINCE
You mean like you did earlier.You mean like you did earlier.

INT. PORSCHE - NIGHTINT. PORSCHE - NIGHT

Raymond hears a GUNSHOT and JAMS on brakes, trying to composeRaymond hears a GUNSHOT and JAMS on brakes, trying to compose
himself.himself.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

Vince holds the gun in the air, having fired a shot. HeVince holds the gun in the air, having fired a shot. He
laughs, as Heaven cries.laughs, as Heaven cries.

VINCEVINCE
She's in tack, for now. I can'tShe's in tack, for now. I can't
promise for how much longer though.promise for how much longer though.

Vince kisses Heaven's cheek.Vince kisses Heaven's cheek.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
We're waitin' on you. If anybodyWe're waitin' on you. If anybody
is with you, I'll blow this bitchis with you, I'll blow this bitch
brains out. And you know I'm notbrains out. And you know I'm not
fuckin' around.fuckin' around.

Vince hangs up the phone.Vince hangs up the phone.

EXT. PORSCHE - NIGHTEXT. PORSCHE - NIGHT

The Porsche SPEEDS AWAY.The Porsche SPEEDS AWAY.

EXT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTEXT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

Raymond walks toward the V.I.P. entrance. He looks up andRaymond walks toward the V.I.P. entrance. He looks up and
sees a full moon. Raymond stops and stares at the moon.sees a full moon. Raymond stops and stares at the moon.

INT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTINT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

Heaven sits at a table in the club with Grimis standing overHeaven sits at a table in the club with Grimis standing over
her. She watches Vince interacting with Justin. Vince schoolsher. She watches Vince interacting with Justin. Vince schools
him like a father to a son.him like a father to a son.

Raymond cautiously walks into the club through the V.I.P.Raymond cautiously walks into the club through the V.I.P.
entrance. His face shows relief as he sees Heaven sitting atentrance. His face shows relief as he sees Heaven sitting at
a table with Grimis standing next to her.a table with Grimis standing next to her.

Everyone sees Raymond enter the club.Everyone sees Raymond enter the club.

VINCEVINCE
There he is. I'm glad you couldThere he is. I'm glad you could
join us.join us.

Vince turns to Grimis.Vince turns to Grimis.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Go check it out.Go check it out.

Grimis walks past Raymond and out the exit door.Grimis walks past Raymond and out the exit door.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Why did you drag her into this?Why did you drag her into this?
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VINCEVINCE
I needed her to flush you out. II needed her to flush you out. I
knew you'd come runnin'. I toldknew you'd come runnin'. I told
you she'd make you weak.you she'd make you weak.

Justin watches Vince and Raymond.Justin watches Vince and Raymond.

Grimis enters the club.Grimis enters the club.

GRIMISGRIMIS
He's alone.He's alone.

Vince removes his gun from his back and looks over at Heaven.Vince removes his gun from his back and looks over at Heaven.

VINCEVINCE
If you don't wanna get shot,If you don't wanna get shot,
you'll sit right there and not sayyou'll sit right there and not say
a word.a word.

Vince looks down at the gun in his hand and gives Raymond hisVince looks down at the gun in his hand and gives Raymond his
full attention.full attention.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
I told you we were in deep. I wasI told you we were in deep. I was
lookin' at twenty to life iflookin' at twenty to life if
McCall made that hearing withMcCall made that hearing with
Internal Affairs. He knew too much.Internal Affairs. He knew too much.

Raymond watches the gun in Vince's hand.Raymond watches the gun in Vince's hand.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
I didn't make the call on you,I didn't make the call on you,
Ray. Sometimes even a boss has toRay. Sometimes even a boss has to
follow orders... I wanted youfollow orders... I wanted you
locked up, not murdered.locked up, not murdered.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I guess that's your twisted way ofI guess that's your twisted way of
lookin' out for family.lookin' out for family.

VINCEVINCE
You're now a liability.You're now a liability.

Vince turns to Justin.Vince turns to Justin.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
I told you, you have to earn yourI told you, you have to earn your
stripes. It's time. You want thatstripes. It's time. You want that
BMW?BMW?

Justin nods.Justin nods.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Take him out for me.Take him out for me.

Justin looks at Raymond.Justin looks at Raymond.

JUSTINJUSTIN
He's your cousin.He's your cousin.
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VINCEVINCE
Nah. He's an informant. He turnedNah. He's an informant. He turned
his back on family and went to thehis back on family and went to the
cops. He's the reason Bow andcops. He's the reason Bow and
Slick Rick are dead.Slick Rick are dead.

Heaven stands.Heaven stands.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Justin, don't.Justin, don't.

Vince looks over at Grimis behind Heaven.Vince looks over at Grimis behind Heaven.

VINCEVINCE
Snap that bitch neck if she movesSnap that bitch neck if she moves
again!again!

Grimis grabs Heaven's hair and holds her.Grimis grabs Heaven's hair and holds her.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Go ahead and handle that.Go ahead and handle that.

Justin removes the 38 revolver from behind his back and aimsJustin removes the 38 revolver from behind his back and aims
it at Raymond. He and Raymond stare at each other.it at Raymond. He and Raymond stare at each other.

Vince can see Justin can't bring himself to shoot Raymond. HeVince can see Justin can't bring himself to shoot Raymond. He
pulls out a roll of money.pulls out a roll of money.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
J.J.

Vince tosses the money to Justin. Justin catches the money,Vince tosses the money to Justin. Justin catches the money,
staring at it.staring at it.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
It's plenty more where that cameIt's plenty more where that came
from... Just aim at his head andfrom... Just aim at his head and
shoot that rat.shoot that rat.

Justin aims at Raymond's head, while they stare at eachJustin aims at Raymond's head, while they stare at each
other.other.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I do time for you, and now you getI do time for you, and now you get
a kid to kill for you. You reallya kid to kill for you. You really
are chicken shit.are chicken shit.

Justin shakes his head no and lowers the gun.Justin shakes his head no and lowers the gun.

JUSTINJUSTIN
I can't do that to Ray Ray.I can't do that to Ray Ray.

Vince shakes his head.Vince shakes his head.

Councilman Ronald Shaw enters the club through the V.I.P.Councilman Ronald Shaw enters the club through the V.I.P.
Everyone sees him as he enters and makes his way toward Vince.Everyone sees him as he enters and makes his way toward Vince.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Councilman Shaw.Councilman Shaw.

VINCEVINCE
What the hell are you doin' here?!What the hell are you doin' here?!
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COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
Your cousin said that you wantedYour cousin said that you wanted
to see me. What the hell is goingto see me. What the hell is going
on?on?

VINCEVINCE
I need you to turn around and getI need you to turn around and get
the hell outta here. Me and himthe hell outta here. Me and him
have some unfinished business.have some unfinished business.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I know that you were behind in theI know that you were behind in the
polls with no chance of winning,polls with no chance of winning,
so you had Vince hire Officer Jackso you had Vince hire Officer Jack
McCall to kill Walter Griffin.McCall to kill Walter Griffin.

Councilman Ronald Shaw looks over at Vince.Councilman Ronald Shaw looks over at Vince.

Heaven is in disbelief.Heaven is in disbelief.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
You don't know shit.You don't know shit.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I know Vince pays you fifteenI know Vince pays you fifteen
thousand dollars a month and hethousand dollars a month and he
has free reign of your District.has free reign of your District.

Councilman Ronald Shaw stares at Raymond.Councilman Ronald Shaw stares at Raymond.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
I also know that you have aI also know that you have a
brother-n-law in the narcoticsbrother-n-law in the narcotics
unit who is also on Vince'sunit who is also on Vince's
payroll. He gives you insidepayroll. He gives you inside
information. I know everything.information. I know everything.

Councilman Ronald Shaw turns to Vince.Councilman Ronald Shaw turns to Vince.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
Have Bow take care of him.Have Bow take care of him.

The councilman turns to walk away.The councilman turns to walk away.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Bow's dead.Bow's dead.

The councilman stops and turns Vince.The councilman stops and turns Vince.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAWCOUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW
If you would have just killed himIf you would have just killed him
like I told you to, none of thislike I told you to, none of this
would be happening! That's why Iwould be happening! That's why I
sent the bounty hunter!sent the bounty hunter!

The councilman turns to Raymond.The councilman turns to Raymond.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW (CONT'D)COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW (CONT'D)
Vince and I are business partners.Vince and I are business partners.
We have an arrangement.We have an arrangement.

Raymond rolls something unseen in his right hand.Raymond rolls something unseen in his right hand.
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Councilman Ronald Shaw looks around at everyone and turns toCouncilman Ronald Shaw looks around at everyone and turns to
Vince.Vince.

COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW (CONT'D)COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW (CONT'D)
You made this fucking mess! CleanYou made this fucking mess! Clean
it up!it up!

The Councilman turns and walks out of the club.The Councilman turns and walks out of the club.

VINCEVINCE
Lil J, don't worry about it. I'llLil J, don't worry about it. I'll
take care of this myself.take care of this myself.

Justin backs away, with his gun in hand.Justin backs away, with his gun in hand.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
Well cuz, we had some good times,Well cuz, we had some good times,
and some bad times. Your time isand some bad times. Your time is
up.up.

Vince walks over to Raymond, aiming his gun at his face.Vince walks over to Raymond, aiming his gun at his face.

VINCE (CONT'D)VINCE (CONT'D)
I wish there was another way.I wish there was another way.

HEAVENHEAVEN
No.No.

In a flash, Raymond throws a white powder substance inIn a flash, Raymond throws a white powder substance in
Vince's face, blinding him.Vince's face, blinding him.

Vince FIRES A SHOT, missing Raymond. Raymond rushes Vince,Vince FIRES A SHOT, missing Raymond. Raymond rushes Vince,
grabbing his arm and holding the gun as the two CRASH intograbbing his arm and holding the gun as the two CRASH into
the bar. Raymond headbutts Vince between the eyes and hitsthe bar. Raymond headbutts Vince between the eyes and hits
him with three punches to the face, while holding his arm.him with three punches to the face, while holding his arm.

Raymond headbutts Vince once again, snatching the gun fromRaymond headbutts Vince once again, snatching the gun from
his hand.his hand.

Vince leans against the bar out of it. Raymond HITS Vince inVince leans against the bar out of it. Raymond HITS Vince in
the face with the gun, sending him CRASHING to the floor.the face with the gun, sending him CRASHING to the floor.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
That's a lil somethin' I learnedThat's a lil somethin' I learned
in the joint!in the joint!

Justin watches the altercation between Vince and Raymond.Justin watches the altercation between Vince and Raymond.

Grimis pushes Heaven to the floor and runs toward Vince andGrimis pushes Heaven to the floor and runs toward Vince and
Raymond.Raymond.

Raymond gets on top of Vince and pistol whips him with twoRaymond gets on top of Vince and pistol whips him with two
blows to the face.blows to the face.

Grimis pulls Raymond off of Vince, throwing him up againstGrimis pulls Raymond off of Vince, throwing him up against
the bar. Raymond drops the gun as he SLAMS against the bar.the bar. Raymond drops the gun as he SLAMS against the bar.
Grimis wraps his massive arm around Raymond's neck and heGrimis wraps his massive arm around Raymond's neck and he
struggles to free himself from the choke hold.struggles to free himself from the choke hold.

Heaven jumps on Grimis's back, driving her nails into hisHeaven jumps on Grimis's back, driving her nails into his
eyes. Grimis lets go of Raymond and turns around, shovingeyes. Grimis lets go of Raymond and turns around, shoving
Heaven to the floor. Heaven lies on the floor, holding herHeaven to the floor. Heaven lies on the floor, holding her
head.head.
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Raymond gets up off floor catching his breath. Grimis againRaymond gets up off floor catching his breath. Grimis again
wraps his arm around Raymond's neck. Raymond kicks off thewraps his arm around Raymond's neck. Raymond kicks off the
bar with both feet sending he and Grimis TUMBLING BACKWARDSbar with both feet sending he and Grimis TUMBLING BACKWARDS
OVER A TABLE.OVER A TABLE.

Grimis head SMASHES against the corner of the table as theyGrimis head SMASHES against the corner of the table as they
hit the floor. Grimis holds his head as he attempts to get uphit the floor. Grimis holds his head as he attempts to get up
off the floor.off the floor.

Vince, dazed and bloodied, stumbles to his feet. He pulls aVince, dazed and bloodied, stumbles to his feet. He pulls a
knife from his pocket and makes his way toward Heaven gettingknife from his pocket and makes his way toward Heaven getting
up off the floor holding her head.up off the floor holding her head.

Raymond grabs a half-emptied beer bottle off of a table,Raymond grabs a half-emptied beer bottle off of a table,
SMASHING it over Grimis's head. Grimis hits the floor.SMASHING it over Grimis's head. Grimis hits the floor.
Raymond grabs a chair, smashing it over Grimis's head andRaymond grabs a chair, smashing it over Grimis's head and
back with FOUR DEVASTATING BLOWS, leaving him unconscious.back with FOUR DEVASTATING BLOWS, leaving him unconscious.

Vince, holding the knife in his hand, walks toward Heaven.Vince, holding the knife in his hand, walks toward Heaven.

Raymond turns and sees Vince making his way toward Heaven asRaymond turns and sees Vince making his way toward Heaven as
she backs away.she backs away.

Vince takes a stab at Heaven, but she grabs his wrist,Vince takes a stab at Heaven, but she grabs his wrist,
twisting it the way Raymond showed her in the self-defensetwisting it the way Raymond showed her in the self-defense
class. The knife doesn't fall from Vince's hand, but he'sclass. The knife doesn't fall from Vince's hand, but he's
shocked that she tried to disarm him.shocked that she tried to disarm him.

VINCEVINCE
Stupid bitch!Stupid bitch!

Vince raises the knife again and A SHOT IS FIRED, hitting himVince raises the knife again and A SHOT IS FIRED, hitting him
in the back of his neck. Vince drops the knife as bloodin the back of his neck. Vince drops the knife as blood
streams from his neck. Holding the back of his neck, he turnsstreams from his neck. Holding the back of his neck, he turns
and sees Justin aiming the gun he gave him.and sees Justin aiming the gun he gave him.

Justin drops the gun to the floor, as he and Vince stare atJustin drops the gun to the floor, as he and Vince stare at
each other.each other.

Raymond and Heaven watch as Vince tries to gather himself.Raymond and Heaven watch as Vince tries to gather himself.

Detective Pearlinski and Hughes run into the club through theDetective Pearlinski and Hughes run into the club through the
V.I.P. entrance, aiming their guns.V.I.P. entrance, aiming their guns.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
Everybody down on the floor! GetEverybody down on the floor! Get
down!down!

Everyone watches as Vince stumbles over to the bar, holdingEveryone watches as Vince stumbles over to the bar, holding
the back of his neck. Close to losing consciousness, Vincethe back of his neck. Close to losing consciousness, Vince
removes the uzi with the silencer from behind the bar.removes the uzi with the silencer from behind the bar.

DETECTIVE PEARLINSKIDETECTIVE PEARLINSKI
Drop the weapon! Drop it!Drop the weapon! Drop it!

Vince stumbles toward Raymond, as the two men lock eyes.Vince stumbles toward Raymond, as the two men lock eyes.
Vince uses all his energy to raise the gun.Vince uses all his energy to raise the gun.

DETECTIVE HUGHESDETECTIVE HUGHES
Don't do it!Don't do it!

Detective Pearlinski and Hughes both FIRE A SHOT into Vince'sDetective Pearlinski and Hughes both FIRE A SHOT into Vince's
chest. THE UZI FIRES as Vince hits the floor. Detectivechest. THE UZI FIRES as Vince hits the floor. Detective
Pearlinski and Hughes run over to Vince lying on the floor.Pearlinski and Hughes run over to Vince lying on the floor.
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Detective Hughes kicks the gun away from Vince.Detective Hughes kicks the gun away from Vince.

Raymond looks down at Vince lying on the floor. He sees thatRaymond looks down at Vince lying on the floor. He sees that
Heaven and Justin are both okay. Detective Hughes movesHeaven and Justin are both okay. Detective Hughes moves
toward Raymond, making him get down on the floor.toward Raymond, making him get down on the floor.

Heaven and Justin look at Vince lying by the bar.Heaven and Justin look at Vince lying by the bar.

EXT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHTEXT. CLUB CORRAL - NIGHT

The Detective's unmarked car, six police cars, and anThe Detective's unmarked car, six police cars, and an
ambulance are outside the club.ambulance are outside the club.

Vince is stretchered out into an ambulance, hanging on by aVince is stretchered out into an ambulance, hanging on by a
thread.thread.

Police bring Raymond and Grimis out of the club, handcuffed.Police bring Raymond and Grimis out of the club, handcuffed.

Heaven and Raymond make eye contact, as he is being led to aHeaven and Raymond make eye contact, as he is being led to a
police car.police car.

INT. POLICE STATION/INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. POLICE STATION/INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

Heaven and Justin sit behind a table, conversing withHeaven and Justin sit behind a table, conversing with
Detectives Hughes and Pearlinski.Detectives Hughes and Pearlinski.

INT. POLICE STATION/INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHTINT. POLICE STATION/INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT

Raymond sits behind the table.Raymond sits behind the table.

Detectives Pearlinski and Hughes, the police Lieutenant, 57,Detectives Pearlinski and Hughes, the police Lieutenant, 57,
salt and pepper hair, black mustache, wearing a gray suit, ansalt and pepper hair, black mustache, wearing a gray suit, an
officer from Internal Affairs, 46, Caucasian, black hairofficer from Internal Affairs, 46, Caucasian, black hair
wearing a black suit, all listen to the melee from the clubwearing a black suit, all listen to the melee from the club
recorded on Raymond's phone.recorded on Raymond's phone.

INT. POLICE STATION - NIGHTINT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

Justin's mother hugs him as Heaven looks on. She thanksJustin's mother hugs him as Heaven looks on. She thanks
Heaven and exits the precinct with Justin.Heaven and exits the precinct with Justin.

EXT. COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW'S HOUSE - NIGHTEXT. COUNCILMAN RONALD SHAW'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Upper middle class neighborhood.Upper middle class neighborhood.

Two police cars are parked.Two police cars are parked.

A news camara crew reports as Detective Pearlinski and HughesA news camara crew reports as Detective Pearlinski and Hughes
escort Councilman Ronald Shaw from his home in handcuffs.escort Councilman Ronald Shaw from his home in handcuffs.

EXT. POLICE STATION - NIGHTEXT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

Raymond walks out of the police station late night. He looksRaymond walks out of the police station late night. He looks
at the empty street and back up at the police station.at the empty street and back up at the police station.
Raymond walks away from the precinct.Raymond walks away from the precinct.

INT. RAYMOND'S APARTMENT - DAYINT. RAYMOND'S APARTMENT - DAY

Raymond finishes packing his bag. He looks down at a photoRaymond finishes packing his bag. He looks down at a photo
lying on the nightstand of he and Vince, posing by theirlying on the nightstand of he and Vince, posing by their
cars. Raymond picks of the photo, staring at it.cars. Raymond picks of the photo, staring at it.

Holding the photo over a small trash can, Raymond STRIKES AHolding the photo over a small trash can, Raymond STRIKES A
LIGHTER. He holds the photo over the fire, watching it melt.LIGHTER. He holds the photo over the fire, watching it melt.
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EXT. PORSCHE - DAYEXT. PORSCHE - DAY

Raymond walks over to his car with his bag and suitcase.Raymond walks over to his car with his bag and suitcase.

Heaven approaches Raymond as he stands behind his trunk.Heaven approaches Raymond as he stands behind his trunk.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Hey... I wanted to see you offHey... I wanted to see you off
before you left.before you left.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'm glad you came.I'm glad you came.

HEAVENHEAVEN
You know, I was thinking about youYou know, I was thinking about you
moving to Tallahassee.moving to Tallahassee.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
A lot has happened, and you saidA lot has happened, and you said
you needed some space. I think ayou needed some space. I think a
fresh start might be best.fresh start might be best.

Raymond opens his trunk.Raymond opens his trunk.

HEAVENHEAVEN
I don't know how else to sayI don't know how else to say
this... I don't want you to leave.this... I don't want you to leave.

Raymond is surprised at what he just heard.Raymond is surprised at what he just heard.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
Truth be told... I enjoy spendingTruth be told... I enjoy spending
time with you. You've touched mytime with you. You've touched my
heart in way that no one else has.heart in way that no one else has.

Heaven reaches out and holds Raymond's hand.Heaven reaches out and holds Raymond's hand.

HEAVEN (CONT'D)HEAVEN (CONT'D)
I would really like for you toI would really like for you to
stay here in Atlanta, so we canstay here in Atlanta, so we can
work on our friendship.work on our friendship.

JOE (O.S.)JOE (O.S.)
So would I.So would I.

Raymond turns and sees Joe, Teddy, and Justin.Raymond turns and sees Joe, Teddy, and Justin.

JUSTINJUSTIN
Me too.Me too.

TEDDYTEDDY
Don't leave me.Don't leave me.

Teddy hugs Raymond and the men laugh.Teddy hugs Raymond and the men laugh.

Raymond looks at Heaven.Raymond looks at Heaven.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
Atlanta has kind of grown on me.Atlanta has kind of grown on me.

Heaven hugs Raymond.Heaven hugs Raymond.
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HEAVENHEAVEN
Ebony said that if I let youEbony said that if I let you
leave, she'd get me in the ringleave, she'd get me in the ring
and we'd go a few rounds.and we'd go a few rounds.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
I'd pay to see that.I'd pay to see that.

JOEJOE
My boy. You won't be needing these.My boy. You won't be needing these.

Joe closes Raymond's trunk. He and Justin take Raymond's bags.Joe closes Raymond's trunk. He and Justin take Raymond's bags.

JUSTINJUSTIN
I told you. I like your style, man.I told you. I like your style, man.

Raymond and Justin shake hands and hug.Raymond and Justin shake hands and hug.

TEDDYTEDDY
Hurry up and put those bags away.Hurry up and put those bags away.
We got a surprise for you.We got a surprise for you.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
A surprise. Really?A surprise. Really?

INT. COMMUNITY CENTER - DAYINT. COMMUNITY CENTER - DAY

Raymond, Heaven, Teddy, Joe, and Justin enter the communityRaymond, Heaven, Teddy, Joe, and Justin enter the community
center gymnasium. Raymond sees around 225 people CLAPPING andcenter gymnasium. Raymond sees around 225 people CLAPPING and
CHEERING as they enter. He sees Ebony with her right arm inCHEERING as they enter. He sees Ebony with her right arm in
a sling, standing under a a banner reading, "RAY RAY KOs thea sling, standing under a a banner reading, "RAY RAY KOs the
monster IN ATL, GEORGIA."monster IN ATL, GEORGIA."

HEAVENHEAVEN
You know we never got a chance toYou know we never got a chance to
celebrate your victory.celebrate your victory.

Ebony walks over and hugs Raymond. He looks around the gym,Ebony walks over and hugs Raymond. He looks around the gym,
nodding in approval.nodding in approval.

Joe hands Raymond a Ring Magazine.Joe hands Raymond a Ring Magazine.

JOEJOE
Page fourteen.Page fourteen.

Raymond opens the magazine to page fourteen, seeing anRaymond opens the magazine to page fourteen, seeing an
article titled, "One to Watch, Ray Ray KOs The Monster inarticle titled, "One to Watch, Ray Ray KOs The Monster in
ATL, Georgia."ATL, Georgia."

JOE (CONT'D)JOE (CONT'D)
The IBF wrote that article. That'sThe IBF wrote that article. That's
a worldwide magazine.a worldwide magazine.

Raymond closes the magazine, fighting back tears. He hugs JoeRaymond closes the magazine, fighting back tears. He hugs Joe
and Heaven. Raymond looks over and sees Detectives Pearlinskiand Heaven. Raymond looks over and sees Detectives Pearlinski
and Hughes. Detective Hughes holds up his fist and givesand Hughes. Detective Hughes holds up his fist and gives
Raymond a thumbs up.Raymond a thumbs up.

Teddy jumps on the stage in the gym and sings.Teddy jumps on the stage in the gym and sings.

TEDDYTEDDY
"Ray Ray KOOOs, da monster... in"Ray Ray KOOOs, da monster... in
ATL Georgia"...ATL Georgia"...

(more)(more)
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TEDDY (cont'd)TEDDY (cont'd)
"Ray Ray KOOOs, da monster... in"Ray Ray KOOOs, da monster... in
ATL Georgia." Come everybody, singATL Georgia." Come everybody, sing
it with me.it with me.

CROWDCROWD
"Ray Ray KOOOs, da monster... in"Ray Ray KOOOs, da monster... in
ATL Georgia"... "Ray Ray KOOOs, daATL Georgia"... "Ray Ray KOOOs, da
monster... in ATL Georgia."monster... in ATL Georgia."

Raymond puts his arm around Heaven and turns to Joe.Raymond puts his arm around Heaven and turns to Joe.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You think I could become Atlanta'sYou think I could become Atlanta's
next, Hometown Boy?next, Hometown Boy?

JOEJOE
You sure you want that title? ItYou sure you want that title? It
didn't work out to well for thedidn't work out to well for the
last guy.last guy.

RAYMONDRAYMOND
You got a point.You got a point.

Raymond turns to Heaven.Raymond turns to Heaven.

RAYMOND (CONT'D)RAYMOND (CONT'D)
I can't believe you did all this.I can't believe you did all this.

HEAVENHEAVEN
Well, you did KO da monster, inWell, you did KO da monster, in
ATL Georgia.ATL Georgia.

Raymond shakes Joe's hand.Raymond shakes Joe's hand.

Teddy, standing next to Raymond, holds the opened magazineTeddy, standing next to Raymond, holds the opened magazine
article in the air.article in the air.

CROWDCROWD
"Ray Ray KOOOs, da monster... in"Ray Ray KOOOs, da monster... in
ATL Georgia"... "Ray Ray KOOOs, daATL Georgia"... "Ray Ray KOOOs, da
monster... in ATL Georgia."monster... in ATL Georgia."

FADE OUT.FADE OUT.


